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The square dance picture, the "won-
derful world of square dancing" we hear 
extolled, is composed of many facets: 
modern western, traditional, contra 
round and clog dancing. The common 
denominator is of course the word "dan-
cing," which Webster defines as 
"rhythmic or patterned movements per-
formed to music." Whatever controversy 
we have over number of basics and ac-
ceptable lists, we hope that all agree 
that we are engaged in a DANCING hob-
by. 
Our square dance picture is a little out 
of focus today, in that some of our newer 
dancers are not being taught to DANCE. 
Strolling through 125 basics is not the 
mark of a DANCER. In this out-of-focus 
picture, the music is superfluous. All 
that is needed for this "exercise" is a 
caller and trained walkers. 
It has been said that contra and round 
dancing will make square dancers better 
dancers. We suggest that if callers 
spent time with newer dancers, en-
couraging them to step to the music, 
listening with them for the "shuffle-
shuffle" of soft-soled shoes on the floor, 
square dancing would be as rhythmic as 
any other form. 
Several recent writers in ASD have 
suggested that we move on in a positive 
way, strengthening the good things we 
enjoy, agreeing that we can make 
square dancing all we want it to be. Both 
Callerlab and LEGACY will be meeting In 
the next two months to discuss the 
overall dance picture. Is it out of focus? 
Can we reset our cameras and bring It to 
the clear, colorful, kaleidoscopic picture 
of which we dream? Can we start by 
paraphrasing the Coke theme: "I'd like 
to teach the world to DANCE..?" 
g,> -LINE 
Have you heard the Mechanics illustrated TV commercial that says, "The most fun 
the staff has Is building a new issue each month." We chuckle each time It plays 
because putting together a magazine really Is fun, and challenging and work. We 
belong to that fortunate breed of people for whom their Jobs are great fun and pro-
vide great satisfaction. 
This month we have few authors, partly because of our long lead article, but they 
provide good meaty articles. Each year the presentations from The Washington 
Leadership Seminar are well worth publishing for a nationwide audience. This one by 
well-known keynoter Bob Van Antwerp reviews the whole gamut of square dance 
leadership. Duane and Donna Rodgers, caller-leaders from the Chicago area, point 
out the milestones along the road of one kind of s/d leadership. 
Bay Warner treats a subject only recently broached in a "Square Line," one we 
have not dealt with on discussions of club relationships, yet one that becomes a part 
of every club's memories. Bey Is a caller's Taw from Saginaw (It rhymes!) and does 
free-lance writing when not dancing. 
Marcella Swords of California has submitted poetry that is somewhat different 
than we have published before and modern In vein. 
Happy spring! 
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6tatut Zip 
In the December 1980 issue of ASD 
there appeared an article by Vic and Peg 
Wills concerning a square dance caller 
by the name of Bob "Whoo" Clark. I am 
that Bob Clark and I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank you for your 
consideration and the publishing of the 
article in your fine magazine. 
My wife, Millie, and I have become In-
creasingly aware of the many benefits to 
be derived from square dancing and 
calling. Uppermost among these are the 
many, many friends we acquire along 
the way. When friends like these take 
the time to write such kind words, It 
adds the Icing to the cake. Thanks again 




Thanks for your "Product Line" for our 
square dance wall hangings. The orders 
have started to come in...We appreciate 
your help. 
Maggie & Louie Powell 
(Eddie's parents) 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 
Enclosed is a check to cover two 
years' extension of my subscription to 
your most helpful magazine. I am a 
young caller with two years experience, 
and I really look forward to ASD each 
month. I never fall to learn something 
from each issue that has to do with the 
wonderful world of modern western 
square dancing and calling. Keep up the 
outstanding work. Much success to the 
entire staff In the year to come. 
Jim Taylor 
West Virginia 
I note that it is time to renew my 
subscription...I have quite a library of 
American Squaredance. I am a caller 
and often refer to back issues for ideas 
to keep my classes, workshops and 
dances Interesting, so I don't want to 
miss any Issues. 
Lee Horning 
Alpine, Texas 
I thought that you might be interested 
In reading a Christmas card from a cOu-
pin I taught to square rtancini a few years 
ago. After all the frustrations and tribu-
lations of teaching, a greeting such as 
this makes it all seem worthwhile. 
There once was a caller who sang a mean song, 
His hash was terrific, no matter how long.  
He taught us turn thru and allemande Thar 
And told us, "With square dancing, you're sure to go 
far!" 
So to this great caller we'd like to say "Thanks!" 
We've had so much fun since we've Joined the ranks 
Of square dancers young and square dancers old, 
And the friends that we've gained are worth more than 
gold. 
So thanks for setting our feet on the track, 
We'll remember you always whene'er we look beck! 
Bill Horstmeyer 
Tempe, Arizona 
Continued on Page 75 
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Concerning which way Is up, 
who's on first, where'd he go, 
and today's transient trends. 
As you read this, of course, It 15 
March. But as the pen scrawls, it is late 
January. Thinking five weeks ahead Is 
always a brain drain for ASD editors, and 
Fourth Estaters in general. Think about 
It— we've got Draino for clogged 
drains— someone should invent a pro-
duct called Braino for clogged brains. (I 
have no problems.— Co-ed.) 
It Is an eternal editorial enigma. Look 
at the present. Think into the future. 
Write with a euphoric outlook, imagining 
what the future will bring, convincing 
readers the future has Just happened, 
but knowing they know you are writing 
the future in the past. which Is not the 
present when they read It. (Please pass 
the Braino.— Co-ed.) 
For instance, right now some exciting 
things are happening nationally. The 
American hostages have just been 
released from Iranian captivity. Jubila-
tion seems boundless. A new president 
has been Inaug... Inag... Inauger... In-
augur... Installed in office. He comes on 
strong. Everyone has high hopes that 
the economy will become a bit more 
stable. 
In the square dance world a much-
needed flare and flourish would result 
from a right-side-up-turned economic 
boom-boon. Callers would travel more 
widely, learn more, laugh more, have 
more time for the hobby. Dancers would 
go more, buy more, try more creative pro-
grams. Organizations would thrive more, 
chance more, dance more, pay more, 
organize more, learn more. All In all, It 
would be an all-encompassing, all-
around all-out, all-together, altruistic 
alternative. 
A Sandusky personality named Karl 
Bates did some in-depth research into 
economic evaluations of today and 
tomorrow that are very worthy of Inclu-
sion In this monotonous monologue. He 
tapped those mysterious "government 
sources" to produce a classic amplifica-
tion of ambiguity that goes about like 
this: 
"Sales and income figures show an. 
easing up of the rate at which business 
Is easing off. This can be taken as ample 
proof of the government's contention 
that there's a slowing-up of the slow-
down. Now to clarify that, It should be 
noted that a slowing up of the slow-
down is not as good as an upturn In the 
down-turn. On the other hand, It's a good 
deal better than either a speed-up of the 
slow-down or a deepening of the down-
turn. Also, It suggests that the climate Is 
about right for an adjustment of the 
readjustment to rate structures. 
American Squaredance, March 1981 
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"Now, turning specifically to rates; we 
find a very definite decrease in the rate 
of increase. This clearly shows there 
should be a letting up of the letdown. Of 
course, If the slow-down should speed 
up, the decrease in the rate of increase 
of rates would turn into an increase in 
the rate of decrease. And finally, the in-
flation of the recession would turn the 
recession into a depression while a 
deflation In the rate of Inflation would 
give the impression of a recession of the 
depression." (Pass a doubie dose of 
Braino.— Co-ed.) 
Two very similar north-central USA 
cold-country sorties occurred on my 
itinerary in late December and early 
January. Those are the ones we vowed 
to "keep on ice" until this month's issue. 
Gonvick, Minnesota— Caller Don Lit-
tlefield of Fargo-Moorehead (twin cities) 
had set up this far-northern excursion 
for me before buzzing off to Florida to 
warm up. I flew to the other twin-cities 
area (Minneapolis, St. Paul) and com-
menced a l-o-n-g five-hour rental-wheel-
deal north to Gonvick, a tiny dot on the 
map, but a warm-hearted (warm as the 
hot cider they served) Wildwood 
Whirlers "country-style" greeting 
awaited me from Marion and Stan Ask 
and all the others. Caller Virgil and Ruth 
McCann popped over from Grand Forks 
(100 miles, one-way) and stood by as my 
stand-in in case of a blizzard blooper or 
wild, windy SNIRT attack. (That's a well-
known northern phenomenon of com-
bined snow and dirt blowing in the wind.) 
(OK. Thanks for clearing up the MIST-
ery!- Co-ed.) 
Madison, Wisconsin— I had bagged a 
motel in Bagley (near Gonvick) but there 
was little time to sleep. I was obliged to 
arise at two o'clock in the morning, in 
order to start the long drive back to the 
twin cities, in order to catch a morning 
flight to Milwaukee, in order to meet 
Roger and Toni Samuel, in order to have  
them drive me west to Madison (2-hour 
drive), in order to call a two o'clock after-
noon ASD dance for the Southwest Area 
Association at the Hofbrau Haus in 
Waunakee. (Whew.) Thanks again to Bob 
& Marge Throndsen as well as Don & 
Vera Chestnut, it all clicked off like a 
well-oiled Swiss timepiece. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin— Whoa.... the 
day was only half spent. We turned 
around and barreled back to Milwaukee 
to call an evening ASD dance (actually a 
'n heifer," which has no relation to 
a heifer) for the Tri-Corner gang of the 
"oughta know" city. My hosts that even-
ing were caller Bob and Arlene Koser, 
but by the time I got to the cozy Koser 
"cottage" (some cottage— more like a 
mansion) I was too spent to sprint. 
Next morning I flew home to rest up 
until the following weekend (first of 
January) when I would fly back to the 
same general area. 
Minneapolis, St. Paul— The Carver 
Swingers always produce a nice crowd 
and a nice reception in the north coun-
try. This time (my sixth encounter there) 
there were thirty sets to set a record of 
sorts. I lavished a lovely Chinese/Danish 
dinner served by my hosts Herb and 
June Johnson. (There are 42,000 
Johnsons in the twin-cities, but Herb is 
the one in St. Paul.) "Slick" Syl served up 
the rounds in fine fashion. 
Grand Forks, North Dakota— B-r-r-r. It 
was a chilly six hour drive north to Grand 
Forks the next day in 15-below 
temperature, with a chill-factor of 
"minus-30," according to reports. But 
the Skirts and Shirts warmed up the ASD 
dance, a combined class/club affair. Bob 
and Joyce Apostal cued with religious 
fervor. I coo-d. The crowd queried for 




the good bustling "bussing" business 
from the Turtle River gang. Thanks to 
caller/hosts/UK-bounders Virgil and 
Ruth McCann for setting it up. 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin— Remnis-
cent of the air-auto flight of a week ago 
was today's skipping "sched." I had to 
drive eight hours south and east for an 
afternoon encounter in Tilden at the 
rustic Country Villa (the Center of Higher 
Learning) for a bouncy, enthus-elastic 
club, the Squarenaders, and a turkey 
dinner "on the house." Loved it! 
Everybody and his "Uncle Oly" up that 
MN/WS way carries skits on racks on car 
tops. Keeps a guy like me "honest" on 
the highway, since you'd swear from a 
distance a sure-enuf, rocky-top 
"smokey" cruiser was approaching. 
Well, the twin weekends In the twin-
cities in the twin months of December-
January had come to termination In a 
twinkling, but the very next weekend 
saw me flying west and northward 
again, this time to the far northwest on a 
Northwest flight that was just as 
fleeting (3-daters, lone week-enders, all) 
and flavorful. Correction: This was 
originally to be a 3-date swing like the 
others, but it turned out to be a 2-date 
swing instead, when Medford, Oregon 
fogged, flopped and fell through at the 
last minute. So there was only Spokane 
left— a dance plus a caller clinic. 
Spokane, Washington— Jim and Bet-
ty Strick were strictly wonderful to set it 
up with the Western Dance Association 
at the beautiful Western Dance Center 
(my third visit to the Center). I was 
hosted in Colbert out on the fruit farm of 
Doug and Priscilla Davis, one of 
Spokane's popular callers/cuers. By the 
way, all callers are cuers in the north-
west. That's the way they do it out  
thataway. And everybody dances the 
rounds. What stamina! They dance three 
hours PLUS, with hardly a break, enjoy-
ing two squares and two rounds in quick 
succession till almost midnight, then 
many dash off (as we did) to the local 
Eagles Hall and jitterbug and Jig and 
disco into the wee hours! Wow. Watch 
for our Spokane Hall of Fame article 
coming next month. 
On the next afternoon (Sunday now), 
Doug drove me out to Spokane's moun-
tain region to visit Mitcham's Barn (built 
in '38 and "alive" with great square 
dance "ghost" events of bygone days), a 
truly marvelous square dance landmark, 
still popular for s/c1 events, owned by 
Cloyce Preedy. 
Then came the all-afternoon caller 
clinic with twenty-five (count 'em— 25!) 
of the area's callers/cuers, followed by a 
most magnificent potluck in the North-
West hall, operated by— you guessed 
it— Jim and Donna West. It was a real 
rich experience with a dynamic and do-
lt-now organization. There's a real exam-
ple of spirit and workmanship (also 
work-woman-ship?— Co-ed) among 
callers. Take a lesson, square dance 
world! 
Well, guess what... I must "take a 
powder" until next month, at which time 
you'll be enthralled and entranced (and 
practically embalmed— Co-ed) by my 
accounts of a Floridian trip in mid-
January (also including Virginia, Miss-
issippi, Ohio and Michigan) that involved 
such episodes as my being dubbed 
an "Honorary Conch," losing my lug-
gage in Orlando, losing a limo in 
Gulfport, almost getting "flushed" down 
a Super Bowl in New Oleans, and 
"flashing" In Flushing, Michigan. Great 
sakes alive! I can hardly wait to hear 
what I'm going to say. 
American Squaretlence, March 1981 
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MUSIC PRODUCED BY 
JOHNNY GIMBLE 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS 
1425 Oakhill Drive 




C101 Take One— Beryl 
C102 Roadrunner Romp— Jerry 
C103 Excelerator Spec— Gary 
C104 Smooth and Easy— Ken 
LINE DANCE 
C-701 Music in Me 
by Johnna Winter 
C-3602 LOVIN' YOU BABY—
Ken Bower $ Gary Shoemake 
ROUND DANCE RELEASES 
C-604 BUBBLES by John & Wanda Winter 
C-801 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Ray & Bea Dowdy 
C-901 BLUE RIBBON BLUES by Clancy & Betty Mueller 
C-1001 BLUE MOON CHA CHA by Charlie & Betty Procter 
C-1101 GOODY GOODY by Wayne Norma Wylie 
P11-11.11 P 
Clancy & Betty 	Ray & Bee 
Mueller 	 Dowdy 
Wayne & Norma 
Wylie 
Charlie & Betty 
Procter 
John & Wanda 
Winter 
Dick Reuter 	Jerry Story Randy Dougherty Wayne Baldwin Paul Marcum 
Ken Bower 	Jerry Haag 
C-105 Saturday Night— Ken Bower 
Flip: Callerlab Basic Prog. 1-37 
C-507 • My Baby's Gone Away— Ken Bower 
C-508 I'll Be Danged— Ken Bower 
C-106 Sunday Morning— Jerry Haag 
Flip: Callerlab Ext. Program 1-54 
C-206 Great Balls of Fire— Jerry Haag 
Bey Mar 	Wry Shoem... 
If It Aln't Lana Beryl Mein 
Pecos Promenade— Beryl Main 
Devil's Dream— Beryl Main 
Flip: Callerlab Mainstream 
The Devil Went Down to Georgia— Gary 
Sugarfoot Rag— Gary Shoemake 





Somebody Special— Dick Rueter 
RR-104 
Whenever You're Around— Paul Marcum 
AA.602 
Delta Queen— Randy Dougherty 
AR-302 
Hello Mary Lou— Jerry Story 
RR-203 
Magic Carpet— Wayne Baldwin 
RR-103 
Fan the Flame— Paul Marcum 
Ellin Buddy Allison 
-es 
Coyote 
CR•102 DIM THE LIGHTS 
Buddy Allison 
CR•201 WHEN I'M GONE 
Bob Cling 










by Bob Van Antwerp 
State Line, Nevada 
From the Keynote Speech of the 1980 
Washington State Leadership Seminar 
The word leadership, I am told, did not 
appear in the English language until 
around the year 1800. It took another 100 
years before social scientists undertook 
serious study of the phenomenon of 
leadership. But in the last 40 years 
researchers have been hard at work 
making up for lost time, inquiring into 
how people become leaders, how they 
retain positions of leadership, how they 
acquire followers, how they affect 
group performance, and, what 
makes for leader effectiveness. 
In today's society, unlike that of cen-
turies past, most people live much of 
their lives in groups— when they work, 
when they worship, when they plan and 
when they square dance or round and 
contra dance. It seems that all groups 
do need leaders, for better or for worse. 
Leaders can make or break a group. 
Their attitudes of behavior strongly in-
fluence the group's performance and 
also the amount of satisfaction enjoyed 
by group or club members. Take the 
case of the caller and his dancers, the 
round dance leader and his dancers, the 
dance association leader and its 
members, and consider the leadership 
that is either offered directly or slightly 
mulled over. It is equally true in the case 
of callers, round dance leaders, club and 
association presidents, that most are 
thrust into the position of leading a 
group. Each person is a leader who gets 
chosen, or chooses to direct a commit-
tee, to be president of a club, or to be a 
responsible association delegate. 
Of the countless people who take on 
these varied leadership roles, how many 
find it a truly rewarding and fulfilling ex-
perience? How many can honestly 
assess their performance as a job "well 
done?" How many encounter 
troublesome resistance, or even hostili-
ty, jealousy and unfriendliness in their 
American Squeredence, March 1981 
conscientious attempts to lead? How 
many end up saying, "Never again?" 
If being a leader turns out to be a bad 
experience, it is almost always because 
of the leader's own effectiveness. Con-
sidering that few callers, teachers and 
leaders ever get any kind of specific 
training, becoming a leader is so often 
difficult, frustrating, and disappointing. 
Being a leader does not make you one. 
After you get to be the leader of a group, 
you are going to have to earn the accept-
ance of the group members and have an 
influence on their behavior. The acquisi-
tion of a leadership title like caller, 
round dance teacher, contra leader, 
square dance club president, or associa-
tion president soon brings unexpected 
disappointments or uninvited problems 
from dissatisfied dancers and members. 
Undoubtedly you will see evidence of 
jealousy on the part of some of the 
group members. Others may show 
resentment because they did not get 
your position; in their eyes you did not 
deserve the position, but they did. 
You are also likely to observe some 
subtle (and not so subtle) changes in the 
way the club or group relate to you. 
Some who only weeks ago were your 
friends now appear to avoid you and ex-
clude you from their friendship circle. 
Others may start showing signs of being 
afraid of you; they act defensively, more 
11 
guarded In their conversations, less 
frank in sharing their problems. Oh! 
What fun it is to be a leader. 
Is it now more clear why, when you 
become a leader, you have not really 
made it? In fact, it might be said that you 
have had it. Certainly, I do not intend to 
discourage anyone from aspiring to 
become a leader. Rather I want to be 
honest with you and say that leaders will 
not always automatically get the respect 
and acceptance of their club or group 
members. in order to earn the ieadership 
of their group and have a positive in-
fluence on the members, the leaders 
must learn some specific skills and 
methods. 
Callers, teachers and leaders seldom 
seek leadership positions solely to 
satisfy the needs of club or group 
members. Leaders are human, too, and 
they have the usual human needs for 
status, achievement, higher pay, 
recognition, self-esteem, security, ego 
and acceptance, in fact, usually the 
same needs as the followers. If they 
don't find ways of satisfying these 
needs in their leadership position, they 
will not want to remain there very long. 
An effective leader cannot be only a 
human relations specialist, he or she 
has other evident responsibilities to 
carry out in leading the club or group. He 
or she, as the leader, must acquire some 
flexibility and sensitivity to know when 
and where to employ these skills to 
achieve mutual satisfaction of club or 
group members, as well as the needs of 
the leader. 
The Square Dance Caller, Round and 
Contra Leader, the Club and Association 
Leader in their Roles of Leadership 
It is difficult, if not impossible, to 
develop a precise list of caller-leader 
leadership attributes, or skills and 
techniques that would find general ac-
ceptance. The individual leadership 
qualities and personalities of these 
leaders doing their own thing in their 
own way usually provides square and 
round dancing its variety. Leaders find 
their leadership abilities taxed in many 
different situations, such as keeping a 
large crowd happy at a festival, in com-
parison to the local scene In maybe a 
rural area where the leader has maybe 
only 20 people to satisfy. Both intend to 
serve the dancers in the most effective  
way and both are equally important. To 
me, the most important situation is the 
local one. 
A Callerlab paper presented a year 
ago on Standards states: "A caller 
should be ethical in professional and 
personal matters in his or her leadership 
roles as it affects square and round dan-
cing. He or she should have a deep and 
abiding interest in the square and round 
dance movement which supercedes his 
or her own ego involvement. He or she 
should know how to dance weii and 
should show pride in the profession and 
maintain high standards of reliability 
and judgment. The true measure of a 
leadership success, within the broad 
constraints of good taste and the pro-
mulgation of good square and round 
dancing, lies with the pleasure the 
dancer receives. Dancers or peers will 
quickly evaluate leadership performance 
and show whether it is acceptable or 
not, by the frequency of their attendance 
in the square dance halls. One yardstick 
that has been around for many years 
and has served well is this: "Is it good 
for square and round dancing?" That 
standard is clear, concise, and as up to 
date as 35 years ago. 
Segments of leadership traits for all of 
our leaders in the field are found in some 
of the following statements. 
Confidence— People follow a confi-
dent leader without hesitation. They 
rarely follow a leader who does not seem 
sure of himself, and the person who 
does not exhibit confidence is not often 
a leader. 
Technical skills— The fluffer, the "hot 
air artist" with no real knowledge of 
teaching, calling or leading may make a 
good impression and obtain a high 
degree of success at first, but will 
seldom last. He will never be respected 
by those who participate with him and 
know him best. 
Communication— The leader who 
cannot communicate to his dancers is 
lost. The leader must be able to use his 
established tools of speech and ability 
to reach those he leads. 
Frankness and honesty— Being tact-
ful does not imply being cowardly or 
dishonest in his convictions. The leader 
who straddles the fence on issues of 
square and round dance importance, 
hesitating to speak out frankly and 
honestly when his opinions are sought, 
is not a true leader. 
12 
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Courage— Leadership is at a 
premium because so many people are 
loathe to make decisions, are lacking in 
their enthusiasm, timid in their faith in 
themselves, afraid of the burden of 
responsibility and undecided about their 
direction. 
We have in our activity many capable 
and dedicated leaders who are working 
diligently to put square and round danc-
ing on a lasting foundation. 
This reminds me of the story of the 
three stonemasons. All three of them 
were cuttng stone, but when asked in-
dividually what they were doing, here 
were their answers: 
First stonemason: "Obviously, I'm 
cutting stone." 
Second stonemason: "Don't bother 
me, I'm earning a living." 
Third stonemason, lifting his eyes, 
with a smile: "I'm building a cathedral." 
This story reminds me of many people 
in different kinds of leadership positions 
today. Actually, all three were doing the 
same kind of work, but their reactions 
were a matter of attitude. To one, the 
task was boring; to another, just a job; 
but to the third, the same task was thrill-
ing as he had a creative purpose. Frank 
Hamilton, a noted round dance leader of 
a few years ago once said. "A form of 
professional status has been attained in 
the square and round dance field. Those 
who wish our activity to improve in com-
petence and judgment must also realize 
that mere enthusiasm and desire will not 
suffice as the sole qualifications for 
leadership." The general public, so 
responsive to personality and salesman-
ship often lacks the ability to 
discriminate in judging the soundness 
and technical aptitude of leaders. Any 
experienced dancer can teach a dance 
to dancers who know some basics, but 
only a few can teach people to dance so 
that they will truly enjoy the experience 
and present a graceful and happy ex-
pression. The teacher, caller or leader 
who is swayed by poor dance execution 
and permits it to continue without the 
courage or conviction to correct it in his 
own groups is a very poor leader. 
There is a vast difference between be-
ing a capable square and round dance 
leader and being a teacher who is good 
for the activity. Few of us have had 
previous teaching experience, as stated 
before, or even recreational or musical 
training. Lacking this training we are  
dependent upon what we see others 
teach and do, what we read in books and 
magazines (material written sometimes 
by people who are as new to the activity 
as we may be, or want to see their name 
in print) and upon our own ideas and 
whims. No other activity can match ours 
for the speed with which the novice ad-
vances from beginner to expert, to a pro-
fessional teacher and then to an author-
ity. 
Many of our present instructors hang 
out their teaching shingles just a few 
months after graduation from a begin-
ners class. No controls have been ex-
erted to deter this action. Many callers 
and teachers have never gone through a 
basic dance class and many know little 
or nothing about square and round 
dance fundamentals and procedures, or 
about the guiding principles behind 
sound and effective leadership. I would 
say that in some, but certainly not the 
largest percentage, the dollar signs 
seem to lure them Into the profession 
along with the "ego trip" of being a 
leader. This lack of training is, I feel, 
responsible for the confused trends of 
the day and for much of the poor danc-
ing. Many would-be dancers are re-
pelled, rather than attracted to the ac-
tivity, because of the examples of poor 
technique, styling and attitudes they 
observe from some of our leaders in the 
activity. 
One concept of leadership is that a 
leader should be nothing more than a 
servant of his dancers. In turn, this is 
saying we must give the dancers what 
they want and the way they want it. It 
sounds logical, but unfortunately, many 
very opinionated dancers are in com-
plete disagreement with each other. 
Often, a small but very vocal minority, 
composed as a rule, of the most eager 
and active (though not necessarily the 
best) dancers succeed in dictating 
policy under the "servant creed' of 
leadership. This Is where our strong 
leader has to exert his full leadership 
capacity to give proper direction in an ef-
fective way. 
Some of the other outstanding 
qualities of leadership that I have found 
to be successful In our activity are 
awareness, interest and the willingness 
to serve. Awareness In leadership is a 
warranted quality that combines 
knowledge of and appreciation for a per-
son as an individual. A note from J. M. 
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Barrie in his Plays of J. M. Barrie, 
describes charm, "If you have it, you 
don't need to have anything else, and if 
you don't have it, it doesn't much matter 
what else you have." This only goes so 
far. 
Interest— It contains the ingredients 
of knowledge and appreciation, but it 
also contains curiosity and imagination. 
Curiosity makes him want to find out 
what makes people tick and makes him 
want to see how many people he can ex-
pertly guide through so many weeks of a 
beginners class. Imagination shows him 
how to tie together what he finds out. 
The willingness to serve— A leader 
may be very aware and may be intellec-
tually interested but if he is not pos-
sessed by the importance of making life 
a little richer or fuller, and if he does not 
take pride in the part he plays in his in-
struction, his leadership will run in a nar-
row channel. The values and objectives 
toward which a good leader strives may 
habitually change from day to day, class 
to class and from club to club, but the 
willingness to serve, to give freely, is 
always present. 
One of the most important basic in-
gredients each leader must realize is 
that he or she is an individual in his or 
her own right. Wisely molding the 
development of this personality they will 
be able to face the leadership respon-
sibilities expected of them by the 
dancers. Be yourself; don't pattern 
yourself so closely after another caller, 
teacher or leader that it will detract from 
your individual personality. Continued 
practice of not being oneself can only 
result In degradation. 
One of the most difficult hurdles to 
conquer in the quest to become a promi-
nent caller, teacher or leader in today's 
square and round dance circles is that of  
accepting the publicity, the praise, the 
over-reaction of some dancers and 
members given to the rapidly successful 
caller/teacher/leader. Each indivudual 
must realize this instant acclaim can 
quickly diminish, if not accepted prop-
erly and redirected so it will not become 
theory of "They can't do without me." 
They, the followers, can vacate 
themselves when they find the initial, 
well-developed leadership has gone 
astray in favor of self-importance. 
Be aware, be concerned, be on top of 
the situations; request follower opinion, 
seek discussions with experienced 
leaders without hesitation; don't jeopar-
dize portions of the dance activity and 
don't rely on past experience for the 
answer to each new situation in making 
judgments. 
What is expected of you as a leader? 
Each student dancer, member or 
follower expect individually many things 
that you the leader cannot justifiably 
satisfy but over all, they are very easy to 
please if your leadership is in the right 
direction. There is one quality all great 
leaders possess: They are capable of 
persuading others to work together as 
teams under their direction to ac- 
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Distributed by Corsair, 
Twelgren, Old-Timer 
complish certain designated objectives. 
As long as a leader has this gift, he re-
tains his position. Once he loses it, his 
reputation vanishes. When that fleeting 
quality of leadership is lost, it is ex-
tremely difficult to recapture. 
In closing this segment on the square 
dance caller, round and contra dance 
leader and the club and association 
leader let me state that any leader put-
ting his best foot forward has to realize 
that it is necessary to achieve insight in-
to the minds and hearts of other people. 
To fail to see the other person's side is 
to fail to see his own. He must not be 
overly convinced by his own reasoning. 
He must be humble and have the 
awareness of the complexity of human 
nature. Like an actor on a stage, the 
leader can identify himself with the part, 
yet remain aloof and critical. A suc-
cessful caller, teacher or leader is essen-
tially the result of a complicated in-
terplay of all the virtues and principles of 
his own particular environment and his 
own personal qualities and ideals. 
Nobody said it would be easy but the 
rewards are really very gratifying when 
you find you have been successful in 
your efforts and your dancers and 
followers are supportive of your leader-
ship qualities. 
I feel every leader, caller, teacher has 
some responsibilities and obligations to 
assume. Those are: 
1. The character of professional 
relationships among the many members 
of the square and round dance profes-
sion. 
2. The character of professional 
relationships with the people they lead, 
direct and serve. 
3. The quality of performance by 
one another as well as the people and 
participants they lead. 
4. The prohibition of conduct which 
brings disrepute to the profession and 
individual. 
5. Respect for the professional 
competence of his colleagues and 
recognition that different teaching, call-
ing and instructional techniques and 
philosophies may accomplish identical 
objectives. 
6. The shunning of actions, words 
or deeds which negate mutual respect, 
cooperation and team work. 
7. Development and use of leader-
ship qualities for growth in his particular 
field. 
8. Engagement in the activity for 
his own satisfaction and personal 
growth in addition to the monetary 
rewards. 
9. Awareness of the importance of 
sound basic instructional classes for all 
ages. 
10. The sharing of skills, interests 
and programs with other leaders, 
teachers and callers by means of train-
ing and leadership. 
11. Recognition of economic im-
plications and an endeavor to receive 
financial renumeration equivalent to 
what the group can pay, providing ser-
vices are satisfactorily rendered. 
12. Utilization of all forms of media 
to inform people of the square, round 
and contra programs. 
13. Contribution to the development 
of professional standards. 
Definition of a square, round, contra 
leader, teacher or caller: One that pro-
vides opportunities of enjoyment from 
square, round or contra dancing which 
in turn will satisfy and give meaningful 
fulfillment of the joy of dancing. This in-
cludes leadership desirable to achieve 
such a recreational experience for all 
participants as a quality of life. 
Bob Vinyard 
12150 Franclar 
Bridgeton MO 63044 
314.739-8744 
St. Louis 	 Louisville 
JP207 LOVE HAS MADE A WOMAN OUT OF YOU by Joe 
JP107 SHE BELIEVES IN ME by Bob 
JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER iHoedowni 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER by Joe 
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN by Bob 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY, Bob 
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER, Joe 
JP401 TENNESSEE SUNSHINE, Bob 6 Joe 
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING, Bob IN Joe 
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE1Hoedowni (Excellent for clogging) 
JP103 SELFISH, Bob 
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE. Joe 
Joe PorrItt 
1816 Gardiner Ln. Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
502-459-2455 




Contact these callers for 
bookings and information .  
Fred Bailey 
PO Box 2 (612-358-4486) 
Rush City MN 55069 
Former SW Workshop Editor 
Of This Magazine 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427) 
Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere, 
Stan Burdick 
218 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44830 
THE Meandering Man 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave. 
Hilton NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Workshops & Dances 
Jim Davis, River View Mob. Eat. 
Sp. 0257, 3611 "I" St. NE 
Auburn WA 96002 
206-852-5733 Now Booking 8182-83 
Club Specials-Wwskends•Festivals 
bob t-ehrmann 
218 Charmers Court 
Kirkwood MO 63122 
(314) 965-2631 
Full Time Caller/Dates 81-82 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
(517.321-0820) 
For the Fun of It! 
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597) 
501 Gridley Ave. 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Fox" Booking 1681-82-83 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Ken Gilmore 
2715 LeBoeuf St. 
Muskegon MI 49441 
Dance More with Gilmore! 
Willie Harlan 
PO Box 338 
VinIta OK 74301 
For the Best In Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man!  
Dave "Hash" Has 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now Bookina 1980-81 
Don Malcom (005-923-5417) 
"The Missouri Maverick" 
98200 Edgemont Ave. 
Ellsworth AFB SD 57706 
Calling lull time- Sept. 1981 
Chuck Marlow 
3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 
Weekends & Holidays 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 44062 
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth 
Webb Mills (614-366-3776) 
315 W. Myrtle Ave. 
Newark OH 43055 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays 
Glen Pyle 
2220 Juliette Ave. 
Fort Wayne IN 46804 
219-432-7682 
Booking for 80-81 
Wee Taylor (614-836-380) 
364 West St. 
Groveport OH 43125 
Weekends & Holidays 
Ron Williams (804-587-1850) 
786 W. Ocean View Ave. 




McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-bound Calendars— 





Weekend— $18.00 	NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 
Split Sessions— $6.00 MAY 8" & 9',1981 
$2 More at Door 	McGAVOCK HIGH SCHOOL 
For Information, Tickets & Motel Reservations, write Elsie Marcum 
925 Colfax Dr. —ASD, Nashville TN 37214 or Call 815-889-8238 
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LEGAEY 
****A4vp:',.viNo*ekiriA/ 
As part of LEGACY's long:standing 
commitment to function as a listening 
post for the square dance activity, ques-
tionnaires were distributed in 36 states 
last summer. The basic purpose of the 
questionnaire was to determine dancer 
attitudes on certain things. Additionally, 
LEGACY was looking for some useful in-
formation about how people get started 
in square dancing. 
Oddly, the most important things 
learned as a result of mailing out the 
questionnaires did not come from the 
questionnaires themselves. It came from 
the way they were filled out and return-
ed. About 4000 questionnaires were sent 
to LEGACY members for distribution to 
clubs in their areas. An amazing 2077 
were returned! That total includes some 
reproduced locally when there was more 
demand for questionnaires than were 
mailed. The surprising return rate of 
more than 50% said one thing very suc-
cinctly: the dancers want a voice in their 
activity. Another fact that substantiated 
that conclusion was that 50,000-plus 
words were written on the backs of the 
questionnaires by the dancers, 
elaborating on their attitudes and 
desires for the activity. 
The mass of data was compiled by 
computer and the information (along 
with twelve solid pages of comments ex-
tracted from the backs of the question-
naires) distributed to LEGACY trustees 
for dissemination throughout the 36 
states represented. Square dance 
organizations and leaders may obtain 
copies by writing to LEGACY, 1812 
PeIton Ave., Bellevue NE 68005. 
The informational part of the 
questionnaire concerned what attracted  
each dancer to square dance lessons. 
The national average came out as 
follows (the percentage figures add up 
to more than 100% because some 
checked more than one category): 
'Took lessons in school 6.11% 
'Saw it on TV 2.26% 
'Recommended by friend/family 66.2% 
•Tried S/D at a party 12.3% 
*Saw others dancing 20.6% 
*Saw ad or flyer 12.5% 
The need fora. nationwide means of 
determining dancers' attitudes and 
desires was defined at a LEGACY 
meeting. The questionnaire was the ac-
tion and the results will help many of the 
callers and club leaders to be more res-
ponsive to the dancers' goals. Arrange-
ments are underway to continue the 
survey so that attitude changes can be 
measured. Also, LEGACY members are 
working to expand future questionnaire 
distribution to develop a broader infor-
mation base and provide statistically 
valid data for every state. Throughout 
the expanded questionnaire program, 
dancers will have the opportunity to ex-
press their needs directly and without 
cumbersome and expensive govern-
mental-type organizations. 
Legacy trustees sincerely appreciate 
the effort all 2077 dancers made to fill 
out the questionnaire. Their opinions 
and comments are of great value. The 
basic program at LEGACY's fifth 
meeting (Denver, May 14-17, 1981) has 
been shaped by the questionnaire date 
and comments. The compiled informa-
tion has been widely distributed, read 
and discussed. The next time a LEGACY 
questionnaire comes around, please do 
it again! 
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PH. D. PROGRAMS 
FOR DANCERS WHO WILL GRADUATE 
THIS SPRING! 
1. May 17.23, 1981 with Paul Greer, Gainesville, Fla. with an introduction to 
Rounds with THE ANDERSONS 
2. June 21-27, 1981 with Gordon and Edna Blaum, Miami, Florida 
AT 
BOX U9 DILLARD GA 30537 
CLUB MEMBERS, please tell your new class members about this special pro-
gram lust for new dancers. Give them the extra confidence that a full week of 
dancing brings. Write for the special brochure! 
While In Washington State for the National Square 
Dance Convention, visit the 
BAVARIAN VILLAGE 
LEAVENWORTH WASH. 
Art in the Park 
Old World shops 
21/2 hr. drive from 
downtown Seattle 
135 mi. East on 
Stevens Pass Hlway #2. 
For more Information, write or call: 
LEAVENWORTH, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
226 8th St., (509)548.7914. 
Pick up a "Sunshine Edition" at the Seattle Visitor Bureau. 
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I Second the 
Suggestion... 
by Joyce Hooper 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 
"The best way for a dancer to learn 
the basics in round dancing is to be 
taught by the use of hash cueing." 
—George and Joyce Kammerer 
The comments shared by the Kam-
merers in the December 1980 issue of 
American Squaredance encouraged me 
to write a response. The purpose of my 
comments is to share some of my 
thoughts, but more importantly, to se-
cond the Kammerers' suggestion. As a 
teacher of round dance basics for a little 
over four years, I totally agree that hash 
cueing is the best and most successful 
way to teach the two-step and waltz 
basics. 
The exercise records should be selec-
ted to "fit the teach." It is well worth the 
instructor's time to see that they do. A 
strong bass beat in the rhythm is very 
helpful to the round dance student. I 
also select a few records with vocals, 
but I do not introduce them to the class 
until the fourth or fifth night. It is my 
believe that the student dancer needs to 
be exposed to listening to the cue words 
along with the vocals because a few of 
the choreogaphed rounds being danced 
on club nights do have vocals: "Little 
White Moon" and "Lucky," for example. 
Many times, a comment of apprecia-
tion for the hash cueing method of 
teaching has been expressed. There are 
always a few students at each new 
basics class who explain, "We have 
been round dancing for a few years and 
we were taught by learning the dances. 
But we heard that you teach the steps 
and we want to learn the steps and their 
names so we know what we are dan-
cing." By using a variety of exercise 
records to learn the basic steps, the stu-
dent is able to graduate into a world of 
round dancing with the ability to listen 
and with confidence in his/her own abili-
ty bcause they have memorized "...the 
basics, and (do) not associate the 
routine with a specific record." (Kam-
merer) 
It is easy to maintain the role of leader 
in the class situation with the hash cue-
ing method of teaching. If you always 
review your teaching techniques for 
each basic step, are 110% prepared for 
each lesson, and have as many alternate 
teaching methods available to you as 
you can muster, your students will be 
smoother dancers who graduate with 
confidence. Don't forget to smile and 
compliment your students; let them 
know you are proud of them! 
Open house, or the first lesson night, 
is the most important night for both the 
instructor/leader and the student. This is 
the opportunity to introduce the concept 
of "couple dancing." This is the time to 
welcome everyone, introduce yourself to 
the class and explain teaching methods 
and expectations. Below is an outline for 
my open house, which coincides pretty 
closely with that of the Kammerers. 
1. Welcome— What is round dancing? 
2. Explain (a) teach by seeing, hearing 
and doing 
(b) terminology/cue words 
(c) leads: inside and outside 
feet and hands 
(d) cues are to the men 
3. Rhythm: explain slow and quick 
4. Explain and demonstrate: 
(a) ball of the foot 
(b) commitment to movement 
(imaginary circle) 
(c) tall and wide posture 
(d) shuffle step 
5. Different cueing techniques: 
directional, cadence, cueing 
6. Tips 
(a) Anyone can round dance. 
(b) Rotate partners to assist 
the learning process (short 
periods of time) 
(c) Ask questions— we can all 
learn from each other 
(d) attendance (roll call) 
(e) teaching technique used 
in this class: 






(1) exercise hash cueing 
(2) dance review nights. 
(f) fee schedule and payment 
expectation. 
The open house introduction takes ap-
proximately ten to fifteen minutes. 
The couples them form a circle (most 
have already seen a round dance circle 
at their square dance nights) and they 
are introduced to the terminology for 
directions: line of dance, center of the 
hall, reverse line of dance, and the wall, 
as wall as some of the teaching tech-
niques discussed earlier. 
The student then is shown and prac-
tices some of the most frequently used 
positions: open position, butterfly posi-
tion and semi-closed position. Now we 
are ready for the acknowledgement, em-
phasizing the lead feet, open facing on 
the diagonal and that the cues are to the 
men. 
Next comes the walking step (em-
phasizing the shuffle step associated 
with squares) and the ball-of-the-foot 
movement. The timing is taught for a 
walk step, or slow, and then compared 
with a run step or quick step. Now we are 
ready to dance to hash cueing. 
The exercise hash would then be: 
Standard acknowledgement to 
Open position; Walk 4; Run 8;; 
We exercise this combination to dif-
ferent rhythms and Incorporate the dif- 
ferent positions as well as asking for a 
blending (i.e., in an Open position, Walk 
4; Run 8;; Walk 4; blending to semi-
closed position Run 8;;) until the instruc-
tor can hear the shuffle step. 
At open house, the student learns the 
side, close step (two side closes; Walk 
4;) and Scoot 4 (forward close twice). As 
you can see, the exercise variety is grow-
ing on the very first night: 
Walk 4; Scoot 4; Walk 2; 
Walk 4; Run 8;; Walk 4 to face wall; 
Side close twice; to semi-closed pos; 
At the close of open house, I like to in-
troduce and have the students "dance" 
their first round dance, usually the 
"Grand Colonel Mixer." At the end of the 
first lesson, I read off the list of ac- 
complishments their very first night and 
tell them how pleased I am that they 
have learned and danced their first 
round dance. 
At the close of the third or fourth 
Continued on Page 74 
FOUR BARB RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES 
48-6038 SOMEBODY'S KNOCKIN'— John 
40.6039 SOUTHERN RAINS— BIll V. 
4B-6040 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN RAIN— Mike 
4860411 I AIN'T GO NOBODY— Bob 
4B-6028 KAW.LIGA— BIll 
4B-6029 ALONE WITH YOU— Bob 
4B-6033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU— 
John 
486034 FADED LOVE— 0111 
48.6017 THINGS I TREASURE— Milt, 
48.6032 CORNBREAD/HUSH PUPPY (Hoedowns) 
48.6035 GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN AND WRITE 
MYSELF A LETTER— BIll V. 
4B-6036 LOOKIN' FOR LOVE— Bob 
RECENT RELEASES 
48.6011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— Bob 
4B-6012 I WILL SURVIVE— BIll 
4B-6013 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY— Mike 
486014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER MAN 
48.6015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING— BIll 
48.6016 RAMBLIN' MUSIC MAN— Bob 
4B-6019 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA— Bob 
48.6021 IT'S CRYING TIME AGAIN— Bill 
40-6022 HOLDING THE BAG— Bob & BIll 
48.6024 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE— Mike 
4B-6025 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL—Bob 
4B-6026 A GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG— Bill V. 
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Remember how much you wanted your 
license so you could drive your own car 
and how you felt it could get you 
anywhere you wanted to go? Well, it was 
not long before you found out It was not 
as easy as you thought. 
As a dancer, you watched callers to 
see how well they did their job of leading 
folks down the road to being successful, 
happy, satisfied square dancers. You 
found some of them were reckless and 
seemd to just crash through a dance, on-
ly caring that they were having a good 
time. Like those noisy, careless, "Let me 
have my way!", "Who do you think you 
are?" drivers, you have found some 
callers who seem to ruin things for those 
around them. 
To balance these renegades, there are 
many responsible, mature and profes-
sional instructors, working their hearts 
out to see they turn out dancers of which 
a caller and club can be proud. 
When getting your license you feel 
you are going to have a great time and 
go all kinds of places, but the first thing 
you have to do is pass all the re-
quirements. To drive a car you must be 
able to read, retain rules, have good 
eyesight and balance. To be a caller you 
must possess leadership qualities, have 
rhythm and a good voice. Your ap-
pearance must come up to square dance 
standards. You must have good memory 
and good mental attitudes in order to 
command the situations that arise. A 
faithful, loyal partner to help you over 
the potholes and rough roads is helpful. 
It is not bad to have someone special on 
the good trips, too, for the sharing. 
In driving, all of us come upon rough 
Amerman Sguaredance, Marc' 7987 
by Duane & Donna Rodgers 
Park Forest, Illinois 
spots in the road and hit a few things 
now and then which cause setbacks. We 
pick ourselves up and next time watch 
for the potholes and Ice on the road and 
the other drivers who can get us in trou-
ble. 
What next? You must know the rules 
of the road, regulations and routes. 
When learning to drive, you check over 
all the equipment to see how it works, 
and read the manuals for more help. 
Comparing this to calling, you'd best 
take lessons and dance around a little to 
be familiar with the territory you are 
entering. Checking equipment is not too 
hard. Learning to use the knobs and get-
ting the needle in the groove at the first 
dance can present a problem. You think 
driving a car the first time was 
something; wait till you have all those 
eyes watching you, your hand, your 
fingers. "Ha, ha, he missed the record all 
together." And those are your friends 
saying that. A new caller has to have 
guts! 
By golly, you are finally in the driver's 
seat, with your teacher, starting out 
slowly, and going out where very few can 
see you. Thought It was going to be 
easy? Confidence, enthusiasm, the thrill 
of it all starts to disappear. Humility, 
shyness and doubts set it as the teacher 
keeps correcting each time a stop sign 
is overshot, a yellow line is crossed, or a 
sudden stop throws the instructor out of 
the seat. 
Translated to speaking about the new 
caller, remember the first time down in 
your basement with no one around. You 
thought you were pretty hot stuff and 
called your partner to come quick and 
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hear you! Then the big night in front of 
the club, "Keep it up, caller, you're going 
to be great someday!" Of course, when 
you keep stopping and starting, you 
know it's just like the brakes on the car, 
except this time you are throwing 
everyone on the floor; they are not sure 
in which direction they are going. 
Remember back when you drove the 
car over the curb trying to make a right 
hand turn? It's no different becoming a 
calle,. As you round each corner, you 
become better and it becomes easier. 
By George, the test is coming. You 
have read the driving manual, studied at 
the driving school, and you think you 
know the rules. You take the eye test and 
the written test and pass. Now, the big 
moment behind the wheel comes, and 
you show the tester all the lights, the 
horn, the brakes, the turn signals. 
"Follow the road down to that stop sign, 
and prepare to turn left," says the tester. 
You push down on the gas...nothing. You 
forgot to turn the key. 
You as a caller have your first class. 
Here's the big test. You practiced at one 
night stands, hanging on your favorite 
caller's shirttail. You attended a callers 
college and some seminars, so now you  
are ready to test yourself. All the equip-
ment is set up with the preparation 
sheets (road maps, if you are the driver). 
You know where you are going! Do the 
other folks have an idea what you want 
to do? Just as in driving the car, you are 
careful and ever so patient. Of course, 
you do forget a few things you were 
taught to teach. 
As far as percentages are concerned, 
unless there is a bad wreck or you 
violate too many rules, you and your car 
will be on the road for a long time. As the 
driver, it is up to you where you want to 
go and how far. How good a driver you 
want to be depends on how much you 
continue to study and how much work 
you put into it. 
And so the caller starts mapping out 
his routes, planning ahead, just as for 
any trip in a car. Preparing what is 
necessary to make it an enjoyable and 
successful trip is of the utmost impor-
tance. So we drive off into the sunset in 
our car, as the caller goes to that next 
dance up the road. Here's hoping your 
road is as smooth, the scenery and folks 
you meet along the way as pleasant, and 
your rewards as fulfilling as you hoped 
they would be. 
THE 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
Announces 
*Two New Recordings 
CALLISON HALL JIG, LS 319/300 
A rollicking contra by Don Armstrong. Music by Stan Hamilton and his Flying 
Scotsmen Ochestra. $3.50 postpaid. 
CHARMING BETSY, LS 515/516 
A smooth modern square by Pancho Baird. Music by Pancho's Gitfiddlers. 
$3.50 postpaid. 
* Two Superb Dance Weeks 
Ft. Worden State Park, Ft. Worden, Wash. Features Herb Egender, Don 
Armstrong, Glen Nickerson. June 19-24, 1981. 
Snow Mt. Ranch, Granby, Colo. Offers a variety in dancing with many inter 
nationally known leaders, Don Armstrong, director. July 6-12, 1981. 
* One New Address 
For all orders and information after March 1, 1981: 
THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION, INC., Mailings Division 
Box 134, Sharpes FL 32959 (303)636.2209 
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FOrmina VILLAGE RESORT 
Fontana Dam, N. C. 28733 
TEN 
DANCE VACATIONS 
11 1114--+ ANNUALLY 
FONTANA FLING: April 19-26, 1981 
SWAP SHOP: April 26-May 3 & Sept. 27-Oct. 4, 1981 
REBEL ROUNDUP: May 3.10 & Sept. 20.27, 1981 
ACCENT ON ROUNDS: May 17.24 & Sept. 13.20, 1981 
FUN FEST: May 24-31 & Sept. 6.13, 1981 
FALL JUBILEE: Oct. 4-11, 1981 
ALL INCLUSIVE 
PACKAGE RATES ARE 
A REAL VACATION VALUE 
Only $29.95 per person, per day, Seventh 
day free. All dancers must be registered on 
the Package Plan to participate in any 
festival. Rates are guaranteed through the 
fall of 1981. 
HOST CALLER, ALL FESTIVALS 
AL (TEX) BROWNLEE 
Recreation Director Fontana Village Resort 
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Live music by Fontana Ramblers each 






Low Off-Season Motel Rates 
For Information Barbara Harrelson, 419 Hawthorne Road, 
Lancaster, SC 29720 Tel (803) 285-6103 
Fashione4 dikTexas 
by Ni a 
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
2011 So College Ave 
Bryan. Texas 77801 
Telephone 17131 822 2337 
EXCITING SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING HOLIDAY 
Grand Strand, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 
CONVENTION CENTER 	-7 " 
April 10 & 11, 1981 









Harold 8. Judy 
Hoover 







September 18 & 19, 1981 
Beachwood Golf Club 
NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THE 	oDS' 
	
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS- -Two lay 	 rganza 
proportioned to 4 lit,i5e; the most discrimirtytin 
40yd - 	*,,,1 	60yd 	70yci 	 100yd 
$36. Y.. 9.95 44.95 49 95 95 	71.95 
White, tpple 	qua, Beige, Black, BliAiiioWn, Can Pink, Cerise, Flu- 
orepcenfeeris scent Lime, Flux sin:el  Ms ge, Fuchsia, Gold, Hot Pink, 
lyoNtiLelly, Li c Lime, Maize, Mint'L:n,  t'. :11 N 	• ange, Peach, Peacock, Pink, 
Purple, Red, Royal; Yellow -; c 4) iv , 
it
OUD NINE NY ON 0 	A 
ID COLOR - 	40yd 	500 
1.....k--' 	 37.95 
Ce/901 
d 	
80 d .4. 100yd 
n, 3015' 	.50 .95. — 65.95 
To cover postage and 





FIRST DANCE OUTFIT 
by Mary Jane McClelland 
Shopping— The first visit to a square 
dance shop can be rather sobering. 
When you started the classes, the 
thought of the price of your costume 
seldom comes to mind. As time pro-
gresses, you too want to look like a 
dancer. By the time you add up the cost 
of dress or skirt and blouse, petticoat, 
sissie pants and shoes; your budget is 
blown. It needn't be quite that awesome. 
Shoes: Your feet are really going to 
take a beating from normal use so be 
sure that your shoes are a good fit as 
well as good support. Western and 
square dance shops have a number of 
styles— flats, one inch heels and a 
tapered heel which are frequently 
favored by round dancers. Also, another 
source of square dance shoes is through 
the mail order catalogs such as Sears 
and Penney's. These are generally less 
expensive. It is suggested that your first 
pair be a basic color which will go with 
various costumes— the safest being 
black. 
Petticoat— It Is suggested that this 
item be purchased. For a first one, white 
or varicolored is good in that it will go 
with just about anything you will have. 
Other colors can be added as money per- 
mits. Also, be sure that you try the pet-
ticoat on with your new skirt or dress to 
be sure it has the fullness you prefer. 
Your petticoat should be one inch 
shorter than the skirt. The more fullness 
you have, the more you can expect to 
pay. Petticoats can be made, but they 
constitute many hours of sewing— take 
it from a fool who knows. A medium full 
petticoat can be found for about $20. Oc-
casionally, you might luck into finding 
one at a thrift shop. Also, a few of the 
square dance shops now have a "recy-
cle" corner. Beware of a used item which 
has lost its crispness. Rejuvenation is 
hard to achieve. However, if you should 
have a petticoat which seems to be get-
ting "tired," hang it on the clothesline so 
that as much fullness is stretched out as 
possible and spray with a cheap 
hairspray. Sometimes, a dip into liquid 
starch helps too. Another versatile idea 
Is to make or buy a peasant blouse. This 
blouse is simple for the beginner and 
can be trimmed or untrimmed. For max-
imum wear, try plain white (trimmed in 
white). If you have numerous dibs and 
dabs of trim, use them up with rows and 
rows of trim on a solid colored or white 
blouse. Do be sure that the trims are col-
orfast. And that brings up another sub-
ject— preshrinking. 
Fabric and Trim Preparation: This is a 
must! Any material which is to be used 
Continued on Page 76 
YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100 — 50t 
100 OR MORE — 454 EACH 
Send three 15t stamps for catalog 
on badges, stickers, accessories, etc. 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 





NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose 





T-40 #100 979.95 
T-50 $1169.95 
T-100 S1295.50 
Plus Freight on all above prices. 
NEWCOMB 
RECORD CASES 
Mailing costs are for 
Continental U.S. only 









PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
plus $1.00 
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED mailing 
CAR CADDY—A New concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs 
40" folds to 20". Tubular steel, weights 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for 
sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95 plus $3. pstg. In USA. Shock cord $2.00 each 
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 	 •Flip Inatrum•ntals 
2127 I'm In Love with the Wrong Man, Andy Petrere' 
2126 Short Road to Love, Caller: Nate Bliss' 
2125 Dream Lover, Caller: Nate Bllss• 
2124 Bull of the Woods, Caller. Bob Yerington• 
2123 Yankee Doodle Dandy, Caller: Johnny Wykof I • 
2122 Hurry, Hurry, Hurry, Caller: Nate BlIss' 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
660 Oh Lonesome Me,Caller Ron Schneider 
659 When You're Ugly. John Chavis, Dean Salveson• 
658 	Flt ty Seven Chevrolet, Caller: Speedy Splvacke• 
657 Don't Wipe The Tears You Cry for Him on My 
Good White Shirt, Caller: Frank Lane' 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1329 Cheating Song, Caller: Bob Barnes' 
1328 Further and Further Apart, Tommy White' 
1327 I Love You Better than I Did Then, Tim Ploch• 
LORE RELEASES: 
1193 Truck DrIvIn' Man, Caller; Dean Rogers• 
1192 Dim the Lights and Pour the Wine, Bob Graham 
1191 California Blues, Caller: Johnny Creel' 
ROCKIN A RELEASES: 
1373 Ballad of Cat Ballou, Caller: David Cox• 
1372 Mental Journey, Caller: David Cox' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2376 Robert E. Lee, Caller: Paul Greer• 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
114 	Mickey Mouse Club March, Caller: Bill Knecht' 
113 Don't You Believe, Caller Bill Knecht• 
MOST POPULAR BLUE STAR ALBUMS 
507 E-2 34 Basics Recommended by Calleriab, 
Called by Lem Smith 
1021-50 Basics; Caller: Marshall Flippo (LP, 8-track) 
1025-75 Plus Basics, Caller: M. Flippo (LP, 8-track) 
1034—Mainstream Plus, Caller: M. Flippo (LP Only) 
1035-10 Singing Calls, Caller: M. Flippo (LP Only) 
1037-10 Singing Calls, Johnny Wykof I (Cassette only) 
1038-10 More Singing Calls, J. Wykoff (Cassetteonly) 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008 
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A Time to Grieve... 
by Bev Warner 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Just as we went to press with the 
January issue in which "Square Line" re-
quested information on memorial ser-
vices for dancers, this article by Bev 
Warner arrived. While it does not 
describe a memorial service, the 
thoughts in it may help dancers to com-
pose memorials for dancers who are no 
longer part of the living circle. 
Square dancers are made up of many 
professions, religions, philosophies, col-
ors and sizes. But there is one thing that 
touches all of us, and that is grief. 
Whether it be by death, divorce, loss 
of a job, or a runaway child, we go 
through a period of hurting. 
Naturally one type of grief may be 
more intense or longer lasting than 
another. But grief is grief. The death of a 
loved one represents the most intense 
form of normal grief. What we learn from 
this kind of situation can help us in cop-
ing with lesser forms of grief. And we 
can help people in those times of stress, 
by understanding what's going on inside 
them and by being sensitive to their feel-
ings. 
One evening as I was scanning the 
library shelves I came upon a book 
authored by a minister dealing with 
grief. Some of the things I read had a 
familiar ring to them. I don't know how 
many times I have heard, "I know how 
you feel," "God needs him in heaven," or 
bible quotations. Rev. Murphy's simple 
rule is, "If you don't know what to say or 
do, don't say or do anything." Just be 
there. 
I like to think that body language 
speaks of emotional support. In 
traumatic times we all need people who 
will provide that emotional support. Hav-
ing a breathing human body to grasp 
can be therapeutic for the griever. 
Perhaps taking another's hand and 
clutching it is what we mean when we 
talk about holding on. 
Denial of reality plagues all of us at 
this time. Perhaps, because the loss is 
so great, our minds block out the truth of 
a loved one's death. In talking to 
mourners. Rev. Murphy also cites, that it  
is important to keep reality before them. 
That means trying firmly but kindly to 
declare the facts. This aids in accepting 
the finality of death. It may seem that a 
loved one has just stepped out and he 
will be right back. But he won't— he is 
dead. 
Grief has many mood swings, it isn't 
always constant. Some experience 
calmness, even euphoria, then at times 
hysteria and laughter. When laughter oc-
curs one may think it is an alternative to 
crying. Most people in a grieving situa-
tion can Identify with Irrational mood 
swings. 
" Why?" is the biggest question asked 
by mourners. "Why did God let Harry die, 
he was such a good person. Didn't he 
deserve to live?" These people aren't 
asking for theological explanations; 
they are filled with pain. Why not then an 
answer from us such as, "It hurts pretty 
bad, doesn't it?" In this way it doesn't 
hinder their grief and they can pass 
through their pattern or stages or grief 
more easily. 
Moving through the stages, each has 
an individual pattern with no particular 
order or marked time involved. Most 
authorities seem to agree a year con-
stitutes an average period to have pro-
gressed through the various stages. 
There are various reactions people go 
through when facing great trauma—
shock, physical complaints, anger, guilt 
depression. What can we do? 
1. Keep assuring that it's okay to 
have these feelings. 
2. Visits are very important,. 
especially after the funeral. (Sometimes 
mourners feel another loss— their 
friends.) 
3. Invite them out to a dinner or 
square dance. What is wrong with hav-
ing an odd number? Invite each as a per- 
son, not as a potential partner for un-
marrieds. 
4. Introduce widowed people. 
They've been there so they can help 
someone else. The bereaved get so lone-
ly. 
5. Send a note or card just to say you 
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are thinking of them. 
6. Tape a square dance and send 
them the tape, so they can feel a part of 
It especially if they are homebound. 
7. Mention their names at a dance; 
this helps to remind people to keep in 
contact. 
This list could go on and on. I'm con-
vinced that when we open our hearts to  
people in grief, we can find ways to ex-
press our love. And in expressing that 
concern, we're helping them to cope 
with their pain. 
Square dancers have been labeled as 
the friendliest people in the world, let's 
tie another tag on us, "We are among 
the most understanding." 
Two items from Mike Litzenberger: 
I read with interest the article by Bran-
don Dupre on clogging in the November 
issue. Mr. Dupre makes a couple of 
points which bear examination. 
First, he says, "Clogging...an alter-
native to square dancing." He goes on to 
say that most cloggers Indicate that 
someday, "they will return" to square 
dancing. As a square dancer and caller 
who has done some clogging, I'm not 
sure Mr. Dupre knows what he is saying. 
I am sure some square dancers who take 
up clogging stop square dancing, but I 
don't really believe all or even most do. 
I have always considered clogging, as 
round dancing, a part of the total square 
dance program. A supplement, not an al-
ternative. If, however, Mr. Dupre Is cor-
rect, perhaps we'd better take another 
look at how or whether it Is Included In 
or on our square dance programs. 
I think the Callerlab-sponsored 
plateau system Is a good one, In theory. 
Unfortunately, every member of 
Callerlab to whom I have danced, in-
cluding members of the board of direc-
tors, uses diamond circulate, flip the dia-
mond, follow your neighbor and spread, 
coordinate, teacup chain, spin chain the 
gears, load the boat and relay the 
deucey regularly at Mainstream dances, 
as well as some others on the plus list 
occasionally. 
Is it because they are "showing off," 
unable to call a limited program or Just 
disagree with the selections on the list? 
I even heard a Callerlab member use 
load the boat In the Extended Basics  
hall at the convention in Memphis, then 
bragged about how well they could do it. 
Whatever the reason, these moves are 
being used on the mainstream level, and 
since Callerlab members won't abide by 
the listed levels, let's quit kidding 
ourselves and put these moves on the 
list where they are being used. Then let's 
stop complaining about having too 
many moves to teach new dancers 
because no one is to blame but us 
callers. 
The letter from Arnold Morgan in the 
January issue gets right to the meat of 
the problems that exist in square danc-
ing today. We callers must have the in-
testinal fortitude to say "No, the 
mainstream basics cannot be taught in 
20 or 24 lessons." We have to tell the 
newer dancer, "No, you are not ready for 
plus level dancing." We need the 
courage to refuse to call plus and ad-
vanced figures If only a vocal few de-
mand them, even if it means we lose a 
few of the vocal ones. Better we lose a 
few of those than to lose many of those 
who don't voice their true feelings, but 
just become dropouts. 
I suggest you invite Mr. Morgan to 
elaborate on the details of his study in a 
future issue— hopefully, this would pro-
vide even more input. This gentleman 
has a message that Is worth more em-
phasis than Just one letter in the "Feed-
back" column. 
The problems that exist in many areas 
today are not due to the existence of 
Continued on Page 76 





,9s• 	#`6rrat'' %, 	 1 1 T OURS YOU CAN TRUST 
AMERICAN SQUARE 
DANCE TOURS 
...and a grrat firlrrtion 
of optional rxrurgiono 
arr 
— INCLUDING 
• Stratford-on-Avon, • Anne Math-
way's Cottage. • Coventry 
Cathedral, • Blenheim Palace, 
• Warwick Castle, • Wales, 
• Walled City of York, • Yorkshire 
Dales, • Wedgewood Factory, Lon-
don. • Westminster. Plus of course 
— "Square Dancing" 
Don't Delay 
Al This Price It Will Be A Sellout 
flit ttut thP torn: bel,),.% 
IN ORDER TO 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW!!! 
Grrat Vritain Oilur 
ONLY 
799.00 PER PERSON 
Double Occupancy From 
CHICAGO/NEW YORK 
Our Drtitination 
"011r 10 tart of England" 
"The Cotswolds and Shakespeare Country" 
THE TOUR PRICE INCLUDES: 
Roundtrip jet air transportation to London. England. 
via British Airways. 
Complimentary in-flight meal service. 
Arrival and departure transfers between London 
International Airport and Birmingham Hotels. 
Seven nights accommodation in first-class hotels 
All rooms with private bathrooms. 
Full-English breakfast daily. 
Fully qualified European tour escorts and local 
guides. 
Complete trip documentation. 
State and local taxes for tour services and hotel 
accommodations. 
U.S. and British Government International departure 
taxes. 
Write ASD Tours 
PO Box 488 
Huron OH 44839 
Choose one of 
four different weeks 
next fall 









"One of the most delightful places on Earth" 
Write ASD Tours 
PO Box 488 
Huron OH 44839 
Choose one of 
three different weeks 
next fall 
(Similar arrangements 
& charges as above) 
CI AMERICAN SQUARE 
DANCE TOURS 
TOURS YOU CAN TRUST 
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CAL GOLDEN'S 
1981 CALLERS COLLEGES 
February: North Dakota 
March: Glouster, Ohio 
April: Shawnee, Kansas 
May: Waco, Texas 
June. Hot Swings, At. (2) 
July: Jekyll Island, Ga. 
July: Pensacola, Florida 
August: New Jersey 
November: Hot Springs, Ar. 
November: Fontana, N.C. 
Write Sharon Bolden. PO Box 2280. Hot 




July 20-25. 1980 
Individual Attention To 
Caller by Experienced 
Staf 
Dick Han — George Amos 
Write Dick Han, 513 S. Bluff 
Monticello IN 47960 
HARTLAND, MICH. 
July 26 thru 29 
HARRISONBURG, VA. 
Aug. 2 thru 5 
TROY, N.H. 
Aug. 16 thru 20 
Sponsored by Al Brundage 
& Earl Johnston 
The Most Experienced Caller 
Training Team in the Country 
Assisted by Top Notch Staff 
Earl Johnston, PO Box 2223, 
Vernon CT 06066 
CANADIAN NATIONAL CALLERS 
SCHOOL, Saskatoon, Sask. 
July 5-10, 1981 
Bill Peters & Bill Davis 
Full Callerlab Curriculum 
Special Training in Sight Calling 
& Formation Awareness 
*rite Bill Peters, 504 Amondo Dr 
San Jose CA 95129 
THE COLLEGES 
ARE COMING TRAINING 
FOR CALLERS 
THE BILL PETERS 
CALLERS SCHOOL 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
August 16-21, 1981 
Bill Peters, Bill Davis 
Emphasis on Sight Calling 
Formation Awareness 
Figure Constructions 
Write BIll Peters, 
5046 Amondo Dr 
San Jose CA 95129 
'New' 
NEW ENGLAND 
ABC & CCC COLLEGE 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 
July 16-19, 1981 
Dave Stewart—Stan BuraiL• 
Write Dave's Record Service 
70 State St., Augusta ME 04330 
CALLERS' INSTITUTE 
TIFTON, GEORGIA 
July 19-24, 1981 
Bill Peters—Jim Mayo 
Teaching the FULL 
Callerlab Curriculum 
For info: Bill Peters, 
5046 Amanda 
Dr., San Jose CA 95129 
FONTANA, NORTH CAROLINA 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
November 16-20, 1981 
Cal Golden, Stan Burdick 
Tex Brownlee 
New/Novice/ Experienced 
Write ASD, Huron, Ohlo 
or callers above 
TRENTON STATE 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
July 19-23, 1981 
Callerlab Curriculum 
John Kaltenthaler 
Gene Trimmer — Red Bates 
Write: Jim Howatt, Box 183A, 
RR2, Old York Rd., Trenton NJ 
08620 	Ph. 609-298-5957 
SUPERSCHOOL V 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
June 22-24, 1981 
(Preceding the Nat. Convention) 
Lee Kopman—Bill Peters 
Creative Choreography 
Workshop Techniques & 
Program Building 
Write Bill Peters, 5046 Amondo 




August 9-15, 1981 
For Beginner and Experienced 
Callers (2 Levels) 
Stan Burdick, John Kaltenthaler 
Don Williamson, Jerry Cope 
Write Jerry & Becky Cope 
Box 129, Dillard GA 30537 
CALLERS SEMINAR 
Daily Sessions 
Morning & Afternoon 
June 25-27, 1981 
National Convention 
Seattle, Washington 
Conducted by Callerlab 
with a staff of 
leading specialists 
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PARRISH CALLERS SCHOOLS 
NINE CHOICES— May thru Nov. 
IN SEVERAL STATES 
For Details, Write to 
PARRISH RANCH 
Rt. 2, Parrish Rd. 
Berthoud CO 80513 
Phone: 303-772-5118 
"FRENCH QUARTERS" COLLEGE, 
Aurora, Kansas 
(50 Miles N. of Salina) 
For All Callers 
July 5-10 
STAFF: John Kaltenthaler 
Herb Egender—Jim Hayes 
SPECIAL: Cueing for Callers 
After-Parties 
Write: PO Box 80, Aurora KS 
67417 
ESTES PARK, COLORADO 
Dance Ranch Caller College 
July 5-9: 
For callers with 2 years 
or less experience. 
July 12-1. 
For callers with more than 
two years' experience. 
Frank Lane—Vaughn Parrish 
Write Frank Lane's Dance 
Ranch, PO Box 1382, 
Estes Park CO 80517 
 
RHYME TIME  Li 
by Marcella Swords 
THE RANDOM KNIGHT 
The woman stood 
Motionless 
In the square of eight. 
Waiting for the call 
To activate 
Into movements 
Sensual and sedate. 
Some of the men 
Look at her 
Checking her eyes 
For signs 
That they may near her. 
She does not answer 
Their inquiries 
The silent question 
In their hearts 
She is merely 
Smiling 
And precise. 
The men are polite. 
They smile 
And nod 
Or fumble and 
Catch themselves, 
Hoping to be 
The one chosen, 
The random knight. 
THE LOVER 
He moves about, 
Hands behind his back, 
His eyes scanning 
The crowd 
Of many kinds 
And ages. 
Where will he 
Find 
The perfection 
Which will last beyond 
One night? 
THE VIGIL 
She sits alone and waiting 
But no one asks her 
To dance. 
Though her heart is ripped 
To shreds, 
Her face is smiling 
No one will know 
Her rejection. 
A hand reaches out 
Attached to a body 
Of one not 
Sublime. 
But she stands erect 
Vindicated 
By her vigil 
In time. 
MORE CALLERS SCHOOLS 











George & Mady D'Aloiso 
Benbrook 01-4 
- NThe reason I want to learn to call is that callers 	s  
never have car trouble, never get sick, never get 
depressed, never get tired. nothing ever breaks 
down in a caller's house, and caller's kids are 
always good in school... 





MARCH 27.28, 1981 
Three Halls 
New Dancers 
Mainstream Plus 1 & 2 
Advanced 
M.C. Benton, Jr. 
Convention & Civic Center 
301 West Fifth Street 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Emergency Phone: 9-727-2976 
WRITE: Ken Springs, 2600 Starnes Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28214 







• by Joyce Runyon 
Don Wiley, caller of Key West, Florida, 
and his pretty taw, Marguerite, are busy 
these days traveling up and down the 
turquoise waters on the highway-over-
the-seas. Going from Mile Marker 1 (Key 
West, that is) as far as Mile Marker 66, 
and developing classes and clubs on the 
islands in between is occupying most of 
their time and energy. But it wasn't that 
way until just recently. 
What happened was this: An ex-
perienced caller left Key West, the Navy 
closed a submarine base there, and 
almost overnight, the square dance club, 
"The Nautical Wheelers" of Key West, 
was reduced to one square, and one will-
ing enthusiastic new caller. Now, if area 
dancers and clubs are foresighted, they 
give a new caller every chance to 
become experienced, to mature in his 
calling, and thus provide them with what 
they are seeking: another leader they 
can follow. They help him with classes, 
"angeling" new dancers and encourag-
ing them to come and learn. 
Wiley had plugged along for two years 
after the Navy exodus from Key West, 
spending time and money on records, 
equipment, practicing, singing, develop-
ing patter, and forming classes and try-
ing to keep his one square of Wheelers 
happy. 
He attended classes at Callers' Col-
lege under Cal Golden and later studied 
with Stan Burdick. He was determined 
he would not give up what he loved so 
much, despite low attendance at the 
classes and workshops. But all of his ef-
forts were centered In Key West, with 
Amencan Squeredance, March 1981 
dancers traveling there to the school 
which served as a dance center. 
Then, when the 1980 gasoline shor-
tage began slowing down the travels of 
the Keys population (Monroe County is 
over 100 miles from end to end in the 
Keys), Wiley began to cover ground. He 
formed a new class and club on Big Pine 
Key at Mile Marker 31. Christened the 
Key Deer Squares (honoring the midget 
Key deer of the Lower Keys Wildlife 
Refuge), the first meeting brought fifty 
dancers out, surpassing his best estima-
tion of attendance. Don designed their 
badges, centered with a pine tree, and 
flanked with an antlered stag and his 
doe. 
Then Don was asked if we would 
travel a little further up the road to Mile 
Marker 66 on Long Key to call for Out-
door Resorts of America in their 
beautiful recreation hall. Another club, 
the Long Key Squares, was formed there 
with the sunset logo and a key used for 
their badges, also designed by the 
caller. 
Then came a query from Cudjoe Key 
where Venture Out Resort had a hall, 
some willing dancers, and a need for his 
services. And in the very near future, it 
seems that another regular dancing date 
will be made at a shopping mall in the 
town of Marathon. The travel involved 
with these new clubs is taking Don and 
Marguerite up and down U.S. Highway 1 
several nights a week, and spreading the 
joys of square dancing throughout the 
Continued on Page 77 
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The Piney Promenaders of Piney 
Flats, Tennessee, is a small square 
dance club with a membership of 28 
couples who diurtue Pius-2 on the first 
and third Saturday nights of each 
month. The Piney Flats Community 
Center, just outside of Johnson City, is 
the center for their dancing. Working 
together during 1980, the Promenaders 
have completed a list of accom-
plishments that many larger clubs might 
have failed on. 
• The club donated one hour of danc-
ing for the wonderful young people at 
the Colonial Hills Nursing Home before 
each regular dance. At Christmas time 
they donated fruit baskets. 
• The club members supported and 
danced for St. Jude Children's Research 
Hospital on several occasions during 
the year. 
• Club members supported and danc-
ed for the Heart Fund drive. 
• On three occasions, when asked, 
members danced exhibition squares at 
area malls. 
• Members held a flea market to air• 
condition the community center and 
raised a total of $1700 In one day. 
• Members helped organize a round 
dance club at Piney Flats, the Piney 
Carousels. 
• Members held a special dance for 
the Piney Flats Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment and raised a total of $653 for their 
building fund. 
The club shared with the Ruritan 
Club in the purchase of an ice maker for 
the Community Center. 
• The club purchased basketball 
uniforms for the fourth grade team at 
Mary Hughes School. 
• Members donated two days in the 
concession stand for the Ruritan annual 
horse show. 
• Members parked cars for the Ruritan 
Club for one week at the Appalachian 
Fair. 
• A beginners' class was sponsored. 
• A packed houseful of dancers had a 
wonderful time dancing twice a month. 
• Total monies raised during the year 
was $4025. 
Several recent articles have been writ-
ten by dancers thanking their callers. 
This report was submitted by Wayne 
McDonald, caller for the Piney Pro-
menaders, who says, " All was ac-
complished with a lot of hard work, done 
In the wonderful spirit of square danc-
ing. We had a ball through It all. I swell 
with pride to know and call for such a 
wonderful group of dancers. It's also a 
lot easier to swallow the woes of the 
world when you are a square dancer." 
& #eurn (fa Iltrorbe 
Jim Congleton Bob Poyner Phil Kozlowski 
C BAR C 
CC553 Coward of the County— Jim M 
CC554 First Thing Each Morning. Phil 
:C555 Good Old Boys— John 
CC558 I'd Rather Go On Hurtin'— Bob 
CC557 Dixie No. 2. Jim 
CC5513 Sea Cruise— Edgar 
CC559 Friendly Family Inn— John 
CC560 Willie Walon and Me— Phil 
CC562 Lying Eyes- Edgar 
1409 Sheffield 70101 
Drive 7C102 






Holding the Bag— Al 
Country Girls. Bill 
Something to Brag About— Bill 
Sexy Lady— Ramon 
Tequila Sheila— Fred 
I Came to Square Dance 
A Song In the Night— Posey 
The Champ 
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by Met Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— March 1958 
Editor Rickey Holden says that the 
question he is most frequently asked by 
callers and leaders is, "How can we im-
prove our dance activity?" Rickey 
answers that it is necessary first to 
know what kind of activity you untimate-
ly want in your area. "If the leaders and 
callers are existing in a good state of 
cooperation, they must first decide in 
what direction they wish the movement 
to develop." Clubs or open dances? 
Standardization or individuality? Caller 
or dancer-run clubs? "There is nothing 
wrong in deciding in favor of any of the 
above conditions, but a decision must 
be reached by all those who influence 
the movement in a given area. If the 
leaders are at variance, it's always 
possible to come to some sort of ac-
ceptable compromise, provided the 
leaders are able to think first of the 
welfare of the activity, and not primarily 
of their own personal gain." 
"If the 'old-timers' in an area oppose 
the direction in which the leaders feel 
honestly and sincerely the movement 
should go, I can think of no better advice 
than that propounded frequently by Ed 
Gilmore, who says, 'Don't fight 'em—
drown 'em. Drown 'em in floods of new 
dancers exposed to and nurtured on the 
theories of the leaders with the best in-
terest of the movement at heart'... but—
before you let loose the flood-waters, 
make sure your channels are clealy 
marked. If your direction is definite, the 
path will not be hard to find." 
A very witty (nameless) lady, in an arti-
cle named "Good Clean Fun," has writ-
ten of some men she has had the misfor-
tune to meet on the dance floor. There's 
the man who, after three consecutive 
gents have taken her right hand, pulled It 
across in front of her and firmly spun her 
in a counter-clockwise twirl, takes her  
hand in exactly the same way and flips 
her deftly Into a clockwise spin. She 
hastens to add, "I'm old enough to be on 
my guard against such maneuvers, and I 
cannot blame the resultant dislocated 
shoulder on anyone but myself." 
In a similar vein, she is considering 
sewing arrows on the back of her dress, 
pointing to a spot Just above her 
waistline to enlighten the gents who In a 
swing are apt to clutch her somewhere 
between the shoulder blades or, for-
tunately less frequently, In a manner 
which would be an adequate replace-
ment for a bustle. 
She speaks also of the "play boy" who 
puts his own interpretation to every 
call— such as the one who made It a 
point of going to his opposite lady for 
every allemande left. "The fact that he 
trod heavily on his corner (me) each time 
he pulled this little gimmick Just added 
to the fun." This same type will never 
settle for less than two or three revolu-
tions in a once-and-a-half, and the fact 
that some other gent Is quick enough to 
hook her free flapping arm as she spins 
by doesn't deter him in the least. After 
all, it isn't his spine that splits down the 
middle! 
And then there's the excitement of 
wondering where in the square (or In 
which square) you'll end up after a 
swing! Just kidding, guys. It's all "Good 
Clean Fun!" 
10 YEARS AGO— March 1971 
Does this sound like you? From Call-
ing Tips: "A caller said he recently called 
'against' Joe Schmo and Al Lemande on 
a festival program. He DID mean to say 
'against,' we discovered, since he went 
on to talk about his attempts to 'go them 
one better' in a sort of competitive call-
ing session. We wonder about that at-
titude and the resulting experience for 
the dancers. Do you think the dancers 
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got a fair shake or a jousting? There's a 
point to ponder." 
termediate level dancers might not be 
enjoying such calls as: spin the top, cir-
culate, flutter wheel, explode the line 
(etc.)" "Because each (square dance 
level) is different from the other does not 
mean any of them is wrong." "We enjoy 
our regular club dances, and we do try to 
support three of them." "Every form of 
recreation has various levels of achieve-
ment and there should be opportunity 
for all to support the level they enjoy, 
without condemnation from others, be 
they in agreement or not. 'Live and let 
live, to each his own, and let's square 
up!' , 
So much "Feed-Back" was generated 
by a recent article and a subsequent let-
ter of opinion concerning the challenge 
convention, that this month's entire 
Feed-Back Is a collection of positive 
statements about challenge dancing 
from letters received since then. Here 
are SOM6 CiLiGt.05: 
"Challenge dancers love what they 
are doing and It really Is a thrill to get 
through a series of calls." "If it were not 
for challenge dancing I would have to 
play challenge bridge, and I would much 
rather dance." "Square dancing is a 
wonderful pastime at any level; per-
sonally, we look toward to every 
challenge convention as 'the event of 
the year." "What many may not know 
about a challenge dance is that we ex-
pect to be stopped. If we were able to do 
everything that was called it would not 
be a challenge." "if it were not for the 
high level dancers that work out and test 
the new figures, the fun and In- 
RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS 
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1" heel, steel shank, glove leather. , 
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12 
med., 5-10 wide. half sizes. 
Black/White 	 S22.00 
Red/Navy/Brown 	 S22.00 
Gold/Silver 	 $24.50 
Wide width— Special Order 
SCOOP 
heel. st shank. glove leather 
lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med . 5 thru 
10 narrow halt sizes 
Black/White 	 $21.00 
Rod /Navy / Brown 	 $21.00 
Gold/Silver 	 $23.00 
DANCER 
Idea, for Round Dancers: 11/2 -
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole 
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Me-











cottonpoly broadcloth / 
Writ. Red. 81k. 
H-Pink, Turquoise ./ 
P-S-M-L-XL 
1116.50 
Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax. 
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Mcl. 21 1 13 
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ROUND DANCE PROGRAM 
Round dancers will use three Seattle 
Center halls: the Arena and the San Juan 
and Snoqualmie rooms. The arena fea-
tures wooden floors with comfortable 
seating for 4000 spectators, while the 
other locations have smooth tile sur-
faces for dancing. 
Daily R/D activity commences at 9 
am. with impromptu rounds, followed by 
the Showcase of Rounds until 11. R/D 
workshops on the showcase rounds will 
be from 1 to 6 p.m. Ten intermediate and 
six easy level rounds will be taught each 
day by outstanding teachers. Quick 
reteaches of workshopped material are 
scheduled for 7:30 to 8:30, with pro-
grammed dancing to follow until 11 p.m. 
All programmed rounds will be cued. 
Breaks will feature exhibition groups 
and square dance tips by well-known 
callers. 
Afterparties, sponsored by future con-
vention cities, will be held in the San 
Juan and Snoqualmie rooms each night. 
Funtime rounds will be shown in the 
MS halls each day. workshopped, re-
taught and cued by the same teachers. 
YOUTH PROGRAM 
The Rainier room has been designated 
as the Youth Hall. Slightly in excess of 4 
percent of advance registrants are teen 
and preteen dancers. 
Activities call for panels and clinics as 
well as programmed squares and rounds  
and square, round and contra 
workshops and exhibitions. The Youth 
Hall will have a full schedule each day of 
the convention. Youth will have full ac-
cess to all dance halls, while adults are 
encouraged to visit the Rainier room and 
dance with the youth of our nation. 
Seattle has much to offer in addition 
to convention events. Tours will leave 
daily. Seattle has many parks and a 
world-famous zoo, with an excellent 
aquarium on the waterfront. The Center 
grounds have many areas for relaxation 
as well as a Fun Forest of rides and 
games. 
SHOWCASE OF IDEAS 
Since 1969 the Showcase has been a 
unique convention feature, the ideal 
place for organizaitons to share their 
ideas. Suggested display materials in-
clude documents such as by-laws and 
constitutions, promotional materials, 
histories and scrapbooks, education 
materials and handouts. All organiza-
tions are invited to participate by setting 
up a display in the Alki Room of the 
Seattle Center. All dancers are in-
vited/encouraged to browse in this area 
which will be open all three days. 
If your organization has not received 
an invitation to participate, contact Bud 
and Hilary McMahon, 19718 Orting 
Kapowsin Hwy, Graham WA 98338. 
REGISTRATION 
The latest figures received show a 
registration of 13,952. If your registra-
tion is not it, send it now for the event of 
the year. Write to PO Box 898, Lynnwood 
WA 98036. 
FLASH! With over 14,000 square dancers 
presently registered for the National Square Dance 
Convention in Seattle in June (as we go to press), 
it was reported to ASD that all downtown rooms 
are booked to capacity and outlying housing is be-
coming scarce. Square dancers who have not re-
gistered may still obtain first-class housing by 
registering through ASD/Holloway Tours. A few 
accomodations at the beautiful Marriott next to the 
airport, with shuttle service to the convention cen-
ter, and many extras are available on a package 
tour basis. Write immediately for full details to 
ASD Tours, PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839. 
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by Harold Bausch 
It might serve us well to look back to 
the time we each started to square 
dance, to think what it was that made it 
all so much fun. First, we might think it 
was the people who were so kind, so 
much fun to be with, in other words, new 
friends. Then too, it was the discovery 
that we could do this thing that looked 
so complicated; we met the challenge. 
We might find that it was the coopera-
tion of many that made us successful, 
the feeling that we too were contributing 
to the fun of it all. Some small part of it 
was the new clothes, unlike any we had 
worn before. For many, it is because 
husband and wife enjoy a mutual in- 
tArest. something they do together. 
Soon we found that we became part of 
a group, a group that enjoyed being 
together, dancing together, traveling 
together. A group that laughed at 
mistakes and went on to conquer the 
thing together. A group that we counted 
on to understand any mistake we made 
and not look down on us. Suddenly we 
found that our group was getting quite 
good and we got satisfaction out of that. 
We felt that we had done it together. 
The togetherness keeps us going, 
keeps the fun in this activity. When the 
caller mentions that we should be sure 
to mix, to dance with others and make 
more friends, we discover there are real-
ly fine people out there square dancing. 
We start to be more relaxed regardless 
of where we dance or with whom. Now 
we become true square dancers. 
If square dancing does nothing else, it 
develops friendships. It breaks down 
shyness and barriers of age, sex, race 
and creed. We find that we are all 
equals, all worthy people. This is 
something we were told when we were 
young, but it is truly brought home to us 
in square dancing 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 



















MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217 	214.398-7508 
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BEEN FISHIN' 
FOR A 	HERE'S A REEL GOOD ONE... 
GOOD DEAL? 
ERICAN 51jURRE DRNCEHui.%(-147483,1 
( Calling Tips 
by Gene & Thelma Trimmer 
Month after month magazines are 
repeating the words of writers who say 
we are driving many dancers away by 
striving for the higher levels. Perhaps 
they are right but it Just may be that 
nothing Is wrong with the establishment 
of the goals, only the method of achieve-
ment Is undesirable. Let us give 
ourselves and our dancers a little "test" 
to see where we are In our "level" of 
capability. Try the following routines 
with your dancers. 
1. Heads right and left thru, star thru 
Double pass thru, track two, scootback 
Boys circulate, swing partner 
Promenade 	 
2. Heads square thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run 
Bend the line, curlique, coordinate 
Girls circulate, boys fold 
Right and left grand 	 
3. Heads lead right, circle to a line  
Touch a quarter, coordinate 
Bend the line, star thru, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll 
Swing thru, girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
4. Heads pass the ocean 
Ping pong circulate, ping pong circulate 
Extend the tag, girls trade, boys fold 
Peel off, couples circulate 
Half tag right, allemande left 	 
5. Heads square thru, spin chain gears 
Scootback, boys circulate, turn thru 
Allemande left 	 
The time Is now for an assessment of 
what we are doing. If the dancers got 
partly through the above figures, ac-
complished the QS and Plus 1 figures, 
then hesitated or blew the square on 
scootback, fold, peel off, circulate or 
half tag, it Is Just possible they have 
been given a workshop in the wrong 
things. 
We could listen Intently to all the 
gripes in the world about what drives 
many dancers away from square danc-
ing and not accomplish anything. The 
reasons are too many and vary con-
siderably with individuals. Let us think 
instead about what keeps dancers in the 
activity. One item there will stand head 
and shoulders above all the rest and that 
Is a good, firm foundation In the basics, 
with consideration given to styling and 
dancing. Teach them well! 
Plasma start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) Is enclosed. 
I lOne Year at $9 	 rl Two Years at $18.00 




STATE 	 ZIP CODE 	 
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by Bob Howell 
 
- -asy  
  
Dick Clements from Grissom Air Force Base in Indiana, shared this one with me at the "etc." workshop, 
a Mini-LEGACY last fall. I use it not only at one-night stands but with Senior Citizen groups. 
DIXIE-LOU STOMP 
FORMATION: Solo dance in circle 
MUSIC: "Winchester Cathedral," Fontana Record F-1102 
INTRO: Wait 16 counts. 
1 	Point right toe to right; close to left; 
2 Repeat; 
3 Point left toe to lett; close to right; 
4 Repeat; 
5 Point right toe behind (twisting body); Close to left, 
6 Repeat; 
7 Point lett toe behind (twisting body); close to right; 
8 Repeat; 
9 Lift right knee to touch left elbow; down to touch floor; 
10 Repeat; 
11 Lift left knee to touch right elbow; down to touch floor. 
12 Repeat; 
13 Hop left two hops, clap hands two times; 
Repeat entire dance to end of record. Dance goes through ten times. WARNING: The musical timing vs. 
action do not "feel" right at times to cuers and callers, but keep on going and the dance works out 
perfectly. Record may be "special ordered" through local pop record shops or picked up from on "oldie 
but goodie" rack. (I have been using "King of Country Music" on Big Mac, BM 0208.) 
With the snow beginning to melt up here in the central part of the northern U.S., our thoughts turn to 
warmer weather. Karl-Heinrich Fischle of Hanover, Germany, suggests we think about and dance this 
mixer: 
DOWN SOUTH 
MUSIC: "Down South," Windsor 7422. Works well to "Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet," Scope 595. 
POSITION: Partners facing, both hands joined, man's back to COH. 
FOOTWORK: Opposite throughout; steps described for men. 
1-4 	POINT, CLOSE; POINT, CLOSE; SLIDE, TWO; THREE, CLOSE; 
Point L toe to left, close back; repeat; take 4 sliding steps in LOD. 
5-8 	POINT, CLOSE; POINT, CLOSE; SLIDE, TWO; THREE, CLOSE: 
Point R toe to right, close back; repeat; take 4 sliding steps in RLOD. 
9-12 	CROSS, CLOSE; CROSS, CLOSE; CROSS, CLOSE; CROSS, CLOSE; 
Cross L in front, close back; cross R in front, close back; repeat both actions. 
13-16 	DOSADO; — —; VEER RIGHT; 
Do-sa-do; then M and W veer right to a new partner. 
The record is made for a singing call, so you can smile at your partner and 14 other pretty gals dancing 
this mixer. 
Walt Cole of Ogden, Utah, wrote a pretty quadrille which he calls... 
WHISPERING QUADRILLE 
MUSIC: "Whispering," MacGregor, or similar, appropriate music. 
INTHO: — — — — 	 Head two couples lead to the right 
BREAK: 
— — And there you balance 	— — Circle to a line 
— Balance forward and back — — Cross the star* 
40 
— — — 
— — Promenade 
— — — — 
— — — — 	 All eight to the middle and back 
FIGURE: (Twice for heads twice for sides) 
— — — — 	 — Cross your corners 
With the opposite, allemande left 	— Go forward two 
— — Courtesy turn 	 — — Ladies chain 
— — — — 	 — — Chain back 
— — Swing the corner 
— — — Promenade 
— — — 
- — — — 	 All eight to the middle and back 
Middle/end break: Side two couples lead to the right. 
*Cross the star: Hand #1—Ends pull by right hand and face in to form couple, centers of line now right 
hand star half-way and drop out of star with men facing men and ladies facing ladies in an eight-chain-
thru set-up. Hand #2— All left hand pull by. Hand #3- Outside dancers face and right hand pull by, turn 
to face the set; centers right hand star half-way and drop out to end facing original partner in an eight-
chain-thru set-up. Hand #4— All left hand pull by. Hand #5— Outside dancers face and right hand pull 
by and turn to face the set; centers right hand star half-way and drop out to end men facing men and 
ladies facing ladies in an eight-chain thru set-up. Hand #6— All left hand pull by. Hand#7— Outside 
dancers face and right hand pull by and face the set; centers right hand star half way and drop out to 
end facing original partner. Hand #8— All left hand for courtesy turn to end back in original lines. (In 
this case for roll promenade) 
Cross your corners: All men will pass behind corners to meet opposite ladies for the allemande left. All 
ladies will bass in front of corners to meet opposite gents for the allemande left. 
Continued on Page 78 
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Randy Dibble 	 Sultan 
Attention, Cioggers Hays you tried 
C-006 WHAT YOU DO WITH WHAT YOU'VE DOT 
0048 WHEN YOU'RE UGLY LIKE ME by Daryl 
0045 YOUR MEMORY by Marlin Hull 
0043 YOU AND ME by JIm Hattrick 
C-042 YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE by Joe Salt& 
C•041 HOME LOVIN' MAN by Jim Davis 
0040 SHADOWS OF LOVE by Daryl 
Rounds: 
01004 I WANT YOU by Lloyd & Ella. Ward (Cued) 
Joe Salle! Jim Davis 
egA0E00*,_ 
H-101 I'LL LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY DREAMS 
J2. :1 	 by Marlin Hull 
Marlin Hull H-102 THE SAME OLD WAY by Daryl 
Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Disler 
Produced by Clendonin Enterprises, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
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Dance Your Way til 
while at the 30th National 
Make the most of your visit... choose one of these scenic t 
Come Early: 
June 13, 1981— CANADIAN ROCKIES 
Join Harris and Mary Stockard on this 11 day tour of: British 
Columbia, Banff, Lake Louise, Revelstoke and Glacier National 
Parks by air conditioned motorcoach. Includes mini-Alaska 
Inland Passage Cruise, hotels, some meals, sightseeing and 
More! $950 per person, double occupancy. 
June 16, 1981— ALASKA CRUISE #1 
Marlin Hull hosts the cruise of Alaska's Inland Passage, aboard 
the Cunard Princess for 7 days, Including fabulous meals, 
entertainment, and More! From $910.00 per person, double 
occupancy. 
	
SPECIAL SQUARE DA 
" .Mir....a• IAMIA,M•11 ..M,.,-AMM.,,,JOINA.AMO"."md•M,V.AMMI.,..1v.P.M1,3,1rT
arm.no,.• 
HURRY! RESERVE SPACE NOW: 
Yes, please reserve space for 	 people on the tour package marked below, 
1 and RUSH information to my address! 
1 H CANADIAN ROCKIES TOUR 	 0 ALASKA CRUISE S2 
' ALASKAN CRUISE #1 	 0 SOUTH PACIFIC 
"NORTH COUNTRY" VACATION 	0 LIBBY LOVE 'YA CRUISE 
I NAME 
I ADDRESS 	  
i
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 	 
% PHONE_ ( ) 	
I MAIL TO: DOLORES UHRI (Dancer) 
t Square Dance Tour Specialist 
I (208) 893.2502 
m.,--...-.. .- 
KOP TRAVEL 
1706 Main St. 
Vancouver, WA 98880 
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'iru the Northwest 
I in Seattle, Washington 
tours, personally escorted by Square Dance Leaders! 
4 " • 	••• oft Awe a% no • 
June 30, 1981— CLASSIC 'NORTH COUNTRY' 
VACATION 
Ron and Connie Ross host this unique 12 day cruise and tour 
combination, aboard the Cunard Princess, including in-depth 
Alaska sightseeing! From $1,505 per person, double occupancy. 
June 30, 1981— ALASKA CRUISE #2 
Hosted by Bob Chiodo. For details see Alaska Cruise #1. 
• Discounted group fares, subject to change. 
INCER'S TOURS: 
"Magic Escape to the South Pacific" 
Attend the INTERNATIONAL SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL In 
Christchurch, New Zealand! 
We are reserving space now for our group going to the 
enchanting South Seas! Here's your chance to explore 
Australia, New Zealand and Fiji for 21 luxurious days! From 
$3,500 per person from Los Angeles. DEPARTS: OCTOBER 16, 
1981. 
"LIBBY LOVE `YA" Caribbean Cruise 
Ron Libby hosts the "LOVE YA" Cruise: 
JANUARY 31, 1982. 
7 glorious days sailing sunny Caribbean aboard the Fun Ship 
Mardi Gras from Miami. Make plans now! From $1,000 per per-
son, double occupancy. 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
HIGH FREQUENCY i)ANCER 
& ADVANCED PROGRAM 
ADVOCATE 
by Russ & Nancy Nichols 
As the number of Advanced and Chal-
lenge dancers grows across the country, 
it occurred to us that perhaps we should 
review the National Challenge Conven-
tion. The National Challenge Convention 
was started 15 years ago to accomodate 
the higher level dancers. At the time the 
National Square Dance Convention did 
not recognize challenge dancing; how-
ever, this has changed In the last few 
years. Ed Foote was instrumental In the 
formation of the convention and still 
serves as Its executive manager. The 
convention has taken many turns to ar-
rive at Its present stature. The highlight 
of the convention is the voting for the 
ten staff callers. As critical as challenge 
callers are, this normally produces the 
top ten challenge callers In the nation. 
For the callers selected, there Is an Ins-
tant demand on their time, as every 
challenge group In the country wants to 
book and dance to the top ten. 
A caller Is eligible to be voted on after 
he meets the criteria set down by the 
Board of Advisors and has called a 
guest tip In each hall of the convention. 
He can be a scheduled guest caller three 
years In a row. This means the callers 
give their best material to the dancers, 
who are the final Judges. 
The Board of Advisors are made up of 
representative couples chosen by the 
dancers from areas most represented at 
the convention. Their duties are to guide 
the convention, assist the callers and 
set future policy. 
The 1981 convention has been sold 
out with 54 squares at C-21/2 and 21 
squares at C-11/2 since August 1980. 
Steps to correct this problem have been 
taken by moving the 1982 convention to 
the Sheraton Hotel In Philadalphla. 
Three halls will be utilized at C-1, C-2, 
C-3. This should help ease the problem;  
however, the advisors are on constant 
lookout for even larger facilities, in order 
to accomodate the fastest growing 
aspect of the square dance hobby. 
KANSAS CITY 
In response to our call for Challenge 
Chatter material, the following was sub-
mitted. Kansas City's Jim Dandy Tape 
Club Is entering 1981 with Its most am-
bitious schedule. Dances are scheduled 
with ten of the nation's top callers at Ad-
vanced, C-1 and C-2 levels. The schedule 
includes Mike Jacobs, March 23; Keith 
Gulley, March 27-29; Ed Foote, April 
10-12; Norm Poisson, April 13; Ross 
Howell, April 15; Ron Libby, May 8-10; 
Jeff Barth, June 10-12. The dates for the 
remainder of the year will appear at a 
later date. All dances are limited 
squares. For more Information, contact 
George Cain at 816-358-6586. 
Editor's Note: In checking these dates 
on the calendar, we see these are indeed 
very ambitious plans and we hope they 
are all successful. This report coincides 
with the lead section of the article regar-
ding groups wanting to book the very 
finest. 
PASDA 
Phoenix Advanced Square Dancers 
Association is entering its second year 
of existence, dancing A-1 and A-2 calls. 
Dances are scheduled on the first and 
third Saturdays, with occasional Sunday 
events. New officers Bernie and Mary 
Rott will serve as presidents for the com-
ing year. Past presidents Steve and 
Marilyn Gordon are board members and 
will act as program chairmen. Visitors In 
the Phoenix area who are looking for an 
advanced dance should call the Rotts, 
602-841-0875, or Betty Cressler, 
602-279-3798, for Information about 
PASDA dances and other advanced 
dances In the Phoenix-Mesa area. Two 
special weekends have been scheduled 
for July 10-12 and Oct. 20-Nov. 1. 
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On Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levels of Dancing 
Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our Two Couple Tapes. 6 Tapes in 
a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing. 
Also Available— Our Newly Revised 
Glossary of S/D Calls 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
Come Dance With 
Saturday, March 7 
Eddie Powell 	Usk 
Tuesday, March 10 
Billy Gene Evans 
Tuesday, March 17 
Cal Golden 
Saturday, March 21 
Ramon Marsch 
Sunday, March 29 
Deuce Williams 
Saturday, April 4 
Larry Parrella 
Tuesday, April 14 
Bill Bumgarner 
WAGON WHEELERS HALL 
Floating Maple Floor 
Capacity: 30 Squares 
Summit Street Hill 
Jackson. Ohio 
Vieg 
119 Allen Street 	Evert.ithin 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 	for — bquarel)ancers 
Please send for our 
Free Catalog #p 700 Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
-horse hair - bouffant. This is not only a 
very durable. bur beautiful garment. Hears 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-




Hot Plnk/Hot Pink Ruffle 
White/ Blue Ruffle 
White/Green ruffle 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Pink, Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red. White, Navy 
Red/Red ruffles 





Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length: 19" 21" 23" 














Right and left grand get-outs using ad-
vanced basics: 
Head ladles chain right, heads rollaway 
Sides lead right and circle four 
Two ladies break to lines of four 
Touch a quarter, transfer the column 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, ocean wave 
Girls trade, swing thru, lock it 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads flutter wheel, pass thru 
Separate round two to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, horseshoe turn 
Right and left grand 	 
From Bill Davis, California: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers right and left thru, ocean wave 
Chain reaction, right and left grand 	 
Sides rollaway, heads split square thru 
Right and left grand 	 
Head ladies chain right 
Side ladies chain across 
Heads wheel thru, ocean wave, boys run 
Cast a shadow, right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass the ocean 
Swing thru, boys run, turn and deal 
Right and left grand 	 
From Bill Davis, California: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass the ocean 
In roll circulate, In roll circulate 
Right and left grand 	 
CAST AN ANCHOR 
Description: From a column (RH-LH), 
cast off three-quarters (R/L) to a tidal 
wave; ends start moving around outside 
while remaining six trade (by UR), new 
ends start moving around outside while 
remaining four trade (by R/L), center two 
now trade (by LJR). The ends who are 
moving around outside meet, pass R/L 
shoulders, and quarter in to stand as a 
couple. The end result Is a quarter tag 
formation. 
Start in column 
{11 	IM 
OP EIF ID 
Cast off 3/4 
El ® @LIE] CAON 
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Triple trade and 
ends move along 
0 VIII 	 CD ® 
Double trade and 
ends move along, 	E-Th 
ends pass In 
single, trade while jr- 
[1104-CD 
E 
Comment: When started with regular 
columns (i.e., all dancers in regular lines 
do a curlique), the ending quarter tag for-
mation has a regular right hand wave in 
the center and regular couples on the 
outside. The movement flows well after 
curlique, triple scoot, single file cir-
culate or crossfire. Do not use touch a 
quarter before it. Dancers like the relay 
the deucy feeling of it. 
EXAMPLES by Don Beck, Stow, Mass. 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Split two, around one to a line 
Touch a quarter, single file circulate 
Cast an anchor, extend the tag 
Single hinge, ladies run, star thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, boys run, star thru 
Curlicue, cast an anchor 
Extend the tag, ladies trade 
All circulate 	(Box 1-4 wave) 
Heads pass the ocean, extend the tag 
Spin the top, single hinge 
Single file circulate, cast an anchor 
Ping pong circulate, extend the tag 
Single hinge and roll 
Grand right and left 	 
Heads pass thru, separate around one 
To a line, curlique, cast an anchor 
Ladies swing thru, extend the tag 
Ladies trade, right and left thru 
(1P2P) 
Four ladies chain 
Heads right and left thru 
Pass the ocean, extend the tag 
Ladies trade, ladies run 
Tag the line in, touch a quarter 
Triple scoot, cast an anchor 
Grand right and left 	 
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Heads square thru, swing thru 
Men run, crossfire, cast an anchor 
Turn thru, left swing thru, single hinge 
Swing thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square chain thru 
Single circle to a wave, lock it 
Single hinge, triple scoot 
Cast an anchor, chain reaction 
Scoot back, men run, acey deucy 
Cast a shadow, men run, turn and deal 
Grand right and left 	 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Spin the top, single hinge, circulate 
Cast an anchor, ping pong circulate 
Extend the tag, boys run, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line 
Touch to a wave, triple trade 
Single hinge, circulate, cast an anchor 
Extend, boys run, ferris wheel 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Curlique, cast an anchor, recycle 
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, go round one 
To a line, curlique, cast an anchor 
Girls turn thru, boys courtesy turn them 
Star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Head gents and corners go forward 
And back, star thru, circle four 
Ladies break to a line, touch a quarter 
Circulate, cast an anchor, extend 
Boys run, star thru, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Head gents and corners go forward 
And back, star thru, circle four 
Boys break to lines, touch a quarter 
Circulate, cast an anchor, extend 
Boys run, chase right, boys run 
Star thru, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
American Squaredance Magazine's Workshop fea-
tures original material submitted to the editor. New 
ideas are presented regularly. Mail new and crea-
tive material to Ed Fraidenburg, Workshop Editor. 





When the APD concept is applied to 
swing thru, many challenging choreo-
graphic possibilities become apparent. 
Two such possibilities are three-hand 
and six-hand ocean waves. 
Heads ladies chain three-quarters 
Six pass thru, boys run (3-hand waves) 
Swing thru, head men pass thru 
Turn right around three to an ocean wave 
All recycle, left allemande 	 
Head men only lead right, circle three 
Two men break to lines of three 
Pass thru, boys trade, swing thru 
Head ladies pass thru, turn right 
Around three, all tag the line in 
Star thru, centers pass thru, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Six pass thru, boys run right 
Left swing thru, head men pass thru 
Turn right around three, all swing thru 
Boys run, partner trade, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Head men only lead right, circle three 
Two boys break to lines of three 
Pass thru, boys trade, left swing thru 
Head ladies pass thru, turn right 
Around three, centers run 
All tag the line in, pass thru 
Girls fold, star thru, couples circulate 
Ferris wheel, square thru 3  
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, pass thru, girls trade 
Swing thru, head men pass thru 
Turn right around one, ends star thru 
Centers hinge a quarter, trade the wave 
Recycle, pass thru, all pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, pass thru, girls trade 
Left swing thru, head men pass thru 
Turn right around one, ends touch V. 
All four boys run, clover and pass thru 
Swing thru, boys run, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Six pass thru, boys run, swing thru 
Spin the top, step thru 
Head men squeeze in (next to other men) 
Centers trade, centers run 
Tag the line in, star thru, trade by 
Circle to a line, left allemande 	 
Head men only lead right, circle three 
Two men break to lines of three 
Pass thru, boys trade, swing thru 
Spin the top, step thru 
Head ladies squeeze in (next to other 
ladies) 
Centers trade, centers run 
Tag the line in, star thru 
Centers square thru three-quarters 
Outsides trade, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Same ladies chain across, six pass thru 
Boys run, swing thru, boys run right 
Head men pass thru, turn right 
Around two, girls circulate 
Boys pass thru, boys run, tag the line in 
Pass thru, girls fold, touch a quarter 
Recycle, square thru three-quarters' 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain across 
Same ladies chain three-quarters 
Six pass thru, boys run, left swing thru 
Left spin the top, side ladies step thru 
Touch a quarter, all boys run 
All move to the next and pass thru 
Boys cross fold, touch a quarter 
Centers trade, swing thru, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru % 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Six do-sa-do to a wave (six-hand wave) 
Swing thru, pass thru, U-turn back 
Circle eight, head men and partner 
Forward and back, star thru, zoom 
Square thru three-quarters, 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, do-sa-do (six hand wave) 
Left swing thru, pass thru 
U-turn back, head men pass thru 
Turn left around one, all star thru 
Trade by, swing thru, pass thru 
U-turn back, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, six pass thru, girls trade 
Spin the top, swing thru 
Sides hinge a quarter 
Heads touch a quarter 
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Those who can star thru 
Others quarter in, ferris wheel 
Pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Six do-sa-do, left swing thru 
Pass thru, U-turn back, circle eight 
Four boys spin the top, extend 
Swing thru, ends circulate, boys run 
Square thru four, trade by, pass thru 
Trade hy, left allemande 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, do-sa-do, swing thru 
Pass thru, U-turn back, 
Head men pass thru, turn right 
Around one, all star thru 
Circle to a line, left allemande 	 
ODD MAN OUT 
by Bob Davis 
Description: From various formations 
(waves, two-faced lines, 3x1 lines, in-
verted lines, etc.), ends facing in cross 
over circulate (on a diagonal to the 
center position in the other foursome), 
all others cross run. Movement ends in 
various formations, depending on the 
starting formation. 




Ends in left-hand waves 
EXAMPLES from SCVSDA Notes: 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Trade the wave, odd man out 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, odd man out 
Boys trade, wheel and deal 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, centers walk and dodge 
Odd man out, boys cross run 
Girls pass the ocean, center girls trade 
Flip the diamond, right and left grand 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Odd man out, step and slide 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, Dixie style to a wave 
Odd man out, box the gnat, pass thru 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, trade the wave 
Odd man out, recycle 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, recycle, veer left 
Odd man out, centers cross run 
New centers trade, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, swing thru, boys run 
Girls trade, tag the line right 
Odd man out, half tag, trade, roll 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru 
Tag the line right, odd man out 
Left allemande 	 
Heads half square thru, swing thru 
Boys run, girls walk and dodge 
Odd man out, left allemande 	 
ADVANCED FIGURES by Ed: 
Heads curlique and spread, odd man out 
Single wheel, center four walk and dodge 
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star thru, partner trade, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
All roll away, heads curlique and spread 
Odd man out, single wheel 
Center four walk and dodge, 
Square thru three-quarters, trade by 
Left' allemande 	 
Sides right and left thru, all rollaway 
Heads curlique and spread, odd man out 
Single wheel, center four walk and dodge 
Left allPrnandi. 
Heads curlique and spread, acey deucey 
Odd man out, ends star thru 
Centers hinge, extend the tag 
Odd man out, centers trade 
Girls run left, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line right 
Odd man out, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
And a strange one: 
No. 1 couples face corners, box the gnat 
Those at the head rollaway, forward 
And back, square thru four, ocean wave 
Odd man out, odd man out, swing thru 
Boys run, bend the line, pass thru 
Bend the line, original heads California 
twirl 
All wheel and deal, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
[;11  FIGURES 
FIGURES by Ed: 
Heads pass the ocean, left swing thru 
Extend, trade the wave, swing thru 
Trade the wave, boys run, chase right 
Boys run, left allemande 	 
Heads rollaway, square thru four 
Ocean wave, trade the wave, swing thru 
Recycle, swing thru, boys run 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers square thru, but on third hand, 
Dixie grand, left allemande 	 
Sides rollaway, heads pass thru 
Go round one to a line, ocean wave 
Left swing thru, pass thru, chase right 
Centers trade, swing thru, boys run 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, pass the ocean 
Left swing thru, pass thru, chase right 
Single hinge, boys cross run, fan the top 
Trade the wave, turn and left thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
FIGURES by John Strong, SDDS: 
Heads star thru, double pass thru 
Peel off, pass thru, tag the line 
And cloverleaf, curlique, box circulate 
Walk and dodge, cloverleaf 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru, double pass thru 
Centers in and cast off three-quarters 
Pass thru, tag the line in, star thru 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru, peel off, curlique 
Boys run, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Curlique, walk and dodge, cloverleaf 
Centers pass thru, swing thru, girls fold 
Peel off, ferris wheel, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass the ocean 
Single hinge, swing thru, ends fold 
Peel off, ferris wheel, girls square thru 3/. 
Slide thru, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, star thru 
Flutter wheel, curlique, boys run 
Left allemande 	 
FIGURES by Will Orlich: 
Heads lead right, circle to two-faced line 
Boys run, fan the top, turn thru 
Boys run, fan the top, turn thru 
Wheel and deal, girls turn thru, 
Star thru, bend the line 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, circle to two-faced line 
Ends run, swing thru, ends fold 
Peel off, couples circulate, ends run 
Swing thru, ends fold, peel off 
Couples circulate, bend the line, star thru 
Eight chain three, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, all partner trade 
Clover and swing thru, slide thru 
Trade by, partner tag, walk by one 
Swing the next, promenade 
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Sides tag the line right, lines pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Couple 1 face couple 2, 
Right and left thru with full turn 
To the next two, right and left thru 
New one and two right and left thru 
Old three and one left square thru 
Six hands, old four and two divide 
Go back home and star thru 
Left allemande 	 
Promenade, girls roll back one 
Promenade, heads wheel around 
Right and left thru, face down line 
Center couples right and left thru 
Backtrack, box the gnat, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, four ladies chain 
Sides right and left thru, heads lead right 
Circle half, insides arch and dive thru 
Left square thru six hands, sides divide 
Square thru three hands on the outside 
Left allemande 	 
Heads half square thru, box the gnat 
Half square thru, U-turn back 
Box the gnat, half square thru 
All half sashay, California twirl 
Half square thru, U-turn back 
Box the gnat, half square thru 
All half sashay, U-turn back 
Half square thru, U-turn back, 
Centers crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, half tag in, 
Double pass thru, first couple left 
Next rght, pass thru, half tag in 
Substitute, centers swing thru 
Box the gnat, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Sides lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, half tag, swing thru 
Swing thru, centers trade, centers run 
Half tag, swing thru, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Promenade, heads wheel around 
Pass thru, half tag out, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru 
Half tag out, cloverleaf, substitute 
Two ladies chain, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
••• 	 .111. 	 .41. 	41. 	4. 
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Single Size Patterns 
8-10-12-14-18 (9 Pieces) 
Petal dress pattern. This dress has a double 
skirt with the top skirt made of 10 flower 
petals. The bottom skirt has 10 gores with a 
bottom ruffle. The petals each have a bow to 
match. The bodice Is a peasant-style with 
midriff. This dress can be made with solid col-
or, print or checked material with white eyelet 
petals and a midriff of white eyelet. 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
Pattern No. 5 $4.00 
Mall to: THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis TN 38118 
Pattern No. 5 84.00 ea. Size 	 
Name 
Address 	  
City 	State 	Z I p 
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage. 
Tenn. Residents, please add 6% state tax. 
Send for free catalog. 
••• 	 • 	 ..... 
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People 
iN THE NEWS 
KrIsty Story of Burlington, Iowa, sent 
the photo above along with the account 
of Jerry Story's most recent engagement 
to call in Saudi Arabia, one of several 
such trips he has made. Jerry began his 
journey with a flight to London on Octo-
ber 26, where he was met by Renee 
Hayes and called for the New Forest SID 
Club of Johnny Hayes. When his original 
flight to Riyadh was cancelled, Jerry 
stayed another night and attended a sur-
prise party for Peter Newbury, another 
British caller. In Riyadh. Jerry was met 
by Beverly and Jerry Hammett, and 
prepared to call the fourth annual Fall 
Festival, which was attended by the 
Desert Swingers, Circle Eights and Dune 
Dancers. 300 guests from ten cities in 
Saudi Arabia attended and were fed, 
housed and transported to the festival 
by local club members. 
Tom and Eunice Atchlnson and Cliff 
and Ann Harkcom of A & H Squares and 
Flares, Albuquerque, New Mexico, are 
no longer a partnership. Tom and Eunice 
are now the sole owners of the square 
dance shop and will continue business 
as Squares and Flares. All future orders, 
correspondence and shipping will be to 
this address: Squares and Flares, 5517 
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1 I 	Dealers for resale only 
JASON & MYRNA SNOW 
(714) 849-4044 	36 W. Williams St. 
Banning CA 92220 
The FUN 
For one square 













































as many as 
are to where 
In 	a series 




PARRISH RANCH 	14.Yr SePt- 
Bert hood, Colo. 
The fun you'll have here in a week 
will last you a whole year... 
STAFF 
Vaughn & Jaen Parrish, Co. 	Ed & Jackie Newton, Ft. 
Johnny Mathis, Tex. 	Bob & Marilyn McVey, Cal. 
Conn S Vero Jean Housley, Id. 
Scott & Valerie Smith, Ut. 	Dick & Darlene Spooner,Wa. 
Herb 1 Ems Egendisr, Co. Bud & Maxine Taylor, Nev. 
HOSTS 
Woody & Delon', Dadard, Tx. 	Perry & Joy Parrish 
Write PARRISH RANCH, Rt. 2, Parrish Rd., 
Berthoud, CO 10513. 
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PLUS 1 and 2 
ADVANCED 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W .  
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE [2161632-1074 
MARSCH-MELLOW-SMOOTH 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
1 line "Slim Jim" $1.00 
Name only 
regular size $1.10 
Name and town 
or design $1.25 
Name and town 
and design $1.25 
State shape $2.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name $1.75 
We Design Club Badges 
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black, White 
Blue, Green Brown, Red, Yellow. Walnut, 
Send check with order, add 154 per badge postage 
MICRO PLASTICS 




Hey, Dance to the Calls of the D.J.! 
Disc Jockey for WMNI Radio, 920 AM, Columbus Ohio 
and WI GN Radio, 1510 AM plus 98 3 FM, Logan, Ohio 
614-866-6603 or 614-866-2636 
1699 Brice Road, Reynuldsburg OH 43068 
YOU GET A HALL— 
I'LL DO THE CALL! 
ED 
FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (517) 835-9524 
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA 
MICRO PLASTICS 
American bquaredence, March 1981 
Carol and Jerry Rothbell of Bayside, 
New York, sent this photo taken at the 
Island Squamper SID Labor Day week-
end at Ellis Woods Campground, Plea-
sant Valley, N.Y. last summer. They have 
had good comments for several years on 
their unique license plate. They dance 
with the Island Steppers of Massape-
qua, N.Y. 
Erma Reynolds of Longmeadow, 
Mass., sent a clipping from the Morning 
Union (Springfield) detailing the fact that 
Bob Howard, a caller from Agawam call-
ed again for the annual 18-hour Dance-A-
Thon to fight cancer in Chicopee recent-
ly. Last year's event earned $10,000 for 
the project. Other features of the event 
were the West Virginia Stompers, a 
precision square dance team led by Bud-
dy Dow, a magician, and clown-face 
painting by Pinky Limited and 
Strawberry Productions. 
Caller Torgy Thorbjornson, known pro-
fessionally as the "Crazy Norwegian" of 
the Denver area, sent us a pictorial full-
page story concerning the Parker 
Squares Club from the Parker News 
Press In Colorado. Ray and Barb 
Ashbeck, club presidents, are interview-
ed by reporter Elise Miele and a good ac-
count of the way we dance worldwide Is 
the result. 





3. French tries 1. Prance 
4. Beer (bier) 2. Bend 
5. Pie 3.  Bob 































JOHNSON CITY HOSTS CONVENTION 
The site for the 8th Tennessee State 
Convention will be the D.P. Culp Center 
on the campus of East Tennessee State 
University in Johnson City; the dates are 
August 14 and 15. Patterned after the na-
tional conventions, Tennessee's eighth 
convention will have a fashion show, 
panels, educational clinics, sewing 
clinic and entertainment, in addition to 
good dancing, exhibition and 
workshops. 
Air-conditioned campus housing with 
three meals included is available for $15. 
per person. Have a new experience: park 
your car and walk to dance and dine. For  
a registration form, write P.O. Box 11, 
Johnson City TN 37601, and plan to en-
joy a terrific convention in the Ap-
palachian Mountains of east Tennessee. 
Anita Tanzer 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
CANADA'S THIRD CONVENTION 
Registration has passed the 1100 
mark for the third Canadian National 
Convention to be held in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, from July 29 to 31; 1982. Dancers 
are expected from every Canadian pro-
vince, the U.S., Bermuda, Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand. 
Halifax is the capital of Nova Scotia 
and is referred to as Canada's "ocean 
playground." Wherever you go in Nova 
Scotia, you are never more than 35 miles 
from the sea. Halifax can be reached by 
air, highway or ferry. (Ferry fares should 
be booked in advance through travel 
agents.) Halifax has modern hotels, and 
dancers will also be accommodated in 
residences at the two universities. 
Campers will be placed in areas around 
Halifax and Dartmouth. 
Write early for registration kits: P.O. 
Box 643, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 
B3J 2T3. Make 1982 a Nova Scotia holi- 
B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
BIll & Sue Miller 	St. Rte., Box 301 
Ph. 812-843-54491 Magnet IN 47555 
Write for Free Catalogue 
B & S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats 
A light-weight snag-free slip 
available in beautiful colors 
COLORS: It. pink, It. blue, white, It. yellow, bright 
green, orange, bright yellow, royal, navy, red, mint, 
lilac, lime, beige, black, burgundy, med. purple, hot 
pink, brown, multi. (Any 4 comb.) 
35 yd.—$30.95; 60 yd.— 335.95; 50 yd.— $32.95 
75 yd.— $40.95 (No Returns) 
Doublet by special order only: 
SO yd. dbl. $36.00; 80 yd. dbl. $52.00 
60 yd. dbl. $42.00; 100 yd. dbl. 360.00 
B & S FLUFFY 
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third 
inside layer of nylon organdy to prevent 
hose picking. 3-tiered with 150 yds. 
nylon ruffle on bottom edges. 
White baby mesh slips with ruffles available In the 
following colors: black, peacock, blue, yellow, royal, 
red, orchid, orange, bright lime, florescent orange, hot 
pink, candy pink, and muftis. 
Pries: $29.95 
All Organdy Fluff les Also Available 
All slips available In lengths 18" thru 23". 
No returns on specially made slips under 18" or over 23". 
All multi slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
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day and see the lush farmlands of the 
Annapolis Valley, the fishing villages of 
the south and eastern coasts, the North-
umberland Strait, and the highlands of 
Cape Breton, where Gaelic is still 
spoken in some places. Nova Scotia 
means "New Scotland" and visitors are 
often greeted with a Gaelic phrase; Ciad 
mile failte...a hundred thousand 
welcomes! 
34th SPRING FESTIVAL 
The Northeast District of Oklahoma 
will hold the 34th Annual Festival on 
April 4 at the Tulsa Assembly Center. 
Five thousand plus dancers will par-
ticipate in this day-long event in Tulsa. 
106 club presidents, district and state of-
ficers will be models for the fashion 
show. Guest callers are Gary O'Conner 
and Troy Ray. Northeast callers will staff 
halls featuring mainstream and quarter. 
ly selections, plus 1 and 2, and teen dan-
cing. Exhibitions include the "Rolling 
Rascals," wheelchair dancers from the 
Physical Limited Center with George 
Horn calling. 
Bill and Billie Campbell are presidents 
of the district. Corky and Pat Mills are 
general chairmen of the festival. For fur- 
ther information contact Paul and 
Virginia Stidham, Rt. 1 Box 132, Nowata 
OK 74048. 
AZALEA FESTIVAL 
The 28th Annual International Azalea 
Festival, a tribute to the NATO nations 
where sea forces are headquartered In 
Norfolk, Virginia, will be celebrated by a 
week-long series of events including an 
art show, ballet, golf tournament, pa-
rade, air show and square dancing. The 
featured square dance of the week, 
sponsored the past twelve years by the 
Riptides Club of Virginia Beach, will be 
held in the Scope, Norfolk's convention 
center, on April 24-25. Callers will be 
Wayne Baldwin, John Swindle and Al 
Stevens, with Claudia and Ed Hell 
leading rounds. For further information, 
contact Bud and Gloria Blanchard, 535 
Draper Dr., Norfolk VA 23505. 
SPRING FLING 
The Associated Square Dancers of 
Southern Nevada will have the fourth an-
nual Spring Fling on Memorial Day 
Weekend, May 22-24, at the Convention 
Center in Las Vegas. Bob Fisk and Ron 
Sowash will call the squares. Silky and 
PRESENTS 
CH 	SQUARE DANCE 
81 ROUND DANCE 
Before the NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION In SEATTLE 
The Circle 8 Ranch is about 75 miles East of Seattle 
just off Interstate 90 
CAMPING WITH OPEN DANCING 
Sunday, June 21; Monday, June 22; Tuesday, June 23, 1981 
After the NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION In SEATTLE 
CAMPING & OPEN DANCING— SUNDAY, MONDAY & TUESDAY 
STAY AS LONG AS YOU LIKE AND ENJOY THE BEAUTIFUL CASCADE MTS. 
N 
	
WATCH FOR CIRCLE 8 RANCH 
SQUARE DANCE SIGNS ON NELSON ROAD 




	 E nano t 
E.G N. on S,d,ng Rd.  
MI. CatcN 8 Ranch 
CIRCLE 8 RANCH 
Ed &Ad betty Atiddlesworth 
	
boa 9704 
Yakima, Washington 98909 
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Betty will cue the rounds. For informa-
tion, contact Stan and Tiger Kotecki, 60 
Lo Vista Place., Las Vegas NV 89110. 
COMIN' UP ROSES 
Here are a few news notes from the 
report on the sixth SID of America Float 
in the Rose Bowl Parade, January 1981. 
The Float Ball was attended by over 
400 dancers. The ball was hosted by 
Western S/D Assoc. Each local associa-
tion provided an M.G. and caller for a 
part of the program. George burr, a 
member of the Tournament of Roses 
Committee, was present and gave a 
short speech outlining the benefits that 
result from participation in the Parade. 
The dancing did not stop when the 
float reached Victory Park. Dancers from 
all over the area were on hand every day 
to dance on the float. This year the 
floats were kept at the park for three 
days. The dancers just kept coming and 
dancing to an appreciative audience. 
Right after New Year's Day Silky Grif-
fith and Betty Gefell come a-knocking at 
the door of John & Peggy Fogg lugging a 
jar full of coins and currency, all the  
money that was put in by dancers and 
others at round dance club dances. This 
year the count was $295.00. 
Soon the theme for the 1982 Parade 
will be announced and from that point 
on, designs may be submitted by 
designers/dancers which have to be 
modified to provide room for the 
dancers, a 12 foot diameter circle. 
Send donations, questions, sugges-
tions, designs, to Square Dancers of 
America, P.O. Box 2, Altadena CA 91001. 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Our cover this month is sort of a se-
quel to the photo that appeared on Page 
54 last month. It's another unique photo 
showing the typical whirl and blur of 
dancers at the Rhein Main Air Base near 
Weisbaden, Germany, as seen through 
the lens of Michael Roy, and sent to us 
by Rick Wasser, an editor of Stars and 
Stripes. It could be square dancers in 
Anywhere, USA, or Somewhere, World, 
as they joyfully celebrate the Swing to 
Spring. 
BODGE HOLDERS 
Protect your clothing 
from pin holes and tears 
(A) DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . . 
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket 
flap of western shirt. 
(B) CLIP 'n SNAP . . . 
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's 
a snap-on for western shirt pocket. 
(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . . 
The clip swivels a full 360' —permitting badge to 
be clipped to any style garment. 
At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker! 
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information. 
Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544 






This wall decoration hangs in 
McGoogan's Family Squares dance hall 
located at 10107 Detroit Rd., Cleveland, 
Ohio. and measures about 125" long by 
36" high. The background is burlap and 
the figures are of white interfacing 
material, colored with liquid embroidery. 
Myrtis Litman (widow of well-known 
caller, Lloyd) and daughters Lea Ann, 
Janet, Holly, Nina and Brenda, took 
three months to put it together. 
The ladies' full skirts have a three-
dimensional effect, including protruding 
lace petticoats on some. Couples are 
wearing matching shirts as they (con-
secutively) allemande, box the gnat, 
swing and promenade. The caller has a 
strange resemblance to one of the 
editors of ASD. 
This attractive work of art also has a 
functional value. since it softens the 
sound in the hall. The hanging was made  
in 1976 as a bicentennial project, and 
given to caller Bob McGoogan in ap-
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100 Polyester 	* 
* Red, black, brown * 
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* 	 4..  Add $2.00 for handling 	 * 
* PO BOX 2972 RICHMOND,VA 23229 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG  
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SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE 
DRESSES 
PETTICOAT 
$32.98*  * 
on 
• fl'illn41.1 	 -or 
Throe skirts with oppro•irnalely 60 yards of 	* 
fullnellS Two ikons of nylon baby horsetwr. 
	1ft 
41._ 
unclor ak1R Of nylon 0,10ntly. Elind,n9 On ...rm. *  
SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN WEAR 
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ALL OCCASION GREETING CARDS 
From time to time readers have no-
ticed the amusing cartoons reprinted on 
the back page of ASD which are the work 
of Dorothy Brandt of Fort Wayne, In-
diana. (November, 1979; May, 1980; 
January, 1981) 
Now a group of these cartoons are 
reproduced in a twelve-pack box of 
assorted cards with appropriate wording 
for a "get well," "happy birthday" and 
other greetings for square dancers. 
Send $1.75 plus 50(r mailing fee to 
CADO BRAND, 3002 Shaper Dr., Ft. 
Wayne IN 46806 for your assortment. 
Here's another idea. Have the club 
secretary order a good supply to be sent 
to club members as the occasion 
becomes appropriate. 
RED BOOT STAR RELEASES: 
RBS1257 That's What I Gel For Loving You, Elmer Sheffield 
RBS1256 You're Never Goin' to Tampa, Elmer Sheffield 
RBS1255 Sugar Daddy, Elmer Sheffield 
RED BOOT RELEASES 
RB262 That's All That Matters to Me, Don Williamson 
RB261 Do You Wanna Go To Heaven, Don Williamson 
RB258 I Wish I Was 18 Again, Don Williamson 
RB255 My Home's In Alabama, Johnny Jones 
RB254 J.R., Don Williamson 
RB309 Son Of Butch, Hoedown/Class Wkshp, Don Williamson 
RB256 After You've Gone, Lee Kopman 
RB257 Shortnin' Bread, Ron Dunbar 
GOLD STAR RECORDS 
GS712 God Bless America, Cal Golden 
GS711 Driftwood, Cal Golden 
GS710 My Heart Skips A Beat, Cal Golden 
GS709 Shirley Jean Berrell, Cal Golden 
GS402 Ragtime Annie/S.K.G. (hoedowns) 
COMING: 
Rose of San Antone 
	
Could I Have This Dance 
Loving Up A Storm Your Cheatin' Heart 
Petticoat Junction (Hoedown) 
	
Sunny Side of the Street 
Cruising Down the River (Round) 
Route 8, College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 Phone 615-838-7784 
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ROUND REVIEWS 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
Rauy MINE— Grenn 14292 
Choreography by Adam & Marione Arnot 
Good "Pretty Baby" music and a nice, flowing, 
easy two step. 
NEW DAWN— Grenn 14292 
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena De Zordo 
Pretty music and an interesting easy-to-easy-
intermediate waltz. 
DREAM WITH ME— Telemark 883 
Choreography by Lou & Pat Barbee 
Very pretty music for an interesting, challenging 
fox trot. 
DANCE THE TWO-STEP— Liberty 1383 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Catchy music with a vocal; easy-going fun-type 
three-part easy two step. 
TAMARAN— TNT 165 
Choreography by Steve & Chris Brissette 
Good music for an easy-intermediate two step with 
hops and tamaras, cued by Steve. 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN— Columbia 1-11351 
Choreography by George & Mady D'Alolso 
Good country music by Willie Melson for a 
challenging quickstep. 
LOOKIN' FOR LOVE— Asylum E47004 
Choreography by George & Mady D'Alolso 
Smooth music with a Johnny Lee vocal; in-






944 Chatelaln Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
801-392-9078 
•ACUTELY PERCEPTIVE 
SILK SCREEN JACKETS This latest design of square dance figures la now available on the back of nylon Jackets for $14.00 unlIn. 
NYLON ADULT JACKET FEATURES:L.. 	• lb - 	or 1118.00 lined. in whatever color Ink you desire. 
100% nylon shell 
le 	 (No minimum required) 
.4% 
Action cut raglan sleeves a 
 
eve stilciallze In club printing your logo on nylon 
jackets,WrIte or call for Into. 
o, Owned & Operated by Caller & Taw 
Tom & Suzy Roper 
TSR SCREEN PRINTERS 
Box 655, 14 Meadowbrook Dr, 
Shewnivetown IL 62984 
Snap front closure (Left to righl 
O 111 
Long Byron collar 	
P- 





XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 
YOUTH SIZES: 
S. M, L, XL 
JACKET COLORS: 
Navy, Scarlet, Royal, Black, Athletic CioldAti, 411111  
Maroon, Columbia Blue, Kelly, Orange, Purple 
Choreography 
vol Hating Formula, 
Order AS D Inform NR7 Ratings * * 
SQUARE DANCE: 61-125 




Heaven's Just A Sin Away 
EASY INTERMEDIATE: 126-175 
Maria 















P2-146/24 - 170A 
by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohio 
INIknmcut•ix: 1o-2b0 
I'm In Love 	 Hi-Hat 989 	P2-158/25.183 
I Believe In You 	 MCA 41304 P2.175/25-200A 
Fame and Fortune RCA447-0627 	P3-176/10.186A 
Fortuosity 	 TOR 118 	P4-168/50=218A 
I Don I Want to Walk 
Without You 	 AS0501SA 	P3-197/30 - 227A 
Lazy Sugartoot Roper 309 P2-209/25=234A 
Another One Bites the Dust 	Elektra 47031 
Cue sheet does not state number of limes through .  
Do You Wanna Go To Heaven Curb W85 49515 
Unable to rate, interlude not on cue sheet.  




by John Swindle 
The March winds didn't blow too many records 
our way, but we do have good sounds this 
month— fast records, slow records, fun records, 
happy records and sad records. Usually when we 
have a slack month like this one, we get swamped 
the next, so watch out for those April showers. 
SMOKEY MT. RAIN— Mt. Recordings 2 
Caller: Mark A. ClausIng 
From the Prairie stable comes an outstanding 
piece of music. The instrumental is well-balanced 
and consists of a nice blend of lead guitar, piano 
and banjo. Mark does a nice job on the flip and 
gave a choice of two figures, both of which work 
very nicely. FIGURE: Heads promenade hall, lead 
right, make a right hand star, heads star left, 
right and left thru, swing thru, turn thru, swing, 
promenade. ALTERNATE: Heads square thru, 
right hand star, heads star left, right and left thru, 
star thru, load the boat, swing, promenade. 
DREAM LOVER— Blue Star 2125 
Caller: Nate Bliss 	 Key G 
This tune made the charts in the fifties and is 
making the country-western charts now. The 
Bayou Ramblers did a super job, giving us the 
sound we are familiar with on the popular record. 
Nate put together a figure that works and meters 
well. FIGURE: Heads promenade three-quarters, 
sides flutter wheel, pass thru, right and left thru, 
eight chain two, touch a quarter, scoot back, 
swing, promenade. 
DIM THE LIGHTS— Coyote 102 
Caller: Buddy Allison 
This is not the first time this tune has been 
presented to the review dancers. However. we felt 
this the better of the two releases we have 
danced. The Roadrunners have again come 
through with the sound we expect from Chaparral. 
Buddy gave us not a new figure, but a different 
twist on getting into an eight chain four. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, sides right 
and left thru, curlique, boys run right, do-sa-do, 
eight chain four. swing, promenade. 
DEALIN' WITH THE DEVIL— HI-Hat 5024 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
This is the first of two releases of this tune this 
month. Both instrumentals are very similar. We 
regret that the same tune was chosen by two 
labels, for both must suffer. Ernie used a simple 
figure that danced well. FIGURE: Heads pro-
menade, square thru, right and left thru, veer left, 
ferris wheel, square thru three-quarters, swing, 
promenade. 
I'M NOT DEALING WITH THAT DEVIL ANYMORE 
Thunderbird 212; Caller: Art Springer 
This is the same tune as the preceding record, 
with just a slightly different title. Art's figure is a 
little more difficult, but the instrumentals are com-
parable. FIGURE: Heads square thru, slide thru, 
curlique, scoot back, boys run, swing thru, boys 
run, half tag. trade and roll, right hand pull by, left 
allemande, swing. promenade. 
WHEN YOUR UGLY— Dance Ranch 659 
Callers: John Chavis, Dean Salveson 	Key D 
John and Dean have teamed up to give us a cute 
novelty tune. This record could easily be used by 
two or more callers at joint dances and festivals. 
The instrumental is super and John and Dean do 
an outstanding job on the flip. The figure they 
used works and our dancers enjoyed the record. 
This reviewer feels that if a basic is written from 
parallel ocean waves, that's the way a caller 
should set it up to call it. FIGURE: Heads square 
thru, do-sa-do, make a wave, linear cycle, follow 
your neighbor and spread, ladies trade, recycle, 
swing, promenade. 
TIME TO TALK THINGS OVER— Thunderbird 211 
Caller; Tommy Russell 
A nice, easy, smooth beat is a feature the dancers 
enjoyed very much. For callers who like banjo, 
there is a soft hint of banjo all the way through this 
instrumental and a lot of banjo pulled out as lead 
instrument. Tommy does a fine job with a smooth-
flowing figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-
sa-do, swing thru, boys run, tag the line, face 
right, wheel and deal. curlique, scoot back, 
swing, promenade. 
IT DON'T GET BETTER THAN THIS— HI-Hat 5023 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
Ernie does a lot of bragging in this song about how 
pretty it is at home. The beat is there to dance to 
and the instrumental is well done in the Hi-Hat 
tradition. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, 
make a wave, ladies trade, recycle, right and left 
thru, dive thru, zoom, square thru three-quarters, 
swing, promenade. ALTERNATE (Plus 2): Heads 
lead right, circle to a line, forward and back, pass 
thru, wheel and deal, star thru, right and left thru, 
pass thru, U-turn back, curlicross, swing, left 
allemande, promenade. ALTERNATE (QS): Heads 
lead right, circle to a line, forward and back, pass 
thru, wheel and deal, double pass thru, track two, 
swing thru, swing, left allemande, promenade. 
HAT FULL OF FEATHERS— HI-Hat 5025 
Caller: Tom Perry 
Tom used the breaks very well to explain just what 
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a hat full of feathers means. There was no rush to 
the figures nor when dancing to the smooth beat 
given us by the Hi-Hatters. FIGURE: Heads pro-
menade half, square thru, right and left thru, dive 
thru, curlique, make a right hand star, turn one 
full turn, swing corner, promenade. ALTERNATE 
(Plus 1): Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru. boys run, ladies hinge, flip the diamond, 
boys trade, boys run, half tag, scoot back, swing, 
promenade. ALTERNATE FIGURE (Plus 2): Ladies 
chain three-quarters, ladies chain, sides square 
thru, touch a quarter, follow your neighbor, ladies 
circulate, boys turn back, promenade. 
KING OF COUNTRY MUSIC— Big Mac 020 
Caller; Ron Mineau 
The instrumental is country-western, as it should 
be with this title. It's a really catchy instrumental 
with a good, strong, easy to follow beat. Ron's 
figure was well-timed and easy to dance, FIGURE: 
Heads right and left thru, star thru, pass thru, do-
sa-do, make a wave, ladies trade, recycle, right 
and left thru, dive thru, zoom, square thru three-
quarters, swing, promenade. 
CHEATING SONG— Began 1329 
Caller: Bob Barnes 	 Key G 
Bogan also gives us a country western sound in 
this recording with a bit of sax lead. Bob's figure 
was well accepted by the review dancers. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do. spin chain 
thru, girls circulate twice, turn thru, left 
allemande, walk by one, swing, promenade. 
THAT'S ALL THAT MATTERS TO ME— Red Boot 
262: Caller: Don Williamson 
This tune hit the country western charts. The Red 
Boot music is pretty and Don does a great job on 
the flip with a nice. moving figure. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade three-quarters, sides right and left 
thru, pass thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, turn thru, 
left allemande, pass your own, swing. pro-
menade, 
REND— FTC 32037 
Caller: Ed Fraidenburg 
This tune is a little reminiscent of El Paso. It has 
that "south of the border" ring and is a pretty 
piece of music. Ed does a nice job with a well-
timed figure. FIGURE: Heads promenade three-
quarters, sides right and left thru, double pass 
thru, track two, swing thru, girls circulate, turn 
thru, left allemande, swing, promenade. 
NO MORE, NO LESS— Blue Ribbon 229 
Caller; Jerry Hightower 
This tune is not really a novelty tune, but it does 
have some cute tag lines. The instrumental is 
bouncy and makes you want to dance. Jerry does 
a nice job and we've been trying to figure out 
where he breathes in parts of his flip side. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, sides right and 
left thru, square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, ferric wheel, pass thru, pass thru, swing, 
promenade. 
YOU'VE GOT TO BE THE GREATEST— Big Mac 
019; Caller; Jeanne Moody Briscoe 
Big Mac gives us a tune with three key changes. 
This is a yodeling record and Jeanne give us a 
good example on the flip. FIGURE: Heads flutter 
wheel, curlique, walk and dodge, do-sa-do, spin 
chain thru, girls circulate, turn thru, left 
allemande, swing, promenade. 
LOVERS LIVE LONGER— Prairie 1034 
Callers: Al Horn 
Prairie has given us a nice sound and Al does a 
nice job on the flip. The record has a rhumba beat. 
FIGURE: Heads rollaway, forward and back, slide 
thru, make a right hand star, heads star left, 
swing thru, boys run, half tag, trade, roll, pass 
thru, trade by, swing, promenade. 
            
            
            
            
    
2ND ANNUAL 
WHITE ROSE SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL 
  
 
Dance in the First Capitol of the U.S.A. 	 York College of Penna. 
York, Penna. 	 June 19, 20 & 21, 1981 
 	All Levels to Introduction to Challenge 
Called By — Dick Jones — New Jersey, John Marshall — Virginia, 
John Kaltenthaler — Pa., Deuce Williams — Michigan 
Continuous Rounds by — Wayne & Norma Wylie — Arizonia 
Bill & Rosella Bosley — Md. 
For Registration Info Write: 
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ALABAMA 
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE & 
WESTERN WEAR 
7925 Highway 90 West 
Theodore AL (Mobile) 38582 
205-853-7926 
Mail Orders 	 1 
Available from s/D Fashions  
these Shops 
MARIETTA'S SQUARE & 
WESTERN WEAR 
9458 Johnson Hoed, Rt 2 
Mobile AL 38609 
ARIZONA 
SQUARED 
Apparel & Accessories 
6810 So. Central 
Phoenix AZ 85040 
602-2688213 
GREAT AMERICAN S1D APPAREL 
'Great American Petticoats' 
4830 East Main St. 
Mesa AZ 85205 
602-830-0330 
CALIFORNIA 
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS 
3339 Amherst Lane 
San Jose CA 95117 
Send fore Free Catalog 
Petticoats, Sissy pants & Misc. 
COLORADO 
DORIS' SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
8575 West Colfax Ave. 
Denver CO 80215 
Ph 232-0327 
Complete Line of S/D Apparel 
FLORIDA 
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
813-448-8791 
"Florida's Oldest 6 Best" 
Mall Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF SID 
ATTIRE, 2030 North 12 Ave. 
Pensacola FL 32503 
904.433-4052 
New Catalog St, Refundable on order 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725-2511 
Jacksonville FL 32211 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
BELLES & BEAUX SID CLOTHES 
419 No. Federal Hwy. 305-737-0095 
Boynton Beach FL 33435 
Exit 044 off 195, East to US 1 
Open at 12 Noon, Tues. thru Sat. 
GEORGIA 
3820 Stewart Rd. Doraville GA 30340 
Doraville, Commerce & Columbus 
Stores 
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Open 7 days a week 
ILLINOIS 
KATHLEEN'S S/D SHOP 
508 W. Chestnut St. 
Chatham IL 82829 
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or Call 
217-483-2627 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
71451/2 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago IL 60834 
Full Line S/D Attire & Accessories  
BEV'S BARN (815.455-3250) 
(In Reed's Hut) 
27 Crystal Lake Plaza 
Crystal Lake IL 60014 
S/D Apparel 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B SID APPAREL 
13313-15 Rockville Rd 1485 Exit 13B 
Indianapolis IN 48224 
See our own dress designs 
Sizes 3 - 24'/2 
LAZY J RANCH 
Wheeler Ind. — 219-759-3118 
Mailing Address: RR2 
Hobart IN 48342 
We Make Our Own Petticoats 
IOWA 
VIK-ARDIE'S S/0 & WEST. SHOP 
2008 Bennett (515-277-8787) 
Des Moines IA 50310 
S/D & Western Wear for Men, 
Women 6 Children 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (318943-85941 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, INC. 
3502', Strong 
Kansas City KS 88108 
1-913-282-4240 
Master Charge/Visa — Catalog 35' 
BUTTONS & BOWS S/D WEAR 
3187 S. Seneca (316-524-82351 
Wichita KS 87217 
Master Charge/VISA/Catalogue 
Full Line S/D Attire, Accessories 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Free Catalog Available 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats & 
pantaiettes 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Haslett Rd. 
Haslett MI 48840 
The Place Designed 
With People in Mind 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
7738 Morgan Ave., So. 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
Send for catalogue — 51.00 
Member of NASRDS 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL, John Pedersen, Jr. 
41 Cooper Ave. Ph. 201-229-2383 
West Long Branch NJ 07784 
S/D Apparel, Accessories, Patterns 
Member NASRDS: Visa .8 MiC 
NEW MEXICO 
A & H SQUARES AND FLARES 
5517 Central NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
MC/VISA 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N.E. (505-294-28341 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Calico Country Originals 
Send for free brochure 
NEW YORK 
WHEEL 'N DEAL SID SHOP 
RFD 4, Post Rd. 
Canton NY 13817 
Phone Orders: 315-388-2457 
IRONDA S/D SHOPPE 
759 Washington Ave (268.5720) 
Irondequolt, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 S. Main St. (315-888-2844) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Western Store & Gift Center 
S/D Headquarters 
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Hartfield-Centralla Rd. 
Mayville NY 14757 
Square Dance Clothing 
SHIRLEY'S S/D & Mall Order Shop 
Rt. 9-D, Hughaonvllle NY 12537 
Catalog of SID Patterns, sewing 
notions, trims, S/D apparel 6 ac-
cessories. Send 50' plus 25' postage 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-871-5165) 
Cleveland OH 4-4111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
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Puzzle Page by Fran W ngfield Talala, Oklahoma 
ACROSS 
1 	Do-sa-do your 	 
8 ---butic 
DOWN 
1 	Footlike part 
2 Centers 	outsides dive in 
12 Brazilian tree 3 Fish or ottoman 
13. Retreat. 	 4 Turn Right (abbr.) 
15. Branch of study (abbr ) 5 Denial 
16. Light switch position 6 Black 
17. three promenade (2 wds) 7 Aegir's wife 
19. Biblical enemy of Hebrews 8 Box office sign (abbr.  
22. Egyptian railroad town 9 	 in 
23. --thing and roll 10  wave 
24. Treasury agents 11 Color of a horse 
26 	 square 14 Intelligence (abbr. ) 
29. Title for Uncle Remus' rabbit 18 District Attorney (abbr 
30 Adiust a clock 20 Parsonage 
33 Knave in cribbage 21 Wheel -•- deal 
34 thru (2 wds) 24 	 by 
36. Left 	 25 Ancient Asian 
38. Broad 26 Box the 
39 Golf term 27 Actor's part 
40. Feminine suffix 28 Fit 
42 Lateral boundary 29 The sesame 
43 No 	of tips at a dance, usually 30 the bucket 
44  style 31 John Buchanan —• 
47 	 and left thru 32 Weight allowance 
50 Somewhat ashen 34 Lett 	lady 
52 Rehabilitative organization 35 All eight 	 thru 
53 Independent 	Order 	of 	Foresters 37 Biological process 
(abbr I 41 Yap stone money 
55 	 circulate 42. Grin 
56.  style -- ocean wave (2 wds) 43 Cross 	 
59. Soap trame part 44 News agency (abbr ) 
60 One to whom property is transferred (2 wds) 45 --- Vegas 
46 High mountains 
48 Chinese Government Seal 
49 To carry 
,1111-142)A 51. 52 Altitudes (p1 	abbr.) Feminine name 
54. Enemy 
57 14th letter of Greek alphabet 
58 That is (Lat 	abbr ) 
OKLAHOMA 
COUNTRY SQUARE 
1705 N. Sheridan 
Lawton OK 73501 
Apparel & Accessories for 
the Square and Round Dancer 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717-323-2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa 
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803 268 0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
SID Clothing for Men & Women 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38116 
Send for Free Catalog 
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP 
245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders: 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Largest S/D Shop In South Texas 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 78301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Catchall Cust. Originals by Chris 
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records 
5832 East Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas TX 75208 
Send for Free Catalog ,  
MARJAC OF DALLAS 
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best 
Quality: Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome 
ONELL'S APPARAL (8C6.799-1642) 
4818 Louisville Ave. 
Lubbock TX 79413 
Square & Round Dance Supplies 
Square & Round Dance Records 
VIRGINIA 
BETTY'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
PO Box 29723 Richmond VA 23229 
804-740.3457 
New Catalog, $1.00 Refundable on 
order 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt 3, Box 5E 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8676 
KERNS KORRAL 804-8984848 
1963-D RI 17 
Grafton VA 23692 
S/D One-Stop Shopping. 
Master Charge & VISA 
WISCONSIN 
DIXIE STYLE SID SHOP 
Rt. 2, Granton WI 54438 
Ph. 715-238-7473 
Brochure— 504 
Our elm Is to please you! 





ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukee OR 97222 
Free List On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01088 
Coat: $1.50 plus 30* postage 
JIM & BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303-477.1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lane (703-241.0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau Wi 54401 
Engraved end Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614-4713735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
1827 Sentinel Point Rd. 
Sebring FL 33870 
Chuck Leamon, Collor & Owner 
Sand for free flyer. 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Badges, License plates, Belt Buckles 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38118 
ILLINOIS 
JOE K RECORD SERVICE 
1007 N. Northwest Hwy .  





PO Box 790 
Sierra Vista AZ 85635 
Dancer accessories. caller equipment 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7178 
Phoenix AZ 85014 (602-279-5521) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
R1.1 Box 528 
Palm Harbor FL 33583 
Phone 813-754.3294 
INDIANA 
B•BAR-B RECORD SERVICE (317.241-0008) 
6313.15 Rockville Rd. 11485, Exit 136) 
Indianapolis IN 46224 
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
Records shipped same day 
ILLINOIS 
DANCE SOUNDS 
PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 60641 
Square, Round, Folk & Contra Records 
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD SERVICE 
7145 1/4 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago IL 80641 
Records/Callers Supplies/Newcomb Equipment 
JOE K RECORD SERVICE 
1007 N. Northwest Hwy. 
Park Ridge IL 80068 
312.823-0711 
MAINE 
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE 
70 State St.— new address 
Augusta ME 04330 
Tel. 207-823-3868 
Caller Supplies 8 New Air Conditioned S/D Hall 
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Haslet) Rd. 
Hulett MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People In Mind 
MINNESOTA 
J-J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E 
St. Paul MN 55108 
812.774-5732 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
Division of Palomino S/D Service 
7738 Morgan Ave. South (812.869.9501) 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
NEW YORK 
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC. 
230 7th Ave. 123.24 St..) Box ASD 
New York NY 10011 (212-691-1934) 
Round, square, ballroom, folk dance records 
Catalogs, Mail & phone orders accepted. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance NC 27008 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave 
Toledo OH 43609 
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TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. (901-398.4953) 
Memphis TN 38118 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17068 • 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217 (214.398.7508) 
VIRGINIA 
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 788 
Springfield VA 22150 (703-339-5771) 
WASHINGTON 
DECKER RECORDS 
504 N. Sargent 
Spokane WA 99208 
509.924-9181 
Fast Mail Order Service 
Distributors 
TVVELGRENN ENTERPRISES 
PO Box 216 




  I, for Callers 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
12 issues yearly, $11.00— Free sample 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl Ed 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 08068 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS: 
Gene Trimmer, Rt. 1, 9 La Peace 
Mercedes TX 78570 
For the Club Caller & Teacher 
Send 15. stamp for sample copy. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rd, 92 N. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
30 Kingswell Crescent 
Scarborough Ont. Can. MIL 3E1 
Special 
S/D TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT 
Publicizes square dance year round. Be a part of 
this art. Send $1.00 and receive a Rose for your 
badge. SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA, Box 2, 
Altadena CA 91001. 
"Fundamentals of Square DoneMg" 
Instructional Albums, Calling by Bob Ruff 
Levels 1.2,3; $7.95 ea., Add $1. per record for mailing. 
Free Catalog. Write to Bob Ruff. 
8459 Edmaru Ave . Whittier CA 90805 
Si Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "invita-
tion to square dancing." Order from BILL 
CRAWFORD, Box 18/442. Memphis TN 38118.  
Samples on request. One sheet (60 Seals), 50'; 3 
sheets, 91; 10 sheets, 63; 20 sheets, M. Shipped ppd. 
Write for prompt details and samples. 
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham MA 01984 
Call: 617.468-7338 
YAKETS Mastic Record Covers) 
Per 100, Includes shipping, $7.50 
PLASTIC SLEEVES— 7" Heavy duty. 25 for 84.50. 50 
for 87.00. 100 for $12.00 including UPS shipping. Send 
25' for sample. Also ROUNDIBALLROOM DANCE 
CATALOGS. Comprehensive, up-to-date. Send 25' to: 
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC. 230 7th Ave., Box ASD, 
New York NY 10011 
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM! Bumper 
sticker, $1.00 ppd. from RockIn' Rhythms, Rt. 1, Box 
626, Casa Vista Dr., Palm Herber FL 99663. 
NEW— DESIGN A DRESS or select one of the styles 
offered and have It made to your measurements. Send 
for catalog 61.50, refunded with first order. Betty's, PO 
Box 29723, Richmond VA 23229. 
EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum 10, 
Thread-Letter Embroidery Corp. CB, 1929 E. 52nd St., 
Indianapolis IN 48205. (317) 257-1424. 
"YELLOW ROCK" MEI Salkscreerted T-Shirts. $6. ea., 
21811. Yellow, blue, white, red or gray polyesterlcotton 
shirts with contrestIng design. S, M, L, XL. Also 
available; T-Shlrte slIkacreoned with your design. E. 
WILLIAMS, 46 Ryder' Lane, E Brunswick NJ 06616. 
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME 
6.95 (plus $1. postage & handling) 
For Callers, Tischers, All Level Dancers 
Mass. Residents add 40' Sales Tax 
Order from: Russell I. Hoekatra 
67 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE— $1.00. Here's where 
you'll find what you're looking for! Complete square 
dance service. PALOMINO SID SERVICE, 7736 Morgan 
Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423. 
SQUARE DANCE SEWING CATALOG F— Patterns of 
SID dr 	, skirts, blouses, men's western shirts, 
pants, vests, from Authentic, Docie Doe Inter-
changeable pattern pleces,• and introducing 7 pages 
of exquisite CHARELLE S/D dress patterns. Also con-
tains apparel: petticoats, pettlpants, shoes, ties, 
towels, etc. Send 504 plus 254 postage. 
MOCCASINS AND LEISURE SHOES CATALOGS— 2 
Full color catalogs of Quoddy and Minnetonka brand 
moccasins and leisure shoes for the entire family; 
also contains sandals and winter boots. Send $1. 
refunded on first order. 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP, RI. 9-D, Hughson• 
rills NY 12697. 'Dealers Inquiries welcomed. 
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear 
with our wide selection of pearl and metal snap 
fasteners. Quality sewing supplies. Send for Free 
Catalog The Campau Company, Box 20632-AD, 
Dallas, Texas 75220.  
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5/D Products 
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS 
GET WELL - BIRTHDAY - GENERAL 
$2.25/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana 
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
CALIFONE /MD SOUND SYSTEMS. 30 Day Trial. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or 100% Refund. Bob Mason, 
Box 205A, Almond NY 14804. Dial 607-276-2442. 
E:vie & Dick Thomas 
13 Lucian Street 
Manchester, Conn. 
06040 
Square Dance Address Labels- 500 1043.00; Square 
Dance Napkins- Beverage or luncheon $1.20; Coes-
tors, 854; Place mats, $1.; Stationery, $1.85; S/D 
Greeting or Xmas Card Ass't., 10 for $1.95; Dancing 
Couple Key Tag, 654; Name Tags, 5032.50; Decals-
Dancing Couple, 554; Crossed Squares, 454. Please 
send 75e with order for Postage & Handling., Send for 
FREE Brochure- SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO Box 
1065, Manchester CT 08040. 
Books 
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.25 plus 50s mailing. Contains 
two books combined Into one, with new material that 
will put life Into your club or festival. Edited by the 
man who originated after party fun at dances and 
festivals. Order from Rey Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff 
TX 75148. 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA; $7 00; 3500 
movements listed. Terms, etc. plus supplements. 
MINI-BOOK, $4.00. Basics thru C-3, 5"x8'•. 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS $6.00 Plus 1 thru C-2. 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS, $5.00 C-3. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.00. Basics thru Plus 2 and 
top movements of 77-78-79-80.0rder from Jean 
Burleson, 2585 Fox Ave. Minerva, OH 44857. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- Use this book the first 
night. Based on the premise that anyone can sight 
call $6.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave., SE, 
Waseca MN 56093. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78 exer-
cises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven course, 
dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, basic styl-
ing hints and helps on teaching. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio 43811. 
SINGING THRU PLUS TWO: The book designed to 
help you teach CALLERLAB O.S., PLUS 1 & PLUS 2 
figures. Contains definitions, teaching hints & 110 
singing calls. Cost: 88.00 ppd. from Gene Trimmer, 103 
Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450. 
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE CLUBS: 
Compiled especially for single dancers by Single 
Square Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists singles 
clubs throughout the USA, their places of dance, the 
day of the week and a telephone contact number.  
Price: $2.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associa-
tions. Send order to Yellowrock Book, L. Richard 
Woodyatt, P.0 Box 341, Bethlehem PA 18016. 
DANCE.A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $3.80 by mall. 
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written In 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New WhIteland IN 46184. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide to Bet-
ter Sewing; published by Toledo Area S/D Callers 
Association. Cost: $2.00 .25. handling. Order from 
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 138 N. McCord Rd., Toledo 
OH 43615. 
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL 
GROUPS by Jack & Helen Todd. Retail $5.00. This 
book Is for callers and teachers, to help them attract 
new people to square dancing via one-night stands. 
Book is keyed to available records. Order from your 
local dealer, or from Twelgrenn, Box 216, Bath OH 
44210. 
MAINSTREAM PLUS SID CALLS: The Plus 1, Plus 2 
and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other popular 
calls. Each call fully illustrated using our unique 
system. Dancers everywhere are using this book to 
good advantage. Edited by Ed Foote. $5.95 pp. 
SQUARE DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The first 69 calls 
on the Callerlab lists fully illustrated. Text explana-
tions of the workings of square dancing outside of the 
call definitions. A must for new dancers being ex-
posed to modern-day class pressures. Bulk prices 
available. Edited by Ed Foote & Bill Kramer. $5.95 pp. 
BASIC CALLS FOR ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE 
S/D: The CALLERLAB Advanced and C.1 Challenge 
lists fully illustrated plus all of the essential varia-
tions. This book is being used all over the world by ad-
vanced workshops and challenge tape groups. Edited 
by Ed Foote. $5.95 pp. Send check to: Tech. Documen-
tation Services, 58 S. Patterson #108, Santa Barbara 
CA 93111. 
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Complete descriptions of sit calls on the 
mainstream Plus 1-Plus-2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2 
Lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine. $2.35 
per copy includes handling. Quantity rates available 
on request. Pocket Dictionary, P.O. Box 2223, Vernon 
CT OWN. 
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK- 129-page book 
with chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, 
Programming, Snapshot Sight, 2 Couple Calling, plus 
10 other topics. Fully Illustrated...$12.50. Add $3 for 
overseas A/M. 
THE TOP TEN (1910)- Separately alphabetized Dic-
tionaries of all (5) CALLERLAB levels (MS thru C2); 
tustrated Formations and all 6 APD Arrangements; 
Choreo Analysis of 19 new and popular current 
calls...$6. Add $1 for A/M .  
BI-MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTS- All new calls and 
concepts. $6./yr. 
BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 
Hods 
THE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU-Square dance 
callers, we have recorded backgrounds of best-loved 
country hits like Jambalaya, Release Me. Rocky Top 
you sing with during dance breaks. Exactly what 
you're looking for. Seven records available. Lyric 
sheets included. Write: NSY Productions. PO Box 
40364SQ. Nashville TN 37204. 
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Tines— 29th Ann. RID Festival, Dance Fever, Holiday 
Inn, Houston; March 13-15; Charles & Alida Lugen• 
bruhl. Write Henry & Nita Taub, 2342 Trlway, Houston 
TX 77043. 
Pennsylvania— Penthouse Vacation, Americus Hotel, 
Allentown; March 13-15; Charlie & Bettye Proctor.  
Write PO Box 148, Somers Pt. NJ 08244. 
Vermont— 12th Maple Sugar Festival, High School, 
Burlington; March 20-21; Clint McLean, Deuce 
Williams, Bill Chadwick, Lii Crocker. Write Ken & Ellie 
Wall, 128 Klllome Dr., Burlington VT 05401. 
Ohio- Honeymoon SID Weekend, Burr Oak Lodge, 
Glouster; March 20.22; Chuck Marlow, Cal Golden. 
Dick & Gall Blaskis. Write Janet Marlow, 3795 Pamela 
Dr., Gehenna OH 43230. 
Alabama— 28th Azalea Trail Festival, Muni 
Auditorium, Mobile; March 20-21; Chris Veer, Jon 
Jones, Iry & Betty Easterday. Write Mobile SID 
Association, PO Box 8082, Mobile AL 38806. 
Illinois- Do-Si-Doers Jamboree, Southeastern III. Col-
lege, Harrisburg; March 27.28; Cal Golden, Jack & Lee 
Ervin. Write Cal Golden, PO Box 2280, Hot Springs AR 
71901. 
Georgia— 15th Ann. Spring Swing, Bell Auditorium, 
Augusta; March 21; Johnny Jones. Write Dan & Mary 
Martin, 422 Kemp Dr., Augusta GA 30909. 
North Carolina— 22nd Tar Heel Square Up, M.G. Ben-
ton Cony. Center, Winston-Salem; March 27-28; John 
Hendron, Jon Jones, John Saunders, George & Mady 
D'Aloiso. Write Ken Springs, 2800 Starnes Rd., 
Charlotte NC 28214. 
Pennsylvania— Pocono Penthouse Weekend, Fern-
wood Lodge, BushkIII; March 27-29; Glenn Cooke, 
Kerry Stutzman, Marsh•lis, Write Pocono Penthouse 
Weekend, PO Box 148, Somers PT. NJ 08244. 
Kansas— 31 SW Kansas Festival, Civic Center, Dodge 
City; April 3-4; Cal Golden, Herb & Erna Egender. Write 
David & Lyle Milford, Wright KS 67682. 
Alabama- 28th Alabama Jubilee, Civic Center, 
Birmingham; Aprli 3-4; Gary Shoemake, Jlm Wood, 
Marshall Flippo, Hap & A.J. Wolcott, the Sellews. 
Write PO Box 1085, Birmingham AL 35201. 
Utah— Charity Hat Dance (Cystic Fibrosis), Weber 
State College Ballroom, Ogden; April 4; LaVar Hipwell, 
Stan Bushell, Dale Goodwin. Call 801-731-1887. 
New York— 10th Anniversary Dance, Apple Valley 
Squares, H.S. Hudson; April 5; Ed Joyner, Clint 
McLean, Jim Schoonard. Write Eleanor McIntyre, RD 
3, Hudson NY 12534. 
Ohio 21st Spring Festival, Kent State Univ., Kent; 
April 5; Chuck Myers, Ernie Johnson. Write James Rit-
chey, 3552 Franklin Rd., Stow OH 44224. 
South Carolina— Myrtle Beach Ball, Cony. Center, 
Continued on Page 77 





Weekends & Festivals 
CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE 
PO Box 2516, Smyrna GA 30081 
Phone 404-436-3664 
Easy to put on.... 
Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance, 
leather or earth shoes 
Use any epoxy glue 
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor 
Plated steel; will not crack. 
$5.50 per set, plus $1.25 per order 
($2.50 Canada) 
[Specify men's or women's. 
Don't forget return name and address.] 
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R 
105 Fellowship Rd.  
Moorestown NJ 08057 
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The hard way 




Release the column 
Slant touch & anything 
CHALLENGE: 
Hocus pocus 
Magic column circulate 
Make magic 
Beau/belle hop 
ASD PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION: Not recommended for 
dancers below PLUS level activity. 
ASD— Not a Callerlab level 
MAINSTREAM 
See page 37, ASD, 
July '80 Issue, or buy 
"Mainstream" book 
ter $4 from this 
magazine to get 
full descriptions of calls 
as listed and grouped 
by Callerleb. 
PLUS ONE 
1. Anything & roll 
2. Chase right 
3. Coordinate 
4. Diamond circulate 
5. Flip the diamond 
6. Pair off 
7. Peel the top 
8. Single circle to a wave 
9. Spin chain the gears 
10. Teacup chain 
11. Trade the wave 
12. Triple scoot 
13. Triple trade 
14. Turn & left thru  
CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS 
Extend (the tag) 
Ping pong circulate 
Roll (as an extension from) 
a. Adjacent columns trade and roll 
b. Centers of wave or two-faced 
lines trade and roll 
c. Halt tag trade and roll 
d. Partner trade and roll 
Track two 





1. All eight spin me top 
2. All eight swing thru 
3. Anything and spread 
4. Crossfire 
5. Curley cross 
6. Dixie grand 
7. Explode the wave 
8. Follow your neighbor 
9. Load the boat 
10. Relay the deucey 
11. Remake the thar 
12. Swap around 
PO Box 401695 





LB-2 STUART'S DOLLY/CLOG— Clog Inst. 
L8-6 TIL THE END OF THE WORLD 
Flip/Inst by Marvin Boatwright 
L8-10 ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Johnnie Beaird• 
RECENT RELEASES. 
LE-1 I'M A LITTLE MAN, Al (Tex) Brownlee* 
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, J. Beaird 
COMING SOON . 
L8-3 LOVE AIN'T GONNA WAIT, Singing call* 
L8-4 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK, Round• 
L8-7 WHAT I'VE GOT IN MIND, Singing call* 
L8-8 TIME WILL PROVE I'M RIGHT, Singing* 
L8-9 Another clogging instrumental 
*Flip Instrumentals 
Distributed by Reeves, Inc., PO Box 17668, Dallas TX 75217 Ph. 214-398-7508 
4 	NEW SPEAKER OFFER 
	• 
If you are looking for good BASS response 
and articulate VOICE reproduction, as well as intricate MUSICAL rendition— 
and would like it in a SMALL package— 
move up to 
MOONBEAM (JNB.1) 
Rated at 100 WATTS RMS WITH A TOTAL MAGNET WEIGHT OF 46.5 OUNCES and equipped with a MAT-
CHING switch whin allows it to be used with amplifiers rated from 25 WATTS up to 600 WATTS RMS. 
"MOONBEAM" weighs approx. 16 pounds and measures 28"hx8"wx6"d and is compatible with all 
amplifiers. Hear for yourself what 22 years experience in Sound reproduction engineering will do for you and 
your amplifier 
Direct Inquiries to J.N.BEAIRD ENTERPRISES, PO BOX 401695, GARLAND TX 75040 
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Round Dance 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS 
1. Maple Leal Rag CLASSICS 
2. Basin St. Blues 1. Spaghetti Rag 
3. Could I Have This Dance? 2. Feelin' 
4. Goody Goody 3. Hold Me 
5. By the Light of the Slivery Moon 4. Dream Awhile 
6. Rose 5. Answer Me 
7. There Goes My Everything 6. Folsom Prison Blues 
8. Suzette 7. Birth of the Blues 
9. Til Somebody Loves You 8. Dancing Shadows 
10. Calehan 9.  Rhumba Marla 
10.  Roses For Elizabeth 
ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS 
1. Halleluiah (Courtesy Carousel Clubs) 
2 Apres L'Entreinte 1. Papa° (Rother) 
3. Memories 2. Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Landoll) 
4. Sheik of Araby 3. Pare Esto (Roberts) 
5. Lazy Sugarfoot 4 Wine, Women & Song (Stier) 
6. Carolina Moon 5. Apres L'Entreinte (Dahl) 
7. Together 8. Lazy Sugarfoot (Procter) 
8. Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 7. Aphrodisla (Ward) 
9. Mr. Wonderful 8. Clevelis (Barton) 
10. All Or Nothing At All 9.  Halleluiah (Reeder) 
10.  Roses of Picardy (Tuhue) 
r i  30th National Square Dance Convention 
i 	a ndThen 	 NORTH TO i 
i , 1 
v4 LASIO i i 
Your Hosts • ---------,wombp,-..v?"1:74ffliClendenin 
i 
i 	Join 	- 	 P 	Daryl & Yvonne 
S  
ON JUNE 24, 1981 TO BEGIN A FANTASTIC VACATION 
DANCING AT THE 30TH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 	 i 
THIRTEEN DAY INLAND PASSAGE CRUISE TO ALASKA 
S 	 ON THE HOLLAND AMERICAN LINE SS CUNARD 
i 
	
PRINCESS/STATENDAM 	 i 
THE CONVENTION & CRUISE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
• 4 Nights Hotel in Seattle Area During the Convention • All Transfers 
) Between Airport and Hotel, Hotel and Convention, Roundtrip Between 
Seattle and the Ship in Vancouver • June 29th Departure from Seattle Area 
E• 13 Nights Cruise & Motorcoach Tour Includes Inland Passage & More • All 
Local, State and Port Taxes • 
) 	 'Rates From $1430 Per Person, Double Occupancy • 
5 Contact: Daryl & Yvonne Clendenln, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, Or. 97203 	i 
a-a,. are•-• 4./..•••••••• . •••^•• 
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RON NELSON 
Ron began calling in 1962 while living in 
Florida. He moved to Norfolk, Virginia, for a tour 
in the Navy in 1966 and chose to remain there 
following his Navy discharge. He now calls for for 
area clubs, including a singles club and an ad-
vanced level club. 
Ron is a full-time caller and, in addition to his 
home club programs, he has travelled to call in 
seventeen states. Ron limits his travels to 
weekend trips, plus selected tours. 
Ron advocates the use of "creative, extem-
poraneous choreography" to provide interesting 
challenges at all levels of square dancing. He has 
recorded on the Red Boot label and belongs to the 
Hampton Roads Callers Association, serving twice 
as its president. He is an accredited member of 
Callerlab. 
HOEDOWNS 
Maggie— Red Boot 
Smoke, Smoke— Big Mac 
Ragtime Annie— Gold Star 
Rhode Island Red— Blue Star 
SINGING CALLS 
If They Could See Me Now— Wagon Wheel 
Blue Bayou— Jay Bar Kay 
Somebody Done Somebody Wrong Song— Red 
Boot 
Pecos Promenade— Chaparral 
Square Dancing Girl— Kalox 
PATTERN 	SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
V1070 Multl-Size Pattern 
317 Ladles' Square Dance Dress 
18 Pieces 
Square dance dress features peasant style bodice with elosticired scoop 
neck and split roglon sleeves with self ruffle Contrasting overskirt is open 
In front to reveal 6 rows of ruffles sewn to circular skirt. Only the lower 
2 rows of ruffles ore sewn around entire skirt circumference Bock midriff 
and belt ore of contrasting fabric with belt sewn in side seams Bias 
rape trim outlines bodice sleeves ruffles and is used for bows and midriff 
lacing 
Muter size 5 7 9 6 8 10 12 14 l6 18 20 40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mall to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P. 0. Box 4560 Stockyards Station 
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106 
Pattern #317 (-(/ 54.00 ea. Size(s) 	  
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name 
Address 
City 	 State 	 Zip 
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage 
Li 	Complete Western Brochure for only 75c 
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CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
Gene Trimmer in Mainstream Flow 
comments: "In view of all we have to 
teach before dancers are considered to 
be "Mainstream," I'm not so sure we 
aren't using the wrong plateau as a 
basis for graduate dancing and work-
shop levels. A lot of callers are stressing 
the need for "fun" level or MS "LTD" and 
so are increasing numbers of dancers. I 
see nothing wrong with giving diplomas 
to new dancers at the completion of the 
Extended Basics level and then entering 
them in workshops before their weekly 
dances or at a special weekly workshop. 
Nowhere on graduates' diplomas does it 
say what "level" was attained by the 
Bachelor of Square Dancing. 
"When we do as many are doing now 
and "expose" new dancers to all the MS 
basics and the QS and then get into APD 
with Plus 1 and 2, something is amiss. 
Many callers and dancers alike will tell 
you that advanced dancers can easily be 
folded with the basics. When this is true, 
the dancers involved were quite likely 
never really given a good understanding 
of the basics before they entered the 
higher levels." 
John and Evelyn Strong in SDDS pre-
sent an interesting summary of the re-
cent QS movements, as follows: "Sur-
prisingly linear cycle does not seem to 
be getting the use that I felt it would. 
This figure, with Its recycle-type action 
just does not go well from any but a 
standard position. This is understan-
dable, but even from a standard forma-
tion, there still is a bit of hesitation on 
many occasions, although a quick talk-
thru is usually all that is needed. 
"Dixie derby seems also to be about 
the same as linear cycle, and where not 
used regularly needs a little more talk or 
walk time to smooth it out. But the real 
surprise is couple up. It seems to be get-
ting fair presentation from the basic for-
mation but any APD forms do not seem 
to be popular and, from facing lines, 
pass the ocean, couple up is a disaster 
in most cases." 
Ed Foote, writing "Choreo Commen-
tary" in News 'n Notes, says, "It Is disap-
pointing to me and a number of callers 
that at present Callerlab provides no 
method for considering new experimen-
tals at the Plus levels. Mainstream, Ad-
vanced and Challenge are all taken care 
of, but there is no provision for Plus 
level. Yet it is the Plus level dancers 
more than the MS dancers who really en-
joy having an occasional experimental. 
In the past there have been some good 
experimentals using Plus material. 
Diamonds are one example and these 
could never be considered because of 
the "Mainstream rule" which says that 
• O 
PO BOX 216, 
	 GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
GR1429, 	DANCING ON THE CEILING QUICKSTEP by Eddie & Audrey Palmqulst 
WILLOW WALK by Fred & Della Sweet 
GP!s021 ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES. Two-step Exercises 6-9 
Vocal Instruction & Cueing by Frank Lehnert 
GR12035 BIG DADDY, Flip Square by Johnny Davis 
Re-pressed by popular demand 
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QS must be applicable for Mainstream 
use. I have proposed to the QS Commit-
tee that the rules be changed so that 
calls using Plus material can be used." 
Newer callers should read "How to 
write your own figures," the topic of the 
month in the notes of the SID Callers 
Assoc. of Southern California. It reads, 
"A square dance figure consists of three 
major parts, i.e. the set-up, the gimmick 
or body of the figure, and the get-out. 
The set-up of the dancers puts them into 
a definite geometric pattern, i.e. lines, 
circles, waves, double pass thru (star-
ting or finished), eight-chain-thru, alamo, 
etc. The gimmick of a figure is that part 
between the set-up and the get-out. This 
is the part that makes it different from 
another. The body of each figure can be 
changed with equivalents to make it 
harder (more challenging) or easier 
depending upon the group dancing to it. 
This part can also be extended with zero 
movements to prolong the eventual left 
allemande. The get-out for each figure is 
that part after the body has been finish-
ed. The dancers are led into an 
allemande left with their oringinal cor-
ners and/or into a right and left grand  
with original partners, all in sequence to 
promenade back to home position and 
the start of another figure." 
Peel off and peel the top are presented 
by John Charman in the Toronto and 
District Notes, where he recommends 
trying peel off from a starting double 
pass thru position: 
Heads star thru, peel off, bend the line 
Ends pass thru and fold 
Center four U-turn back, left allemande... 
And from mini-waves: 
Heads touch a quarter, pee! off 
Wheel and deal, pass thru (lead right).. 
Now go to peel off from columns: 
Heads pass thru, around one to a line 
Touch a quarter, peel off, ends trade 
Ferris wheel, centre four star thru 
Cloverleaf, others pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
George Jabbusch in NCR suggests 
several "odd ball" variations for load the 
boat: 
Heads turn thru, around one to a line 
Centers only touch 1/4 , centers couple up 
Load the boat this way, centers run, roll 
New centers star thru, lead to the right 
Pass to the center, centers turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
s 	 •••• ..... 	 ••• •Iii• .1. v.. Rs. ••• 	 ••• 
7, 5  c‘c-C S  
The "Original" 
Subscription Tape Service 
ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE c;Z: 	CO 
BOX 709,Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590 
THE VERY FINEST "AUDIO CATALOG" OF THE NEWEST SOUNDS AND DANCES, TO KEEP YOU 
CURRENT. THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE USED BY DISCRIMINATING 
CALLERS AND CUERS THE WORLD OVER. WE ARE IN OUR 10TH YEAR OF SERVICE TO 
LEADERS WORLDWIDE AND WE WELCOME YOU INQUIRIES. 
• FAST SERVICE ON IN-STOCK RECORDS 
• 3-YEAR S&R/D CALENDARS WITH ALL MAJOR NATIONAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTED 
• 81/2 "x11", 3-RING YEARLY REFILLS AVAILABLE 
(914) 462-1026 














There is available to you a wealth of 
material in our most usable "Square 
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy 
material, new material, old material, 
all written by and for our members. 
$1 Million Liability Insurance ! 
Fnr a frPe mailing, send a postcard to: 
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA 
14433 Dunnet Ave., LaMirsda CA 90638 
STAND-UP TOTE 
waits upright at your 
sid• while your 
hands are busy. Blue 
dancers are screened 
(not • heat transfer) 
on sturdy natural 
canvas. 15" high. 
Machin* washable. 
se.rs ppd. SEND 
STAMP FOR FREE 
CATALOG. 
Square Things 
Box 325 Dept. BA 
Wilmette IL 60091 
Speaking Of 
Singles 
The Fall Festival of the Heart of 
America Singles Square Dance Associa-
tion, held last October, was a day of 
square dancing and fun, with 199 
dancers in attendance. Directories of 
singles square dance clubs in the six 
state area were sold at a cost of 50c or 
ten for $4.00 from PO Box 2163, Kansas 
City KS 66110. 
The Spring Festival will be held in 
Kansas City at the Howard Johnson 
Convention Center, Independence, Mo. 
on April 11. 
Ninety four individuals and eleven 
clubs are now members of HASSDA. All 
receive a quarterly newsletter, listing 
special events. A recent copy told of a 
trip planned in May to attend the Omaha 
Horse Races and the Globe Spinners 
square dance. 
Another date for singles is the Sept. 
5-6 Singles Dance-O-Rama to be held 
this year in Oklahoma City, Ok. 
Country & Western Ties 
231 N. Porter St. 
Cleves, Ohio 45002 
SPARKLING TIES 
Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of 
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids. 
Non-Sparkling Ties Also. 
WES TAYLOR 
GIRL SCOUTS 
Girl Scout Week 
MARCH 8-14, 1981 
Mainstream 
Plus 1 and 2 
364 West Street 
Groveport OH 43125 
614-836-3846 
Club Dates & Classes 
Festivals & Workshops 




FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO. 
#791 I LOVE YOU SO MUCH (Round) 
#792 MORE AND MORE (Round) 
Rounds by Phil and Lois Atherton 
#793 HELEN "R"/ROSIE "R" (Hoedown) 
#794 CHRISTMAS POLKA (Singing Call) 
by Earl Rich 
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES 145B HUBBARD WAY 
LATEST RECORD RELEASES 
	
RENO, NEV. 89502 PH. 702-826-7422 
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE 
	
OR 702-825-9258 
SECOND THE SUGGESTION, Continued 
lesson we end with what becomes a 
traditional closing: the "Friendship 
Ring" followed by a big circle grand right 
and left goodnight (done to the "Grand 
Colonel" music). 
After open house, the hash cueing is 
used without being concerned about 
their dancing a choreographed dance 
but concentrating on the hash cueing. 
There are always a few students by the 
fourth lessons who ask, "When are we 
going to learn some round dances?" It is 
really nice when you can smile at them 
and say, "You already know the steps to 
about four or five dances. Be patient — 
we'll be dancing them soon." 
In general, I spend about twelve weeks 
on the two-step basics and the class 
may have danced about four or five 
choreographed rounds during that time. 
At the end of the two-step basics, we 
have one or two "dance review" nights 
where we spend the entire evening danc-
ing choreographed dances to the two-
step rhythms (which they know because 
of the hash cueing) with only a quick 
teach of the dance gimmick. Three or 
four lessons for the waltz basics and 
another dance review night concen- 
trates on the waltzes. Then, just before 
the gala graduation, a dance review 
night encompasses all the dances to 
both rhythms and they are ready for 
graduation. 
Graduation is a big event which they 
have all been anticipating and working 
toward. The program is planned to start 
and end with rounds, with round dance 
showcasing during the dance at the 
easy and intermediate levels of dancing. 
This year, we plan to do something dif-
ferent: a half-hour of Pre-Squares before 
the dance! (Thanks to the Doerrs for the 
idea!) Pre-Squares is a "first" in our area 
and it was thought that the round dance 
graduation would be the perfect place to 
introduce it. 
As most of us who are round dance 
leaders already know, there is nothing 
more rewarding to a leader than to look 
at the dancers during class and at 
graduation and see them dance together 
as "couples," with smiles on their faces 
and love in their hearts, to watch their 
confidence and their own style of danc-
ing develop, to continue to see them on 
the round dance floor year after year, 
and be blessed with many helpful class 
angels wanting only to share their newly 
Keep 'em Squared Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI HAT 
HH-5025 SEATTLE ON MY MIND by Ernie Kinney 
NOW AVAILABLE WITH HARMONY FROM PRODUCER RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
1411-471 EL PASO CITY by Ernie Kinney 
	
HH-5025 HAT FULL OF FEATHERS by Tom Perry 
HH-5007 I WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN by Tom Perry 	HH-5024 DEALIN' WITH THE DEVIL by Ernie Kinney 
1114-5022 LADY IN THE BLUE MERCEDES by Tom Perry HH-5023 IT DON'T GET BETTER THAN THIS by Ernie 
HH-5022 LADY IN THE BLUE MERCEDES by Tom Perry 
1114-5021 MY HEART by Jerry Schetzer 
HH-5020 FREE AND EASY by Joe Johnston 
PRODUCER: Ernie Kinney Ent., 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd.. Fresno CA 92376 (Ph 209-227-2764) 
DISTRIBUTORS: Corsair-Continental Corp.. Box 644, Pomona CA 91769 
Twelgrenn Inc.. Box 216, Bath OH 44210 
The Barbour Shop, 189 April Pt. N., Montgomery TX 77356 




BA501 BEAUMONT RAG (Hoedown) 
BA203 I SAW THE LIGHT— GII Crosby 
BA103 SIOUX CITY SUE— James Maxey 
BA201 NATURAL HIGH— GII T. Crosby 
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN— James Maxey 
BA102 PICK THE WILDWOOD FLOWER— James Maxey 
BA202 FOREST LAWN— GII T. Crosby 
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corporation 
JAMES MAXEY 
11909 Hoodlanding 
Jacksonville FL 32223 
904-268-9705 
GIL T. CROSBY 
R1. 1 Box 37G 
Gainesville FL 32601 
904-378-9844 
THE -)5'PPY TpIRILYrsELLERS GROUP 	op .4,„*4 
r 	14' . • • 	. 
eir 61."49/° €11001alltinli liennUaa co/2 	
• '41/4 
at ELBOW BEACH HOTEL, 7 days/6 nights 
LAND COST *Without Alr Fare 	 FLIGHTS FROM: (Air Fare— 7/15/60) 
Landslide (Standard) 	 $529.00 	Boston & Conn. 	 $166.00 
Oceanylow with Balcony 	 $699.00 N.J. (Newark), N.Y. S Phila. 	 t206.00 
PRICES INCLUDE Round Trip Air Fan • Personally Escorted • Full American Breakfast • Dinner Daily • All 
Take* • Gratuities • Transfers • Porterage • Plus 2 Nights of Square Dancing • Private Magnificent Beach • Own 
Beach Club • Swimming Pool • Tennis Courts 
FLIGHTS FROM KEY CITIES 
For lull Information and brochure, please call or writs: JIM S GERRIE PURCELL 




NEW ON KALOX. 
K.1256 I FEEL BETTER, Flip/Inst. By Harper Smith 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX .  
K.1255 DANDYISWEET MISERY, Hoedown, Inst. Only 
K.1254 SWEET MISERY, Jon Jones, Rick Smith, C.O. Guest 
NEW ON LONGHORN . 
1.14.1032 WABASH CANNONBALL by Harold Bausch 
NEW ROUND ON BELCO 
B296A OVER THE WAVES, Viennese Waltz by Ken Croft, Elects DeZordo 
1st Band, Music Only; 2nd Band, With Cues 
B-29$B A LONELY LIFE, Two-step by Jack & Lee Ervin 
lot Band, Music Only; 2nd Sand, With Cu:: 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
0295 ON MOONLITE BAY, Two-step by Richard & JoAnne Lawson (Flip) 
acquired talent and awareness of fun 
with the new round dance student. 
Although I am always looking and 
striving for better teaching techniques 
or sequences of teaching the basics, I 
will always teach the basic steps by 
hash cueing. George and Joyce, may I 
take this opportunity to second your 
suggestions! 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
I wondered when some time ago 
someone suggested to find another  
name for square dance because it would 
not be fashionable to be "square." Then 
I asked Little Lord Fauntleroy; "What 
does 'square' mean?" and he told me: "It 
means that you would not cheat anyone, 
or hit a boy who is under your size, and 
you do your job as well as you ever can." 
So I was set down when I learned this 
was a word to be ashamed of. But 
perhaps "square" will be square again. 
Heiner Fischle 
Hannover, West Germany 










Someone Is Looking 
LM-134 
Harold Thomas 	Bob Ferrell 
	




Backing to Birmingham 
LM-131 
Recent Lou-Mac Releases 
LM-1315 New River Train 
LM-133 Wiah I Could Set You 
LAS-132 Milwaukee 
L14-130 Lay Down Sally 
P.O. Box 2408 
MUSCLE SHOALS AL 356e0 
Phone: 205/3817586 
Recent troo-cer He/eases 
BC-108 Last Night at the Square Dance 
BC-106 Down on Bourbon 
BC-104 Everything I Touch 
HEMLINE. Continued 
for a square dance outfit must be 
prewashed In the same manner as the 
garment will be laundered. As an ex-
planation; when the fabric is washed, if 
there is any loose dye, it will be suspend-
ed In the suds and floated out, but will 
not streak. If the material is merely dip-
ped In water and hung to dry, this streak-
ing could occur. Don't forget to shrink 
the zipper too, If it has cotton tape. The 
new tape does not need extra care for 
prewashing. In the case of bias tape, the 
edges are pressed under and would fray 
and get out of shape if tossed Into a 
wash load. The proper treatment of bias 
and rickrack is to leave It on the card-
board it comes on and bend the board. 
Then dip Into hot water and allow to air 
dry while still on the board. Cotton/poly 
or all poly binding usually does not need 
this care. The same applies to poly 
rickrack. If you are using a braid or rib-
bon trim on a curved area, sew only the 
top edge. Rickrack Is sewn thru the mid-
dle. Bias on a curved edge Is stretched 
onto convex edge and shrunk onto con-
cave edge with steam iron (to fit the 
curve). 
California Square Dancer Blue Book 
FEEDBACK, Continued 
plus and advanced figures, rather the 
lack of judgment In their use. If they 
were used only when and where they are 
desired by the majority of the dancers in-
volved, they would be a fine "holding 
force" for the experienced dancer who 
wants more. Used Indiscreetly, they 
drive away more people than they hold. 
Everett Jacobson 
Owatonna, Minn. 
RECORDS tpiriV 14  
Pill   10 INC. 
NOTE: We are distributing our own records. 
Dealers should contact us. 
ME-103 AFTER THE BALL— Bob (Great Hoedown) 
ME-106 SLIPPING AWAY— Harold 
ME-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN— Jerry 
ME-108 CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER— Harold 
ME-109 DON JUAN— Danny 
ME-110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS— Bob 
ME-112 THAT'S ALRIGHT— Bin 
ME-113 LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG— Aaron 
MELODY RECORDS, INC. RI 0. los 250AA, Lancaster SC 29720 Ph. 503-286-0314) 
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RH 211 Miracle Express 
by Darryl McMillan 
RH 305 Shadows of Love 
by Bill Terrell 
AH 1104 Pretty Woman 
by Tony Oxendine 	RH 503 
RH 701 Angeline by Keith Rippeto 
Darryl 
McMillan 
Bill 	 Tony 
Terrell Oxendine 
RECENT BEST SELLERS 
RH 103 Picker Patter Patter 
RH 209 If This is Just A Game 
by Darryl McMillan 
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy 
by Bill Terrell 
Back On My Mind 
by Tony Oxendine 
Narrow heel, steel arch, firm counter 
• 
	 more support, 11/4 " heel for comfort, 
good looks, comfortable shaped strap, 
square toe, more room. Fashioned 
4 11/100,  especially for OX YOKE. White or .ii 	- •• 	IL 
black. A-5 thru 10. 8-5 thru 10. D-6 
1111 .1.4.1001  thru 9V2. EE 5'!2 thru 9V2. ..., P 
b  L. 
 _ _. — 
Plus 02.00 Shipping Each Article 
RUTH & REUEL tleTURK 
1606 Hopnwoclow Son, 
5,nstovnv Conn 06070 
Phone 203 650 9417 





In red. brown. navy.  
Sizes 6.18 
$24.911 
Men'S Shirt to 
Match 1141$ 
GRAND SQUARE, Continued 
Keys, to islanders and winter visitors 
alike. 
Don and Marguerite are inveterate 
campers and travel in the summer to 
square dancing resorts and conven-
tions, since dancing in the Keys comes 
to a halt in the summertime. But when 
September rolls around, they are back in 
their southernmost city, making plans 
for the winter "snow-birds" and the local 
"conches" who dance to his calls and 
learn from his patient, genial instruc-
tion. They are the most hospitable of 
hosts for parties in their Key West home 
and nothing seems too much trouble for 
them when it concerns furthering the art 
of square dancing. 
Don's smooth solid baritone is also 
heard on Sundays in his church choir 
and sometimes at weddings, but those 
who enjoy hearing the southernmost 
caller's voice most frequently are his 
dancing friends up and down the 
beautiful Florida Keys. 
EVENTS, Continued 
Myrtle Beach; April 10-11; Tony Oxendlne, Bobby 
Lepard, Darryl McMillan, Harold & Judy Hoover, Jack 
& Genie Whetsell. Write Barbara Harrelson, 419 
Hawthorne Rd., Lancaster SC 29720. 
North Carolina— 8th Annual Azalea Festival, YMCA, 
Wilmington; April 11; Cal Golden, Keith & Nellie 
Glover. Write Jim Price, 109 S. Cardinal Dr., Wilm-
ington NC 28408. 
Nebraska- 31st Omaha Festival, Sokol Hall, Omaha; 
April 11: Wade Driver, Jim & Lois Odum. Write Dick & 
Lois Lewis, 12420 Shirley St., Omaha NE 861144. 
California— 2nd Pear Blossom Festival. Lake Cty. 
Fairgrounds, Lakeport; April 10.11 Dave Abbott, Bill 
Peters. Ward & Joyce Foster. Write Bob Hardesty, 
2011 E. Highway 20, Upper Lake CA 95485. 
Missouri— Spring Festival, Heart of America Singles 
Assoc., Howard Johnson Cony. Center, In-
dependence; AprIl 11. Write PO Box 183, Kansas City 
KS 86110. 
Ontario— 16th Forest City Festival, Montcaim School, 
London; April 11; Bob Cathcart, Dale & Mickey Smith, 
Ray & Joy Bloom, Les Greenwood. Write Charles & 
Bea Bodf lsh, 383 Hale St., London Ont. N5W 1G5. 
•VA 	.r;i1 12-77' 
NEW RELEASES 
RH 601 I Feel Sorry For Anyone 
Who isn't Me Tonight 
by Darryl McMillan 
& Tony Oxendine 
RH 602 Sweet Desire 
by Tony Oxendine & 
Darryl McMillan 
RH 104 Breexin Easy & Outlaw 
Patter 
RH 210 Chain Gang of Love 
by Darryl McMillan 
Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp. 
P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904)265-2050 
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0%)14DER800  
"149  II, 
Lonnie Sesher Art Springer 	Tommy Russell 	Bud Whitten 
Will Larson 	Bob Shiver 
It anyone N having trouble obtain-
ing Thunderbird Record', 








MOS AIN'T THAT SOME KINDA LOVE— Bud 
111209 JUST TAKE THE GAMBLE— Bob 11 
TB210 DON'T ASK ME FOR TOMORROW— Bob S. 
TB211 TIME WE TALK THINGS OVER— Tommy 
TB212 NOT DEALIN' WITH THE DEVIL ANYMORE— Art 
11213 EVERYONE NEEDS SOMEONE TO LOVE— Lonnie 
TB214 TRUCK DRIVING MAN— Wm 
HOEDOWNS 
TH521 TRUCKIN' AROUND/Flip— AA 
114522 SCREAM THEME/T-BIRDS JAMIN' 
EASY LEVEL, Continued 
And from the Netherlands comes a contra with a most unu.,aal name. Jack and Yvonne Fransen call their 
creation the... 
NO APPLE APPLE PIE 
DEDICATION: Mary and Bill Jenkins of Mockingbird Hill, N.Y. 
MUSIC: "Mistwold" by Dudley Lautman or similar tune 
FORMATION: Longways for 12 or more (even number) couples, duple, improper. 
— — — — Active couples cross 
1-8 	 Down the next, turn in, cross again 
9-16 Up the next to place, down the middle 
17-24 	 — — Turn alone, come back to place 
25-32 — — Cast off, lines go forward and back 
33-40 	 — — — — — — Pass thru 
41-48 — — U-turn back, swing the right hand lady 
49-56 	 — — — — With same girl promenade halfway 
57-64 — — — — Active couples cross. 
1-8 	Active couples cross thru the couple below (lady first), go down the outside next (inactive) cou- 
ple and turn in. (Last couple in each set works with an inactive "ghost" couple). 
9-16 Active couples cross thru the couple above (lady first), move up one place on the outside, back 
to original places. 
17-32 Active couples down the middle, turn alone (toward partner), come back to place and cast off 
one place (first progression). 
33-40 Lines go forward and back. 
41-48 Lines pass thru, everybody do a U-turn back, turning right lace. 
49-56 Swing the lady on the right. If none, stand pat. 
57-64 With the same lady, half promenade across (second progression) 
RFD #2 Rt. 7 
$I. Albans VT 05478 
Mike Trombly 
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INT150 CALAHAN, Round by Bud Parrott 
TNT151 AIN'T SHE SWEET by Al Brundage 
TNT152 SUGAR BLUES by Al Brundage 
TNT153 I REMEMBER, Round by Clays Fleck 
TNT154 HELLO LOVE by Hank Hone 
TNT1S5 TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME. Gene Trimmer 
TNT156 MONDAY MORNING BLUES. RD by Steve Brissette 
INT157 REAL MADRID by Ken Crowley 
TNT1SB TAKE ONE STEP 80, RD by Frank Lehner! 
TNT159 BRIGHT AND BREEZY, RO by Pete Metzger 
TP4T160 BELL ON MY HEART by Al Brundage 
TNT161 OLD TIME MEDLEY by Gene Trimmer 
TNT162 SCOTT'S HOEDOWN. Patter by Al Brundage 
TNT163 SWEET SUGAR. RD by Om Fleck 
TPIT1115 TARMARAN, Round by Steve BrIsiette 
TNT11315 THE MORE I SEE YOU, by Lee Kopman 
T111167 GAL IN CALICO, by Mike Trombly 
Ken CrOW ey rdon Fineou 
Al Brundage Gene Trimmer 
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MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND 
28th Annual 
AZALEA TRAIL 




!vine:LE NiUNICIPAL AtirgrZWAUM 
Chris Vear 
Austin, Texas 
FRIDAY, MARCH 20th 
FEATURING 
SQUARES Jon Jones 
Arlington, Texas 
SATURDAY, MARCH 21st 
(Mainstream, Q.S., Plus Walk Throughs) 
FUN LEVEL SQUARES - Fri. & Sat. Night 
(Extended Basics) 




Sat. Night 11:30-12:00 
After Party 12:00.2:00 
CONTINUOUS ROUNDS 
Iry & Betty Easterday 
Boonsboro, Maryland 
Pre-Exhibitions - Sat 6:45 
ADMISSION 
56.50/person Advance 
57.50/person After Jan. 15 
53.50/perrson Friday Only 
56.00/person - Saturday Only 
   
ROUNDS CUED MAIN ARENA 
	
CLOGGING WORKSHOP 
Jim & Dottie McCord Annette Pulley 
Mobile, Alabama 	 Durham, North Carolina 
MC 
BANCROFT HALL — Mobile, Alabama 
TRAIL END DANCE — THURSDAY, MARCH 19th 
Proper Square Dance Attire Requested 
FESTIVAL CHAIRMAN 	 INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS 	ASSISTANT CHAIRMAN 
Dallas & Elaine Hastings Dick & Hilda Fulton 	 Pete & Joan Davis 
4808 Easy Street 	 106 Mary Drive Rt. I, Boa 49 
Mobile, Al. 36619 Theodore, Al. 36582 	 Chunchula, Al. 36521 
Phone (205) 653-5281 	 Phone (205) 653-8548 Phone (205) 829-6159 
MOBILE SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION 
P.O. Box 6082 — Mobile, Alabama 36606 





PisInwell MI (Kalamazoo); Mar. 18, Howard Cowles 
Schenectady NY; Mar. 20, Bill & Cass Efner 
MillvIlle NJ; Mar. 21, Ralph Trout 
Springfield MO; March 23, Bob & Mona Carmack 
Hastings NE; Mar. 25, Wes Mohling 
St. Louis MO; Mar. 28, Bill & Dottye Stephenson 
Irwin PA; Mar. 29, David & Bertha Vint 
Fort Wayne IN; April 1, Jim & Billie King 
Parkersburg WV; April 3, Keith & Karen Rippelo 
Orlando FL; April 4, John & Linda Saunders 
Ruson LA; April 8, Tom Perry 
Watertown SD; April 10, Perry Bergh calling 
Decatur GA; April 10, (tentative) 
Jackson IL; April 11, Bob Smith 
Rapid City SD; April 12 (aft.), Mr. & Mrs. Phil Zacher 
Charleston WV; April 22, Erwin Lawson 
Altoona PA; April 23, Emil & Ruth Code 
Cincinnati OH; April 27, Foster Eubank 
Eureka CA; May 20, Bob & Jean Jackson 
Visalia CA; May 21, Al & Connie Whitfield CYO 
Federal Way WA; May 23, Don Smith, Hank Johnson 
Tifton GA; May 29, Fred Reuter 
Buffalo NY; June 7, Jim & Linda Wheeler 
Bristol TN; June 9, Jim & June Criswell 
Memphis TN; June 10, Ed & Sally Ramsey 
Mtn. Homo AR; June 11, Mural Partee 
Hardy AR; June 12, Sam McNutt 
Grenada MS; June 13, Charles & Sara Leflore 
Bartlesville OK; June 15, Larry Maddox 
York PA; July 18, Don & Roberta Spangler 
Minerva NY; July 22, Mary & Bill Jenkins 
Conway NH; July 25, Barbara Savary 
Broadsibin NY; July 31, Evelyn Heath 
Dillard GA; Aug. 8, Jerry & Becky Cope 
Lancaster SC; Aug. 31, Barbara Harrelson 
Wausau WI; Sept. 9, Bob & Pauline Holup 
Pekin IL; Sept. 12, Dean Larimore 
Johnstown PA; Sept. 13, Jim & Dot Karl 
Berea OH; Sept. 14, Al & Lou Jaworskl 
Greenfield OH; Sept. 15, Jack Reno (1/2 ) 
Wheeling WV; Oct. 10, Ralph Miller 
Versailles OH; Oct. 11, BIll Swallow (tent.) 
WyomIng MI; Oct, 13, Joanne Humbarger 
Kingsville TX; Oct. 18, (tentative) 
Anderson SC; Oct. 23, Chick & Estelle Evans 
Newberry SC; Oct. 24, Earle & Fran Merchant 
Toledo OH; Oct. 25 (tentative) 
Belleville IL; Oct. 30, Stan & Rena Jacob 
North Platte NE; Nov. 8, Dave & Vada Hauman 
Centralia IL; Nov. 15, Dave & Stella Schilling 
Berlin PA; Nov. 22 (aft.), Roy & Ruth Romesburg 
London, Ont; Nov. 27, Ken & Mary Brennan 
Sebring FL; Dec. 5 (tent.) 
Deerfield Beach FL; Dec. 8 (tent.) 
ZephyrhIlls FL; Dec. 10, Bob & Dee Barnes 
Carlsbad NM; Jan. 9, James & Thelma Lowery 
Virginia Beach VA; Jan. 15; Dick & Mary Fuller 
Purdue IN; Jan 17, Keith Arnold 
Chippewa Falls WI; Feb. 28, Don & Jean Wellsandt (1/2 ) 
1 
SpeCial 3 
3rd CHEMICAL VALLEY SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL, 
June 	12.13, 	1981; 	Civic 	Center, 	Charleston, 	W.V.: 
Johnny Jones, Jack Hoffman, Don Williamson. All 
Events- S9. Write Jack Hoffman, 211 Pine Circle, 
Dunbar WV 25084. 
18th ANNUAL HONEYLAND SIAM FESTIVAL, June 
5,6,7; Concord College. Athens WV 24712. Staff: Harry 
McColgan, Jesse Shackleford, Bill J. Evans; Rounds, 
Ed 	& Carolyn 	Raybuck. Contact: Zell McGriff, 204 
Highland St., Beckley WV 25801. 
23rd Annual Rochester N.Y. Area DANCE-O-RAMA, 
May 2; 1 PM-Midnight, MS, Plus 1 &2, A.1 & 2; C.1 w/star 
tips. Ron Libby, Ed Foote, Mike Callahan, Jerry Car-
men, Harry Slocum, Peter & Beryl Barton, Ted Sannel. 
la. Write P.& F. Frost. 1132 Wall Rd., Webster NY 14580 
VILLAGE SQUARE SQUARE DANCE HALL-Wooden 
floor, full program of all levels of square dancing. 
Caller 	college, 	May 	10-14. 	Write 	for 	schedules: 
VILLAGE SQUARE, RD 1, Downingtown PA 19335, or 
call Cliff or Gussle at 215-289-2821. 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling 
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds will 
Squares, Fun Feat and Fall Jubilee. For details writ, 
Tax Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dan 
NC 28733. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY SquarelRound Dance weekends-
Spring and Fall; National Callers; at Interlaken Peso, 
Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write: Bill & Jacqu 
BlevIna, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove IL 8009( 
NyAgat/ MITI RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED 	I WITH THE CAIIER IN MIND 
Try these. 
WW201 HEY LI-LEE LI-LEE 
WW202 SHORTNIN' 
WW206 SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
WW403 PROMISED LAND 
WW508 
MUSIC IS MY WOMAN 
Flip Round Cued by 
George Smith 
• 
6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-6297 
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( Book 
Nook  
by Mary Jenkins 
INSIGHTS ON SIGHT CALLING 
by Carl Brandt 
explain his system of sight calling. He 
also suggests that if you run Into a pro-
blem with this system, you write to him 
and he'll gladly discuss It with you. He 
asks that you do not copy this material 
and give It away. 
A few words about the author will 
assure you he has had a bit of ex-
perience! Carl has been calling for 31 
years, is an accredited member of 
Callerlab, and past president of the Ft. 
Wayne Callers Association and the In-
diana Square Dance Callers Associa-
tion. He is presently calling for five clubs 
and two workshop groups and is serving 
as chairman of the ISDCA's training 
notes. He has taught beginner classes 
each year since 1954. 
Order from Carl Brandt, 3002 Schaper 
Drive, Fort Wayne IN 48806. 





          
     
CALICO COUNTRY 
ORIGINALS 
Write for free brochure 
  
          
   
Beat the Winter Blahs 
with this 
Beautiful Breath of Spring 
   
          
    
Shown in Bright Coral 
Other Colors Available 
    
          
  
1704 MOON NE 
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112 
(505) 294-2834 
  
          
.1. .1. 	 ... ... 
          
"This concept of sight calling is 
dedicated to the moderately priced 
iocaiized caiiers who make up the ma-
jority of square dance entertainers in the 
world. Most of these callers probably do 
very little travel calling. They pretty 
much call to the same club or clubs and 
know their dancers fairly well. You who 
fall Into this category have a great ad-
vantage when learning sight calling. You 
don't have to strain mentally each tip to 
figure out who partners are unless your 
club mixes partners often throughout 
the dance. 
"Absorb just a little of this at a time, 
unless you have a photographic mind. If 
that's the case, you're well blessed with 
a God-given talent. The rest of us are 
average and considered normal.- 
With that introduction, Carl goes on to 
American Squaredance, Marcn 7987 
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CLIP ART I 	  $3.00 
CLIP ART 11  $4.00 
CLOGGING 	  $4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF 
SQUARE DANCING 	 $4.00 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING $10.00 
a 	-
DIPLOMAS 
Square/Round 	..... 10cF; 100—$8.00 
Clogging 	  151z: 100—$12.00 
Promotional Folders... 	. . .$8.00 
IN-forms (guides, helps) 	25c/1 
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices) 
e01....111.1tillb.;2;411,1164 	 :4 er.e... 01b;e:;••;1;••kt;4 	t:aidir.2..  
r-•..17.7•40.......";:toMit:Zi P7;71 	L I IN  E- 0 -TYPE    
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
CA LLERC 
!RIES BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS  	..$3.00 
PROGRESSIvF WORKSHOP  ...$3.00 
CALLER CLINIC  	.$6.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	$6.00 
SET-UP AND GET—OUT 	  $6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING 	$4.00 
PLUS ONE AND TWO 	 $4.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE $3.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM 	 $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA 	 $3.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	$4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING 	 $3.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE $3.00 
MATCH A MELODY 	 $4.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE 	 $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the 
Mentally Handicapped 	$5.00 
SOLO DANCES 	 $7.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE 	 $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL $3.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	 $7.00 
S/D STYLING 	$4.00 
Add $1.00 postage & handling 
ON ALL ORDERS 
Postage on ABC'S—$1.50 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
";4;46.2i,11.4.1112..;• 1.;2;416..WWb.±;41.4.411W b;g1,4 1.4.. • ....t.;••acp;.t.4 	b4;1•,e;a11a....i....11V6111a;d 6:4;11V2;••;WI 
kVI/i 	 \111, 	 r 	r 
A \'w:- 
Lif 	 king 	dirM 
One never finds time for anything—
you must make time for what you want to do. 
P7•07Z1115N157,41M. 	 trifl p^..^..'.'..^..  
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‘,10'.̀ • 'BERMUDA 
Square Round Dance 
Festival and World Convention 
Sponsored by: Bermuda Department of Tourism 
Hosted by: Mid Ocean Promenaders Square Dance Club of Bermuda 




DICK JONES CHUCK STINCHCOMB 
Md. 
and CHARLIE & BETTYE PROCTER (Texas) — Rounds 
FLIGHTS FROM ALL KEY CITIES 
Convention Package Prices at TEN TOP HOTELS 
• Varied Levels of Dancing 
* Panels 
• Clinics 
* Workshops and 
* Beautiful BERMUDA 
For Registration Form: 
BERMUDA SID CONVENTION 
Post Office Box 145, Avon, Mass. 02322 
617-963-0713 
HALPO INDUSTRIES 
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
3865 Signal Dr., Columbus OH 43227 
614-837-7235 
Also Distributed By.  
MARCUS MIX ASSOC. 
400 Frisbee Ave., Santa Rosa CA 06401 
(707) 564-8843 
MITY MITE SPEAKER 
• Compact Size 	 • Light Weight - Only 20 lbs. 
• Super Sound • Ideal For Traveling Callers 
This speaker dares to be different! Our sound-secret Is the hi-compliance full-range 6x9 oral speakers 
working in unison to generate rich bass and midrange sounds. The super tweeters extend the clear, crisp 
highs to the limit. 60 watts RMS power capacity (120+ peak). Covers up to 30 squares easily. 4 ohm im-
pedance. 30-18k hertz frequency response. Sturdy particle board cabinet covered with cherry wood for-
mica for lasting beauty. Contrasting grille covering. Built-in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimen-
sions. 8"w x 8"d x 22"h. Shipping weight 25 lbs. 
ALL ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS 
• Light Weight - Only 11 lbs. 
• Folds To Compact Size. 
Heavy duty structural aluminum. full adjustable telescoping post with knob screw locks; folding tripod legs; 
gold trimmed to match speaker system; fully anodized for protection and beauty Folded length 37" 
Extended height 84•• . Shipping weight 12 lbs.  
NOTE - The figures stated with speakers indicate the speaker may be used with receivers and amplifiers 
delivering up to the stated (BMS) continuous power per channel, driven to clippings 10% of the time, on 
normal music source material. 
Call or Write for Further Info. 	 VISA & MASTER CHARGE WELCOME 
THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED WITH ANY KNOWN 
SQUARE DANCE AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET TODAY 
83 
Apt% LINE Cartoon Dy Tolni KaartInen 
"The weatherman told us not to go square dancing tonight!" 
...- ...- 	 -N.- 
SUPREME AUDIO 
C) 
 The Best Sound Column You Can Buy 
S-40.... 	....Price $135.50 plus Shipping 
S-80 Price $215.50 Plus Shipping 
S-80(x) 	Price $258.50 Plus Shipping 
Speaker Cords 	 $7.00 
Vinyl Covers Available — Write for Prices 
For Information, Call or Write 
BOB OR SHIRLEY 
(314) 343-5465 
SUPREME AUDIO 
253 W. Covered Bridge Ct., 
Fenton, Missouri 63026 
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Paces are suDjeci to change without notification 
Dance Your Way thru the Northwest 
while at the 30th National in Seattle, Washington 
Make the most of your visit... choose one of these scenic tours, personally escorted by Square Dance Leaders! 
Come Early: 0% II I I I% IIP11 	A IV • %/toy Luiltici I. 
June 13, 1981— CANADIAN ROCKIES 
Join Harris and Mary Stockard on this 11 day tour of: British 
Columbia, Banff, Lake Louise, Revelstoke and Glacier National 
Parks by air conditioned motorcoach. Includes mini-Alaska 
Inland Passage Cruise, hotels, some meals, sightseeing and 
More! $950 per person, double occupancy. 
June 30, 1981— CLASSIC 'NORTH COUNTRY' 
VACATION 
Ron and Connie Ross host this unique 12 day cruise and tour 
combination, aboard the Cunard Princess, including in-depth 
Alaska sightseeing! From $1,505 per person, double occupancy. 
June 16, 1981— ALASKA CRUISE #1 June 30, 1981— ALASKA CRUISE #2 
Marlin Hull hosts the cruise of Alaska's Inland Passage, aboard 
the Cunard Princess for 7 days, including fabulous meals, 
entertainment, and More! From $910.00 per person, double 
occupancy. 
Hosted by Bob Chiodo. For details see Alaska Cruise #1. 
• Discounted group fares, subject to change. 
SPE
CIAL SQUARE DANCER'S TOURS: 
"Magic Escape to the South Pacific" 
Attend the INTERNATIONAL SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL In 
Christchurch, New Zealand! 
We are reserving space now for our group going to the 
enchanting South Seas! Here's your chance to explore 
Australia, New Zealand and Fiji for 21 luxurious days! From 
$3,500 per person from Los Angeles. DEPARTS: OCTOBER 16, 
1981 
"LIBBY LOVE `YA" Caribbean Cruise 
STATE 
	
zip 	 Ron Libby hosts the "LOVE VA" Cruise: 
JANUARY 31, 1982. 
7 glorious days sailing sunny Caribbean aboard the Fun Ship 
Mardi Gras from Miami. Make plans now! From $1,000 per per-
son, double occupancy. 
42 43 
HURRY! RESERVE SPACE NOW: 
I NAME 	 
! ADDRESS  
I CITY 	 PHONE ).  
MIMI 2r..~.I.M11,01,7=1,...i.,.........1=1. - or-AMEN, - .1".MES,2,...lin"..1.X..I.I .••••,. -.EMI., ...r..I.-2=0,7,1-7.-1.3..-J,M10...
,...M1 
Yes, please reserve space for 	 people on the tour package marked below, 
and RUSH information to my address! 
MAIL TO: DOLORES UHRI (Dancer) 
Square Dance Tour Specialist 
(206) 693-2502 
CANADIAN ROCKIES TOUR 
L. ALASKAN CRUISE #1 
H "NORTH COUNTRY" VACATION 
KOP TRAVEL 
1706 Main St. 
Vancouver, WA 98660 
ALASKA CRUISE #2 
SOUTH PACIFIC 
LIBBY LOVE 'YA CRUISE 
It 
9 
